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Foreword
It is an honour to be asked to introduce this third Volume of the LSE Law Review,
as my term as Head of Department draws to a close this year. The Review got off
to an excellent start two years ago, but has grown in strength with each Volume,
receiving an unprecedented number of submissions this year. That is a position
to be in that many Editors of leading Law Journals would envy. It is also a
testament to the vibrancy of LSE's research culture in the student body,
something easily overlooked or undervalued, given the current focus on students
as purely consumers of teaching. Once again, the extraordinary range of subject
matter that comes under expert critical scrutiny in this Volume cannot fail to
impress the reader, and the Editors are to be congratulated for the fantastic job
that they have done.
Professor Jeremy Horder
Head of the Department of Law
The London School of Economics and Political Science
March 2018
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Letter from the Editor
On behalf of our editorial board, it gives me great pride to present this third
volume of the LSE Law Review.
As an independent student-led journal established in 2015, our goal this year
was to sustain the vision of its founders. Building on this strong early leadership,
we shared the aim for the LSE Law Review to serve as a forum for students,
practioners, and academics to express their perspectives on some of the most
important contemporary legal issues around the world.
Our third volume marks several exciting milestones in the continuation of
these efforts. This year we received interest from students from numerous
academic institutions, resulting in an unprecedented number of submissions on
all areas of law, from jurisdictions around the world. The LSE Law Review is now
issued with an International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) by the British
Library; all articles will be assigned a Digital Object Identifier (DOI); and the
journal is linked to LSE Research Online and other databases. We hope this
electronic inclusion broadens the journal’s reach and encourages the submission
of high-quality scholarship. We are indebted to Ms. Lucy Lambe and LSE Library
staff for their invaluable assistance throughout this process.
On behalf of our editorial board, I extend profound gratitude to the LSE
Department of Law, especially Professor Jeremy Horder, Professor Andrew
Murray, and Ms. Sarah Lee for their continued financial support and enthusiasm
for this project. Furthermore, we thank The Rt Hon. Professor Sir Robin Jacob,
Hugh Laddie Professor of Intellectual Property Law and Director of the Institute
of Brand and Innovation Law, University College London, for joining us at the
third annual Launch Night as our honorary LSE Law alumni guest speaker.
We also thank our corporate and prize sponsors Francis Taylor Building
(Ms. Deirdre Mahon), 11KBW (Ms. Claire Halas), and 3 Verulam Buildings (Mr.
Robin Jackson) for their generous support and continued interest in partnering
with the Review. We also show our appreciation to the LSESU Law Society and
its executive committee for their collaboration and commitment of resources,
which makes this journal possible.

ii

I am also delighted to thank the authors included in this volume for selecting
the LSE Law Review to publish their thought provoking contributions.
Finally, I would like to personally thank the dedicated editors of this year’s
board: Claire, Florence, Gloria, Kelly, Lora, Lubaba, Lucas, Marcus, May Quin,
Pavlina, Sarah, Shan, and Shukri. It was an honour to work and learn alongside
you, and I am proud of our collective accomplishments encompassed in this
volume. I look forward to following your promising future endeavours closely, as
your colleague and friend.
I have every confidence that next year’s board will advance the progress
made over the last three years, and I am eager to follow these transformations as
an alumni and LSE Law Review subscriber.
Grady Arnott
Editor-in-Chief 2017-18
LSE Law Review Editorial Board
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The Re-Emergence of the Legitimate Representative of a
People: Libya, Syria, and Beyond
Matthias Edtmayer*

ABSTRACT
In the context of the civil wars in Libya and Syria, a legal term which was well-known during
the decolonisation process re-emerged in statements issued by different foreign ministries. Libyan
and Syrian opposition groups were recognised by States as ‘the legitimate representative’ of their
people. Since, little scholarly attention has been paid to this development. The recognition was
perceived as political rhetoric rather than an act of legal significance. Even the re-emergence of the
concept of ‘the legitimate representative of a people’ in a United Nations General Assembly
(‘UNGA’) resolution passed unnoticed, with its analysis still missing in the existing literature.
This article argues that the re-emergence of the concept of ‘the legitimate representative of a people’
in cases outside the decolonisation process might hint at the beginning of a legal development,
which allows the assistance and supply of arms to opposition groups recognised as the legitimate
representative of a people. It provides an analysis of the statements made by States in regard to
UNGA Resolution 67/262 and contends that the legal concept of ‘the legitimate representative
of a people’ could evolve in those future cases in which democratically elected groups have been
barred from access to power or ousted by coups d’état.
INTRODUCTION
This article discusses the re-emergence of the concept of the legitimate
representative of a people. It is divided into three sections. The first outlines the
development of the recognition of Libyan and Syrian opposition groups as the
respective legitimate representative of their people. It reviews the origins of the
concept and the recognition of national liberation movements as the
corresponding legitimate representative of their people. Next, the consequences
*

LLM (LSE) 2016/2017, Public International Law.
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of being recognised as the legitimate representative of a people will be examined.
This second section analyses the implications of the concept in the cases of Libya
and Syria for the recognition of governments, intervention, and the use of force.
In doing so, the section scrutinises State practice and opinio iuris. It incorporates
an analysis of United Nations General Assembly (‘UNGA’) Resolution 67/262.1
The final section looks beyond Libya and Syria to suggest how this re-emerging
concept might be shaped in future cases. The section contends that the concept
could de lege ferenda thrive in cases in which democratically elected groups have
been barred from access to power or ousted by coups d’état.
I. THE RE-EMERGENCE OF THE LEGITIMATE
REPRESENTATIVE OF A PEOPLE AND ITS ORIGINS
The Libyan National Transitional Council (‘NTC’), which opposed the Gaddafi
government, was established on 27 February 2011. On 10 March 2011, France
was the first State to recognise the NTC as ‘the legitimate representative of the
Libyan people’.2 In contrast to France, the position of the UK was initially more
hesitant, though it evolved quickly thereafter. Initially, the UK referred to the
NTC as an ‘important and legitimate political interlocutor’.3 By May 2011,
however, the UK referred to it as ‘a legitimate representative of the Libyan people’
and, at the end of June of that same year, it viewed the NTC as ‘the legitimate
representative of the Libyan people’.4 The development of the terms in which the

UNGA Res 67/262 (15 May 2013) UN Doc A/RES/67/262 (voted 107-12-59).
Giuseppe Nesi, ‘Recognition of the Libyan National Transitional Council: When, How
and Why’ (2011) 21 Italian Y B Int’l L 45, 45-53; Stefan Talmon, ‘Recognition of the
Libyan National Transitional Council’ (2011) 15 ASIL Insights 2; ‘Libye: Paris Juge
L’opposition Légitime’ Le Figaro (Paris, 10 March 2011) <www.lefigaro.fr/flashactu/2011/03/10/97001-20110310FILWWW00448-libye-le-cnt-legitime-paris.php>
accessed 20 July 2017.
3 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, ‘Foreign Secretary Meets Libyan Interim
Transitional National Council Special Envoy’ (29 March 2011)
<www.gov.uk/government/news/foreign-secretary-meets-libyan-interim-transitionalnational-council-special-envoy> accessed 20 July 2017.
4 Foreign and Commonwealth Office, ‘Head of the Libyan National Transitional Council
Visits UK’ (12 May 2011) <www.gov.uk/government/news/head-of-the-libyannational-transitional-council-visits-uk> accessed 20 July 2017; Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, ‘UK Provides Equipment to the National Transitional Council
1
2
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UK referred to the NTC expresses different levels of support. The same pattern
can be observed in the case of Syria.
In November 2012, the Syrian National Council merged with other
opposition groups to form the National Coalition of Syrian Revolutionary and
Opposition Forces (‘SOC’).5 Talmon points out the different wording of the
statements made by States in support of the SOC. States ‘recognised’, ‘accepted’,
‘acknowledged’ or ‘considered’ the SOC as
(i) a legitimate representative for [of] the aspirations of the Syrian
people;
(ii) legitimate representatives of the aspirations of the Syrian people;
(iii)
a legitimate representative of the Syrian people;
(iv) legitimate representatives of the Syrian people;
(v)
the legitimate representative of the Syrian people;
(vi) the sole legitimate representative of the Syrian people.6
The small differences in the wording matter and Talmon accordingly identifies
three levels of support. Recognition as a legitimate representative for the
aspirations of a people is the weakest form of support, indicating that the group
does not directly represent the people themselves. Recognition as a representative
or as representatives of a people means that the group is not perceived as the only
representative by the recognising State and that there might be others that enjoy
equal recognition. Recognition as the representative of a people is the strongest
form of support, indicating that the group is the only representative of the
respective people.7
The Arab States of the Gulf Cooperation Council, Turkey, and Western
States, including France, the UK, and the US, were the ones to recognise the SOC
as the legitimate representative of the Syrian people. However, not even all EU

in Libya’ (30 June 2011) <www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-provides-equipment-tothe-national-transitional-council-in-libya> accessed 20 July 2017.
5 Stefan Talmon, ‘Recognition of Opposition Groups as the Legitimate Representative of
a People’ (2013) 12 CJIL 219, 219-221.
6 ibid 226-228.
7 ibid, ‘Opposition Groups’ (n 5) 227-230.
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Member States could agree on this strong form of support. The EU itself
recognised the SOC as legitimate representatives of the Syrian people.8
While the nuances in the wording of statements in support of the SOC express
the level of political support, these nuances might also matter legally. ‘The
legitimate representative of a people’ is neither a new term in international politics
nor in public international law. The term originates from the international law of
self-determination and was used to refer to national liberation movements
(‘NLMs’) in cases of colonial domination, alien occupation, and racist regimes. In
the decolonisation context, the phrase, while clearly being used on the political
stage, also carries legal consequences.9
Roth shows that providing assistance and arms to NLMs during the
decolonisation period was international custom. The NLMs were not recognised
as governments during their time of struggle for independence. Instead, the
UNGA referred to them and recognised them respectively as the legitimate
representative of their people. For example, in the case of Namibia, the UNGA
called upon Member States to ‘render increased and sustained support and
material, financial, military and other assistance to the South West Africa People’s
Organization’, which it had previously recognised as ‘the sole and authentic
representative of the Namibian people’.10 Roth concludes that the State practice
and the ‘utter lack’ of opinio iuris opposing such assistance means that arming the
NLMs is not a breach of Article 2(4) of the United Nations (‘UN’) Charter.11
The concept of the legitimate representative of a people has so far been
confined to cases related to the decolonisation process. The re-emergence of the
term in the conflicts of Libya and Syria leads to wider questions about the
potential legal consequences of recognising a group as the legitimate
representative of a people outside the decolonisation context. The wording of
ibid 219-230, 253 (for a list of States that recognised the SOC).
Dapo Akande, ‘Self Determination and the Syrian Conflict – Recognition of Syrian
Opposition as Sole Legitimate Representative of the Syrian People: What Does this
Mean and What Implications Does it Have?’ EJIL: Talk! (6 December 2012)
<www.ejiltalk.org/self-determination-and-the-syrian-conflict-recognition-of-syrianopposition-as-sole-legitimate-representative-of-the-syrian-people-what-does-this-meanand-what-implications-does-it-have> accessed 20 July 2017.
10 UNGA Res 35/227A (3 March 1981) UN Doc A/RES/35/227A (voted 114-0-22) 42.
11 Brad R Roth, Governmental Illegitimacy in International Law (OUP 1999) ch 6, 201-242.
Talmon is more cautious whether such a rule of customary international law
developed, see Talmon, Opposition Groups’ (n 5) 237.
8
9
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recognition statements is thus crucial. Only recognition as the legitimate
representative of a people could potentially entail legal consequences.
II. THE CONSEQUENCES OF BEING RECOGNISED AS THE
LEGITIMATE REPRESENTATIVE OF A PEOPLE: POLITICS
WITHOUT LEGAL IMPLICATIONS?
The Recognition of Governments
The recognition of the NTC and the SOC as the legitimate representative
respectively of the Libyan and Syrian people indicates the loss of legitimacy of the
government in power. It, then, leads one to the question of whether these groups
can politically and/or legally represent their people.
States are legally represented by their government. Logically, one State can
only have one government. Problems arise when different groups claim to be the
government. The recognition of governments is sometimes linked to the
recognition of States, eg, in the case of a potential secession. The question of the
recognition of the seceding group as being the government is naturally tied to
whether there even exists a new State, which the group claims to represent, under
international law.12 This is, however, not the focus of this paper as secession has
not been an aim of either the NTC or the SOC. The analysis that follows focuses
on instances in which competing groups claim to represent the State as a whole.
The test for the recognition of governments in public international law is
traditionally linked to the notion of effective control over the whole or most of
the territory of the State. How this control is established is an internal matter of
the State. International law generally does not protect the lawful transfer of power
under domestic law. Lauterpacht, in that regard, points out that international law
is indifferent to the domestic illegality of changes of government. Revolutions,
coups d’état, or other unconstitutional changes of government are traditionally not
a subject of international law.13 A competing test for the recognition of
There is a certain interdependency as one of the generally accepted criteria for statehood
is an independent and effective government. See Hersch Lauterpacht, Recognition in
International Law (CUP 1948) 26-48; James Crawford, The Creation of States in International
Law (2nd edn, OUP 2007) 37-89, 374-419; Brad R Roth, ‘Secessions, Coups and the
International Rule of Law: Assessing the Decline of the Effective Control Doctrine’
(2010) 11 Melb J Int’l L 393, 393-421.
13 Lauterpacht (n 12) 87-174; Roth, ‘Secessions’ (n 12) 422-427.
12
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governments is the test of legitimacy. While the source of legitimacy was originally
held to be a dynastic claim to govern, its source is now the legality of the transfer
of power under domestic constitutional law and democratic governance. In the
recent past, there have only been a small number of cases in support of the
legitimacy test.14 In other words, for the majority, the test for the recognition of
governments remains effective control.15
In the case of a conflict in which two groups claim to be the government
of the State as a whole, both the established government and the opposition group
might exercise effective control over parts of the territory of the State. In this
case, there is a presumption under international law in favour of the established
government.16 That so, the established government continues to legally represent
the whole State even though it has lost effective control over some parts of the
territory. Such a presumption in favour of the established government will
continue as long as it resists the opposition group and the resistance is not
‘ostensibly hopeless or purely nominal’.17 Recognition of an opposition group as
the government by a foreign State before this point is reached, equates to an
unlawful intervention and, as such, is a violation of international law. According
to the test of effective control, the opposition group becomes the government
and can be lawfully recognised as such by other States when it effectively controls
the entire (or most of the) State territory with a ‘reasonable prospect of
permanency’.18
In relation to the use of force, the aforementioned presumption in favour
of the established government has important consequences under international
law. According to the doctrine of intervention by invitation, the government of a
State can lawfully ask a foreign State to intervene on its territory to assist in the
fight against opposition groups. This, as one can imagine, can decide the outcome

For a discussion of the cases of Haiti, Sierra Leone, Côte d’Ivoire and The Gambia, see
text at n 107 and 108.
15 Lauterpacht (n 12) 102-109; Roth, Governmental Illegitimacy (n 11) 142-149; Roth,
‘Secessions’ (n 12) 427-440.
16 Lauterpacht refers to the Spanish government during the Spanish Civil War which
continued to legally represent Spain, inter alia in front of the Permanent Court of
International Justice, despite a significant loss of territory. For further references, see
Lauterpacht (n 12) 93-94.
17 ibid 94.
18 ibid 87-174.
14
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of a conflict.19 The presumption in favour of the established government is crucial
because, without it, States could recognise opposition groups that exercise
effective control over a part of the State territory as the new government and, in
doing so, de-recognise the established government. In this scenario, the derecognised government would lose its status and the opposition group, as the new
government of the State, could invite foreign States to help it fight the political
group of the de-recognised administration.20
Many States, including the US and the UK, do not accord formal
recognition to governments anymore, but recognise States only.21 However,
A controversy remains whether the government loses this privilege when a conflict has
developed into a civil war. According to the Institut de Droit International resolution
‘The Principle of Non-Intervention in Civil Wars’ (1975), assistance to either the
government or the opposition would then be prohibited. On this controversial principle
of negative equality, see Gregory H Fox, ‘Intervention by Invitation’ in Marc Weller (ed),
The Oxford Handbook of the Use of Force in International Law (OUP 2015) ch 37. However,
State practice and opinio iuris of States in the case of Syria do not indicate support for the
principle of negative equality. Russia has been intervening in Syria upon an invitation
issued by the Assad government since 2013 when it started arming the Assad forces.
Since 2015, it directly intervened with its own forces on Syrian territory. Russia claimed
and emphasised that it believes to be in compliance with international law. Other States
have not challenged this claim. For example, a joint declaration by the US, the UK,
France, Germany, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey concerning the Russian intervention
was mute on the lawfulness of Russia’s actions. In fact, some of these States also rely on
the doctrine of intervention by invitation to legally justify the intervention in the civil
war in Yemen. See Prime Minister’s Office, ‘Press conference: the Prime Minister and
President Vladimir Putin’ (16 June 2013) <www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pressconference-the-prime-minister-and-president-vladimir-putin> accessed 20 July 2017;
Foreign and Commonwealth Office, ‘Joint Declaration on Recent Military Actions of
the
Russian
Federation
in
Syria’
(2
October
2015)
<www.gov.uk/government/news/joint-declaration-on-recent-military-actions-of-therussian-federation-in-syria> accessed 20 July 2017; Foreign and Commonwealth Office,
‘A Political Solution in Yemen Remains the Best Way to Counter the Growing Threat
from Terrorist Groups’ (14 April 2015) <www.gov.uk/government/speeches/apolitical-solution-in-yemen-remains-the-best-way-to-counter-the-growing-threat-fromterrorist-groups> accessed 20 July 2017.
20 Lauterpacht (n 12) 93-95.
21 Mexico already stated this policy (the ‘Estrada doctrine’) in 1930. The US ended its
practice of according recognition to governments in 1977 and the UK did so in 1980.
See Hilary Charlesworth, ‘The New Australian Recognition Policy in Comparative
Perspective’ (1991) 18 MULR 1, 8-13; Nesi (n 2) 56. On the meaning of de facto and de
jure recognition, see Stefan Talmon, Recognition of Governments in International Law: With
Particular Reference to Governments in Exile (OUP 1998).
19
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exceptions remain, as will be observed in the case of Libya. The Gaddafi
administration quickly lost its status as government soon after States had
recognised the NTC as the legitimate representative of the Libyan people. On 27
July 2011, the UK recognised the NTC as ‘the sole governmental authority in
Libya’.22 Warbrick correctly notes that at the time when the UK recognised the
NTC as the government of Libya, Gaddafi’s army had not yet been defeated and
still controlled the capital, Tripoli. While the ‘momentum (…) shifted against’23
Gaddafi at this time, it is still questionable whether its recognition as the
government was lawful under the effective control test.24
By the end of August 2011, the NTC conquered Tripoli. On 16 September
2011, the UNGA adopted a resolution25 approving the unanimous report of the
Credentials Committee which accepted the credentials of the representatives sent
by the NTC to the UN. While this is not an explicit recognition of the NTC as
the government, it is nonetheless an important acknowledgement by a majority
of UN Member States that the NTC legally represents Libya. The United Nations
Security Council (‘UNSC’), for the first time, also took note of the NTC in a
resolution on 16 September 2011.26 The NTC declared the liberation of Libya
after conquering Sirte in October 2011. After it appointed a new cabinet on 22
November 2011, the UNSC welcomed ‘the establishment of the transitional
Government of Libya’ on 2 December 2011.27
In the case of Syria, the Assad administration is still recognised as the
government of Syria and benefits from the presumption under international law
Foreign and Commonwealth Office, ‘Libyan Charge d’Affaires to be Expelled from UK’
(27 July 2011) <www.gov.uk/government/news/libyan-charge-d-affaires-to-beexpelled-from-uk> accessed 20 July 2017.
23 ibid.
24 Colin Warbrick, ‘British Policy and the National Transitional Council of Libya’ (2012)
61 ICLQ 247, 252-256.
25 UNGA Res 66/1 (16 September 2011) UN Doc A/RES/66/1 (voted 114-17-15).
Notably, all five permanent members of the Security Council voted in favour of the
resolution in the UNGA but none of them contributed to the official debate, see UNGA
Verbatim Record (16 September 2011) UN Doc A/66/PV.2.
26 UNSC Res 2009 (16 September 2011) UN Doc S/RES/2009.
27 UNSC Res 2022 (2 December 2011) UN Doc S/RES/2022; Warbrick (n 24) 253-264;
Nesi (n 2) 48-56; ‘Libya’s NTC Announces New Cabinet’ Al Jazeera (Doha, 22
November 2011)
<www.aljazeera.com/news/africa/2011/11/20111122182321109582.html> accessed
20 July 2017.
22
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in favour of the established government. At the time when States started
recognising the NTC and the SOC as the legitimate representative of their people,
the same States still viewed the Gaddafi and the Assad administrations as
governments. Talmon correctly notes that recognising a group as the legitimate
representative of a people does, however, not change the legal status of the
respective government.28 Recognition as the government and recognition as the
legitimate representative of a people are separate issues and a group can be
recognised as the latter without impeding the status of the former. This parallel
co-existence of two entities confused the media, however.29
Such co-existence is in line with the cases related to the decolonisation
process. Notably, NLMs were not recognised as governments during their
struggle against the colonising government and intervention upon an invitation
issued not by a government, but by the legitimate representative of a people, was
not accepted as a legitimate legal basis for any such intervention. An invasion by
a foreign military in support of an NLM, in other words, would have violated
Article 2(4) of the UN Charter.30 The same applies to the cases of Libya and Syria.
The government of a State should normally also be the legitimate
representative of its people. The splitting of these roles and their parallel coexistence indicates that even when a government is perceived as illegitimate, States
still adhere to the test of effective control and to the presumption in favour of the
established government in the case of civil war.31 Yet the recognition of the NTC
as the Libyan government by the UK, which was premature under the test of
effective control, falls into a wider pattern of the increasing role of legitimacy.
Legitimacy might have tipped the scales but it was nonetheless the expected
territorial gains of the NTC that made recognition arguable for the UK
government.

Talmon, ‘Opposition Groups’ (n 5) 229-250.
The BBC confused the recognition as the legitimate representative of a people with the
recognition as the government and reported that France had recognised the NTC as the
government on 10 March 2011. In fact, France did not recognise the NTC as the
government until June 2011. See Anne Schuit, ‘Recognition of Governments in
International Law and the Recent Conflict in Libya’ (2012) 14 Int C L Rev 381, 381-396;
‘Libya: France Recognises Rebels as Government’ BBC News (London, 10 March 2011)
<www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-12699183> accessed 20 July 2017.
30 Roth, Governmental Illegitimacy (n 11) 215-217.
31 Talmon, ‘Opposition Groups’ (n 5) 229-250.
28
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Akande notes that the legitimate representative of a people is regarded by
recognising States as a ‘government in waiting’.32 There seems to be a strong
presumption among States that the legitimate representative of a people will be
recognised as the government once it exerts ample effective control. French
President Hollande presumed that the legitimate representative of a people would
be recognised as the government at a later point in time. He stated that ‘France
recognizes the National Syrian Coalition as the sole representative of the Syrian
people and therefore as the future provisional government of a democratic Syria’.33
Egypt indicated with respect to the NTC and the resolution approving the report
of the Credentials Committee:
(…) Now comes the moment of truth, when the will of the
Libyan people has to be respected. That is why the
Credentials Committee unanimously approved the request
of the National Transitional Council to represent Libya at
the United Nations. Arguing against that would only
prolong the suffering of the Libyan people and delay
achieving justice, particularly since close to 90 States
Members of the United Nations have recognized the
Libyan National Transitional Council as the only
representative of the Libyan people — a number that is
rising every day.34
However, this presumption is merely of a political nature. Recognition as
the legitimate representative of a people increases the legitimacy of a group and
expresses support for its future role as the government. It does not, however,
entail a legal right to be recognised as the future government.35 Effective territorial
control is still the crucial test that a group needs to pass. Until then, the legitimate
representative of a people might claim to politically speak for its people but does
not legally represent them.

Akande (n 9).
Talmon, ‘Opposition Groups’ (n 5) 221-229 (emphasis added).
34 UN Doc A/66/PV.2 (n 25) 11-12.
35 Talmon, ‘Opposition Groups’ (n 5) 229-250.
32
33
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Intervention and the Use of Force
Recognising a group as the legitimate representative of a people does not mean
recognition as the government of the State. Thus, the legitimate representative of
a people cannot lawfully invite foreign States to directly intervene with their forces.
The most important legal consequence of the recognition of the NLMs as the
legitimate representative of a people within the decolonisation context was the
lawful supply of assistance and arms by foreign States to such groups. In this
regard, the development of customary international law has had a profound
impact on how the principle of non-intervention and the prohibition on the use
of force, enshrined in Article 2(4) of the UN Charter, were applied.36
Without the special status as the legitimate representative of a people,
funding or supplying arms to opposition groups is unlawful under international
law. In Nicaragua,37 the International Court of Justice (‘ICJ’) held that funding
opposition groups is a violation of the principle of non-intervention.38 However,
it does not constitute an unlawful use of force.39 Nonetheless, arming and training
opposition groups is not only an unlawful intervention, but also a violation of the
prohibition of the use of force.40
Two questions need to be answered to clarify whether the rule of
customary international law, which makes the supply of arms to the legitimate
representative of a people lawful, also applies to the cases of Libya and Syria. First,
does the international law of self-determination apply to the people in Libya and
Syria? Second, if so, does this rule of customary international law apply to all
groups recognised as the legitimate representative of a people or only to NLMs
in cases related to the decolonisation process?41
Common Article 1(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights 1966 (‘Common Article 1’) reads that ‘All peoples have the right of selfRoth, Governmental Illegitimacy (n 11) 201-242.
Case Concerning Military and Paramilitary Activities In and Against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v United
States of America) (Merits) [1986] ICJ Rep 1986, 14.
38 ibid [228], [239]-[243].
39 ibid [228].
40 Akande (n 9); Dapo Akande, ‘Would It Be Lawful For European (or Other) States to
Provide Arms to the Syrian Opposition?’ EJIL: Talk! (17 January 2013)
<www.ejiltalk.org/would-it-be-lawful-for-european-or-other-states-to-provide-armsto-the-syrian-opposition> accessed 20 July 2017.
41 ibid; Akande, ‘Self Determination and the Syrian Conflict’ (n 9).
36
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determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status
and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development’.42 Cassese
asserts that the right of self-determination, enshrined in Common Article 1, is a
legal right of all peoples and not just of colonial peoples.43 That said, the content
of the right of self-determination is unclear outside cases related to the
decolonisation process – one might even say it is lex obscura – but it nonetheless
remains a right of all peoples.44
Talmon posits that only the recognition of an opposition group that
represents a people under colonial or alien subjugation as the legitimate
representative entails legal consequences. In contrast, the recognition of an
opposition group representing ‘a single people constituting a sovereign and
independent State’ as the legitimate representative would not carry any legal
consequences. The former would have a legal status in public international law
and the latter would not.45 Talmon claims the following:
A single people which has exercised its right of external
self-determination by establishing a sovereign and
independent State no longer has any rights or obligations
under international law independent of the rights and
obligations of its State. In other words, the people has been
“mediatized” by the State, i.e. the people as a legal person
has been subsumed into the State. In particular, a single
people constituting a State, as distinct from individuals,
minority groups, indigenous peoples, or several peoples
within a State, does not have any rights under international
law against its own State or government (…) In particular,
a single people within a State does not enjoy a right of
internal self-determination against its own State or

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (adopted 16 December 1966,
entered into force 23 March 1976) 999 UNTS 171; International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (adopted 16 December 1966, entered into force
3 January 1976) 993 UNTS 3 (emphasis added).
43 Antonio Cassese, Self-Determination of Peoples: A Legal Reappraisal (CUP 1995) 47-61.
44 James Crawford, ‘The Right of Self-Determination in International Law: Its
Development and Future’ in Philip Alston (ed), Peoples’ Rights (OUP 2001) 7-67, 10.
45 Talmon, ‘Opposition Groups’ (n 5) 234-237.
42
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government. While the right of internal self-determination,
i.e. the right of a people freely to determine its political
status and to pursue its economic, social and cultural
development, also applies to peoples of independent and
sovereign States, it is available only to peoples in
independent multinational States, i.e. States composed of
more than one people.46
Talmon bases his conclusion on two presumptions. First, he claims that
the right of self-determination is exhausted through the exercise of external selfdetermination. However, many scholars disagree with this interpretation. Cassese
emphasises that the right of self-determination, enshrined in Common Article 1,
is a continuing right.47 Akande also notes, in regard to Common Article 1, that it
‘is well recognised that all the peoples of independent States continue to have the
right of self-determination’.48 Second, Talmon claims that only peoples in
multinational States have the right of internal self-determination. On this point,
Cassese highlights that the Covenants ‘enshrined the right of the whole
population of each contracting State to internal self-determination, that is, the right
freely to choose their rulers’.49 Franck goes further to even suggest that the
international law of self-determination contributed to an emerging right to
democratic governance.50
Although the concept of the legitimate representative of a people clearly
originates from the international law of self-determination, States have not
explicitly expressed, in the case of Syria, that the recognition of the SOC as the
legitimate representative of the Syrian people means that they view the Syrian
revolution as a struggle for self-determination to which the law of selfdetermination applies.51 However, in the case of Libya, Nicaragua notably stated

ibid 235-236.
Cassese (n 43) 54-55.
48 Akande, ‘Self Determination and the Syrian Conflict’ (n 9).
49 Cassese (n 43) 65 (emphasis added).
50 Thomas M Franck, ‘The Emerging Right to Democratic Governance’ (1992) 86 AJIL
46, 57-60; Crawford (n 44) 40-47.
51 Akande, ‘Arms to Syrian Opposition’ (n 40); Akande, ‘Self Determination and the Syrian
Conflict’ (n 9).
46
47
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with respect to the Libyan NTC and the resolution approving the report of the
Credentials Committee that:
Nicaragua has been and remains a fervent defender of the
self-determination of the peoples of the world. (…)
Nicaragua will always respect the will of the peoples – the
only teachers of their future, the only sovereigns of the
political, social and economic model that they wish to
choose for themselves, free from any hegemonic caprice of
any Power. (…) Free determination must be of the peoples,
and not of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Revolutions cannot but be authentic. They cannot be
carried out by proxy (…).52
While Nicaragua expressed opposition to the intervention by the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (‘NATO’) States, it still seems to be of the opinion
that the revolution in Libya, despite not being a case related to the decolonisation
process or external self-determination, is (or at least could have been if it were not
for intervention by NATO) a case of self-determination.
In the literature, there is allusion to the irony that some Western States
now recognise opposition groups as the legitimate representative of a people and
are the main supporters of the re-emergence of the term, while they abstained
from recognising NLMs as such.53 However, the greater irony might be found in
the case of Syria. Already in 1952, the Syrian Representative at the UNGA
emphasised that the principle of self-determination has ‘two aspects’: while one
aspect is independence, the other is ‘self-government, that is to say a people’s right
to adopt representative institutions and freely to choose the form of government
which it wished to adopt’.54 On the first question as to whether the international
law of self-determination applies to the people in Libya and Syria, it should be
noted that while the content of the right of self-determination is lex obscura, there
are strong indications that the people of Libya and Syria have a continuing right
of internal self-determination.

UN Doc A/66/PV.2 (n 25) 11-12.
Akande, ‘Self Determination and the Syrian Conflict’ (n 9).
54 UNGA Verbatim Record (21 January 1952) UN Doc A/C.3/SR.397; Cassese (n 43) 60.
52
53
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Talmon ends his analysis with the questionable conclusion that the Syrian
people do not have a right of self-determination and, consequently, that the
recognition as the legitimate representative of a people is a mere political act
without legal implications. As to the question regarding the applicability of
customary international law to all groups recognised as the legitimate
representative of a people or only to NLMs in cases related to the decolonisation
process, Talmon notes that if this rule of customary international law exists, it
would not automatically apply to cases of internal self-determination.55 However,
customary international law is not static and can develop. The principle of nonintervention as a principle of customary international law can be modified. A new
exception to the general principle can develop through general practice supported
by the opinio iuris of States.56 The below analysis will scrutinise State practice and
opinio iuris with respect to providing assistance and arms to the NTC and in
particular to the SOC.
In the case of Libya, the UNSC quickly acted and took the lead. Before
any State recognised the NTC as the legitimate representative of the Libyan
people, the UNSC adopted Resolution 1970,57 imposing various restrictive
measures, including an arms embargo, on Libya. On 17 March 2011, the UNSC
adopted Resolution 1973, imposing a no-fly zone and authorising States ‘to take
all necessary measures (…) to protect civilians and civilian populated areas under
threat of attack’.58 On 19 March 2011, the first Western air strikes started.59 There
is little to analyse State practice and opinio iuris for or against providing assistance
and arms to the NTC, based on its recognition as the legitimate representative of
Talmon, ‘Opposition Groups’ (n 5) 236-237.
The ICJ held in the Nicaragua case that ‘[t]he significance for the Court of cases of State
conduct prima facie inconsistent with the principle of non-intervention lies in the nature
of the ground offered as justification. Reliance by a State on a novel right or an
unprecedented exception to the principle might, if shared in principle by other States,
tend towards a modification of customary international law. (…) In particular, as regards
the conduct towards Nicaragua which is the subject of the present case, the United States
has not claimed that its intervention, which it justified in this way on the political level,
was also justified on the legal level, alleging the exercise of a new right of intervention
regarded by the United States as existing in such circumstances.’ See (n 37) [207]-[208].
57 UNSC Res 1970 (26 February 2011) UN Doc S/RES/1970.
58 UNSC Res 1973 (17 March 2011) UN Doc S/RES/1973.
59
‘Battle for Libya: Key Moments’ Al Jazeera (Doha, 30 April 2017)
<www.aljazeera.com/indepth/spotlight/libya/2011/10/20111020104244706760.html
> accessed 20 July 2017.
55
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the Libyan people following the action of the UNSC. The resolutions of the
Security Council had prohibited arms transfers and had provided a legal basis for
the use of force even before most States, including the UK, recognised the NTC
as the legitimate representative of the Libyan people.
In the case of Syria, however, State practice and opinio iuris concerning the
assistance and supply of arms to the SOC is richer. Many States have provided
funding and so-called ‘non-lethal’ assistance to the SOC, but only a few have
supplied the SOC with arms. Next to that, it has been reported that the US started
to train and arm Syrian rebels through the CIA in 2013. The programme was
halted in 2017 under the Trump administration.60 Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar
are also believed to have been arming various groups in Syria.61
In May 2013, the Council of the EU partly lifted its arms embargo on Syria
to allow the potential supply of arms to the SOC by Member States. The UK
pushed for this lift. Although most Member States are believed to have opposed
the move, the total sanctions regime would have expired without a unanimous
agreement of all Member States. The Council, thus, agreed on the renewal of the
sanctions regime, including the export and import restrictions, but with the
exception of arms.62 ‘With regard to the possible export of arms to Syria, the
Council took note of the commitment by Member States to proceed in their
national policies [and that] military equipment (…) will be for the Syrian National
Coalition for Opposition and Revolutionary Forces’.63 Notably, the Council of

Greg Jaffe and Adam Entous, ‘Trump Ends Covert CIA Program to Arm Anti-Assad
Rebels in Syria’ The Washington Post (Washington, 19 July 2017)
<www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-ends-covert-cia-programto-arm-anti-assad-rebels-in-syria-a-move-sought-by-moscow/2017/07/19/b6821a626beb-11e7-96ab5f38140b38cc_story.html?tid=a_breakingnews&utm_term=.ac67f31e4903> accessed
20 July 2017.
61 Tom Perry and Suleiman Al-Khalidi, ‘Gulf Crisis Seen Widening Split in Syria Rebellion’
Reuters
(14
June
2017)
<www.reuters.com/article/us-gulf-qatar-syriaidUSKBN19517O> accessed 20 July 2017.
62 Tom Ruys, ‘Of Arms, Funding and “Non- lethal Assistance” - Issues Surrounding ThirdState Intervention in the Syrian Civil War’ (2014) 13 CJIL 13, 14-20; Ian Traynor, ‘UK
Forces EU to Lift Embargo on Syria Rebel Arms’ The Guardian (London, 28 May 2013)
<www.theguardian.com/world/2013/may/28/uk-forced-eu-embargo-syria-rebelarms> accessed 20 July 2017.
63 Council of the European Union, ‘Council Declaration on Syria’ (3241st Foreign Affairs
Council Meeting, 27 May 2013)
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the EU had not recognised the SOC as the legitimate representative of the Syrian
people at the time of this decision, but only as legitimate representatives.64 Austria
opposed the lift of the arms embargo and stated that the supply of arms to the
Syrian opposition would be a violation of the principle of non-intervention and
of Article 2(4) of the UN Charter.65 In the end, the UK appears to have never
armed Syrian opposition groups, according to a 2016 report of the UK House of
Commons Defence Committee. However, the UK has provided training and nonlethal support to opposition groups.66
State practice of arming the SOC is limited. What is more, like in previous
armed conflicts, the State practice of arming politically favoured rebels has
generally been clandestine and no respective opinio iuris alleging a right to arm the
rebels has been put forward.67 The US viewed the recognition of the SOC as the
legitimate representative ‘important politically and it’s also important practically
in terms of offering opportunities for increased assistance’.68 But the US did not
view it as a legal step.69 Thus, alleging a right to arm the SOC was not and could
not have been put forward.
An analysis of UNGA practice with respect to the SOC, in particular of
Resolution 67/262,70 is so far absent in academic literature. It would offer valuable
insights into the Member States’ political and legal understanding of the concept
of the legitimate representative of a people. On 15 May 2013, the UNGA adopted

<www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdata/EN/foraff/137315.p
df> accessed 20 July 2017 (emphasis added).
64 Council of the European Union, ‘Foreign Affairs’ (27-28 May 2013) Press Release
9977/13, 9
<http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/EN/foraff/13
7317.pdf> accessed 20 July 2017.
65 Ruys (n 62) 16-20; Julian Borger, ‘The Austrian Position on Arms Embargo in Syria Official
Document’
The
Guardian
(London,
15
May
2013)
<www.theguardian.com/world/julian-borger-global-securityblog/interactive/2013/may/15/austria-eu-syria-arms-embargo-pdf> accessed 20 July
2017.
66 Defence Committee, UK Military Operations in Syria and Iraq (second report) (HC 2016-17)
[72].
67 Akande, ‘Arms to Syrian Opposition’ (n 40).
68 Carrie Lyn D Guymon (ed), Digest of United States Practice in International Law 2012 (Office
of the Legal Adviser, United States Department of State), 281-282.
69 Talmon, ‘Opposition Groups’ (n 5) 230.
70 UN Doc A/RES/67/262 (n 1).
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Resolution 67/262 on ‘[t]he situation in the Syrian Arab Republic’.71 The
resolution is highly critical of the Assad regime, expressing ‘grave concern’ at the
violations of human rights and international humanitarian law.72 The resolution
further stresses that political transition is ‘the best opportunity’ for a peaceful
solution of the conflict.73 In paragraph 26 of Resolution 67/262, the UNGA
Welcomes the establishment of the National Coalition for
Syrian Revolutionary and Opposition Forces on 11
November 2012 in Doha as effective representative interlocutors
needed for a political transition (…) and notes the wide
international acknowledgement, notably at the fourth
Ministerial Meeting of the Group of Friends of the Syrian
People, of the Coalition as the legitimate representative of the
Syrian people (emphasis added).
This paragraph is central to the analysis that follows. The UNGA
welcomed the establishment of the SOC, but only as representative interlocutors.
An interlocutor is obviously a weaker form of support than recognition as the
legitimate representative of a people. While possibly getting ‘a seat at the table’,
an interlocutor will not be the only one regarded as representing the people. The
UNGA itself, therefore, did not recognise the SOC as the legitimate
representative of the Syrian people, but noted its wide international
acknowledgement as such. The resolution was adopted by 107 votes to 12, with
59 abstentions.74 Even though the UNGA did not recognise the SOC as the
legitimate representative of the Syrian people, the explanations of the vote, given
by Member States in the discussion of the resolution, are nonetheless insightful.
The Syrian Representative, as one can imagine, strongly opposed the resolution.
Early in his speech he made the point that the resolution would be
(…) setting a dangerous precedent in international relations
in its attempt to legitimize the provision of weapons to
terrorist groups in Syria and to illegally recognize a certain
ibid.
ibid.
73 ibid.
74 UNGA Verbatim Record (15 May 2013) UN Doc A/67/PV.80, 24.
71
72
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faction of the external opposition as “the legitimate
representative of the Syrian people”75
The Russian Representative, voting against the resolution, stated that the
resolution
(…) seeks to impose on the United Nations one-sided
attempts to trample on the tenets of international law in
order to effect regime change (…). The fact that the socalled National Coalition for Syrian Revolutionary and
Opposition Forces is highlighted in the text as the only
legitimate representative of the Syrian people is an attempt
to prepare the ground for conferring the authority to
represent Syria in the international arena76
The Iranian Representative highlighted that the resolution ‘creates a
dangerous precedent that violates the most elementary principles of international
law’.77 Nicaragua also warned against setting a precedent which ‘tomorrow could
be used against any legitimate Government represented here’.78 The
Representative of Venezuela stated that the resolution
(…) proposes that the United Nations recognize the
National Coalition for Syrian Revolutionary and
Opposition Forces as legitimate representatives of the
Syrian people. That potential recognition, as set out in the
draft resolution, would (…) entail ignoring a legitimate
Government and set a terrible precedent for international
law. (…). The draft resolution seeks to legitimize the rights
of certain States to provide the Syrian opposition with all
means necessary, including military means, to overthrow

ibid 3.
ibid 8.
77 ibid 13.
78 ibid 19.
75
76
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the Government. It would thereby endorse the illegal
supply of arms79
The high number of abstaining States so too shows the scepticism toward
the resolution. This scepticism is best exemplified by the statements of Uruguay,
Indonesia, and Argentina. The Uruguayan Representative, for example, was
concerned that the aspects of the resolutions go ‘beyond the consensus and
principles applicable to the concept of recognition of Governments’.80 The
Indonesian Representative, in turn, clarified that ‘implied recognition of who
constitutes the legitimate representatives of the Syrian people would not be
consistent with Indonesia’s national practice, which accords recognition only to
States and not to Governments’.81 The Argentinian Representative abstained as
‘it is up to the Syrian people, through free and fair elections, and not the General
Assembly, to determine the democratic legitimacy of its representatives’.82 The
view that the legitimate representative of the Syrian people cannot be determined
by the UNGA, but only by the Syrian people, was also taken by the abstaining
representatives of Brazil and India.83
Although the language of the resolution does not imply a recognition of
the SOC as the legitimate representative of the Syrian people, multiple States
voting in favour, including Chile, Guatemala, Thailand, Peru, Mexico, and
Colombia still clarified that their vote does not confer any recognition. Some of
the States voting in favour also emphasised that it is not for the UNGA to
determine the legitimate representative of a people.84
The resolution represents, nonetheless, an important development. It was
the first time that the UNGA discussed the concept of the legitimate
representative of a people outside the cases related to the decolonisation process.
ibid 14-15.
ibid 18.
81 ibid 20.
82 ibid 21-22. This is not a new argument. In the debate about the resolution concerning
the legitimate representative of the Namibian people, this point was made by the
abstaining Western States including inter alia the UK, the US, and France on whose behalf
the UK Representative stated: ‘the people of Namibia have the right to choose their own
Government through free and fair elections’. See Roth, Governmental Illegitimacy (n 11)
215; Akande, ‘Self Determination and the Syrian Conflict’ (n 9).
83 UN Doc A/67/PV.80 (n 74) 25-26.
84 ibid 27-32.
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Although the number of votes against the adoption of the resolution was relatively
low, the votes in favour of the resolution were not in an overwhelming majority
either.85 The amount of States abstaining and the fact that even States voting in
favour felt the urge to clarify or limit the interpretation of Resolution 67/262
indicates that many States remained sceptical or at least cautious towards the reemergence of the concept of the legitimate representative of a people.
The statements issued by States during the discussion of Resolution
67/262 show that there is no opinio iuris among States that arming opposition
groups recognised as the legitimate representative of a people is legal under public
international law (outside cases related to the decolonisation process).
Nonetheless, the statements made by some representatives indicate that this term
is not perceived as purely political. The opponents of Resolution 67/262 clearly
feared that a parallel could be drawn between the case of Syria and those cases
related to the decolonisation context to invoke the rule of customary international
law which makes assisting and arming the legitimate representative of a people
lawful. States feared that this resolution might be the first ‘dangerous precedent’86
of such a development. As the concept has re-emerged outside its traditional
context, Resolution 67/262 might indeed have been the early beginning of a
potential new development of customary international law.
When it comes to Libya and Syria, no new exception to the principle of
non-intervention, supported by general State practice and opinio iuris, can be
identified. States did politically justify their intervention in Syria, but did not claim
that the recognition of a group as the legitimate representative of a people would
legally justify intervention. The rule to assist and arm the legitimate representative
of a people developed in a narrower set of cases related to the decolonisation
process and, as such, does not extend to the NTC or the SOC.
Resolution 67/262 has so far been the highlight of the re-emergence of
the concept of the legitimate representative of a people. With respect to Syria and
the SOC, the term seems to have quietly disappeared in the years that followed.
Votes against: Belarus, Bolivia, China, Cuba, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,
Ecuador, Iran, Nicaragua, Russian Federation, Syria, Venezuela and Zimbabwe. Iran and
Syria are falsely omitted in the official records at (n 74) 24. For the correct list of votes
against, see UN Department of Public Information, General Assembly Meeting
Coverage GA/11372 <www.un.org/press/en/2013/ga11372.doc.htm> accessed 20
July 2017.
86 Iranian Representative, see text at n 77.
85
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The UNGA never recognised the SOC as the legitimate representative of the
Syrian people. The hope, which some policymakers might have held in 2012, for
a quick political transition and the recognition of the SOC as the new Syrian
government, such as in the case of Libya, soon faded. Russia’s military
intervention in Syria in support of the Assad regime changed the facts to the
detriment of the SOC. Most importantly, unity within the SOC was fragile and its
representativeness of the Syrian people remained questionable.87 Its lack of
representativeness, for example, became obvious in December 2015 when the
High Negotiations Committee (‘HNC’) was formed under Saudi Arabian
leadership, as a new platform to include more opposition groups than the SOC
had previously encompassed.88 The SOC is, however, a major part of the HNC,
alongside other groups such as the National Coordination Body.89 The HNC
represents the Syrian opposition in the Intra-Syrian Peace Process led by UN
Special Envoy for Syria, de Mistura. That said, not all opposition groups are
included in the HNC either. For example, the Kurdish Democratic Union Party
(also known as PYD) was not invited to join.90
On 18 December 2015, the UNSC adopted Resolution 2254, which
assigns a role in the political transition to both the ‘representatives of the Syrian
government and the opposition’.91 On 9 December 2016, more than three years
after Resolution 67/262, the UNGA again adopted a resolution on ‘[t]he situation
in the Syrian Arab Republic’.92 In a striking difference to its 2013 predecessor,
Resolution 71/130 does not mention the term ‘the legitimate representative of
See Khaled Y Oweis, ‘Qatar-backed Bloc Says to Rejoin Syrian Opposition Coalition’
Reuters (10 March 2014) <www.reuters.com/article/syria-crisis-opposition-qataridINDEEA2901T20140310> accessed 20 July 2017; Karen Zraick, ‘Syria Talks Are
Complicated by Competing Opposition Groups’ The New York Times (New York, 29
January 2016) <www.nytimes.com/2016/01/30/world/middleeast/syria-talks-genevaopposition.html> accessed 20 July 2017.
88 Zraick (n 87).
89 European Commission, ‘Elements for an EU Strategy for Syria’ JOIN (2017) 11 final,
10.
90 Zraick (n 87).
91 UNSC Res 2254 (18 December 2015) UN Doc S/RES/2254. See also UNSC Res 2118
(27 September 2013) UN Doc S/RES/2118.
92 UNGA Res 71/130 (9 December 2016) UN Doc A/RES/71/130 (voted 122-13-36).
Note that the UNGA adopted other resolutions on specific issues concerning Syria
during
this
time,
see
the
resolutions
adopted
at
<http://research.un.org/en/docs/ga/quick/regular/71> accessed 20 July 2017.
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the Syrian people’. The resolution only speaks of the ‘representatives of the Syrian
authorities and the opposition’.93 Notably, ‘the legitimate representative of the
Syrian people’ was also not mentioned by any State in the debate preceding the
resolution.94
Although Western States support the HNC, recognition as the legitimate
representative of the Syrian people has not been issued. Instead, Western foreign
policy statements on the situation in Syria refer to the ‘Syrian opposition’,95 a term
which carries less weight and indicates that the opposition groups only represent
a part of the Syrian people. In fact, ‘Syrian opposition’ was one of the terms used
to refer to the Syrian National Council due to its perceived lack of
representativeness before it formed the SOC with other opposition groups in
November 2012.96
While France was the first Western State to recognise the SOC as the
legitimate representative of the Syrian people in November 2012,97 President
Macron stated in June 2017 that Assad’s departure is not a ‘pre-condition for
everything because nobody has shown me a legitimate successor’.98 The growing
sentiment of Realpolitik among newly elected policymakers in the West that peace
in Syria might not be possible without Assad99 and the infighting between the

ibid [7].
UNGA Verbatim Record (9 December 2016) UN Doc A/71/PV.58.
95 See eg the EU position at n 89, 10. For the UK position, see Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, ‘UK and the High Negotiations Committee of the Syrian Opposition’ (6
September 2016) <www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-and-the-high-negotiationscommittee-of-the-syrian-opposition> accessed 24 July 2017. For statements made by
US Secretary of State John Kerry, see Carrie Lyn D Guymon (ed), Digest of United States
Practice in International Law 2016 (Office of the Legal Adviser, United States Department
of State) 713-739.
96 Talmon, ‘Opposition Groups’ (n 5) 228-229.
97 ibid 221.
98 John Irish, ‘France’s Macron Says Sees No Legitimate Successor to Syria's Assad’ Reuters
(21
June
2017)
<www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-franceidUSKBN19C2E7> accessed 20 July 2017. However, France will continue to support
the HNC in the Geneva talks, see Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs, ‘Syria –
Resumption
of
Geneva
Negotiations
(10
July
2017)’
<www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/en/country-files/syria/events/article/syria-resumption-ofgeneva-negotiations-10-07-17> accessed 24 July 2017.
99 Irish (n 98); Deb Riechmann and Bassem Mroue, ‘US Seeks Syrian Solution, But Assad
Doesn’t Have to Go First’ US News (Washington, 20 July 2017)
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opposition groups100 make a recognition of any opposition umbrella platform as
the legitimate representative of the Syrian people unlikely in the near future.
The disappearance of the concept of the legitimate representative of a
people in the case of Syria seems to be rooted in the specific factual circumstances
surrounding the Syrian opposition. The concept might re-emerge in a near-future
case, as (regrettably) there is no shortage of intra-State conflicts between
governments and opposition groups around the world. The cases of Libya and
Syria are far from establishing a firm precedent, however the re-emergence of the
concept in these cases is nonetheless noteworthy and might hint at the potential
beginning of a conceptual development. This is discussed in the next section.
III. BEYOND LIBYA AND SYRIA
Akande is cautious about extending the rule of customary international law, which
makes the supply of arms to the legitimate representative of a people lawful, to
cases of self-determination outside the limited context of decolonisation in which
the rule developed. He warns against the potential abuse if the rule would apply
to all self-determination cases. The risk of abuse is high because there are no
defined criteria by which to determine the legitimate representative of a people.
This would make it possible for States to easily undermine the principle of nonintervention and the prohibition of the use of force by arbitrarily recognising
opposition groups as the legitimate representative of a people.101
Outside the decolonisation context, States have so far not made the case
for the legality of arming an opposition group based on its recognition as the
legitimate representative of a people. However, this might have been due to the
factual circumstances in the case of Syria, rather than due to legal considerations.
If the foreign ministries of States draft recognition statements ‘with great care and
the wording employed (or not employed) is of great legal and political

<https://www.usnews.com/news/politics/articles/2017-07-20/us-seeks-syriansolution-but-assad-doesnt-have-to-go-first> accessed 24 July 2017.
100 A united Syrian opposition is further threatened by the escalating dispute between Saudi
Arabia and Qatar, which are both strong supporters of different opposition groups. See
Perry and Al-Khalidi (n 61).
101 Akande, ‘Arms to Syrian Opposition’ (n 40); Akande, ‘Self Determination and the Syrian
Conflict’ (n 9).
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significance’,102 why would they choose a term which entailed legal consequences
in the past if they just want to express political support? For a politician or
spokesperson of a ministry, ‘the legitimate representative of a people’ does not
roll off the tongue. So why would civil servants in the foreign ministries suggest
using this term, if not for underlying (legal) considerations? One could consider
that the legal teams within the ministries must have been aware that the concept
originates from the international law of self-determination and must have
considered the potential legal consequences of the concept. The lack of
representativeness of, and international support for, the SOC might not have been
quite convincing enough to make a new legal argument. After all, not even all
Member States of the EU could find the consensus to recognise the SOC as the
legitimate representative of the Syrian people. What is more, the SOC was never
recognised as the legitimate representative of the Syrian people by the UNGA.
While the UNGA has no monopoly on the recognition of groups as the legitimate
representative of a people, such recognition would have added substantial weight
to the legal argument, if it would have been made. Recognition by the UNGA
would make it easier to draw a parallel to the cases related to the decolonisation
process. The SOC never managed to acquire UNGA recognition. The fact that
States have not made the case for the legality of arming an opposition group
following its recognition as the legitimate representative of a people might be due
to the anticipated weakness of the argument in the case of Syria.
The mills of customary international law grind slowly and the international
custom of providing assistance to NLMs was also not formed overnight. The reemergence of the concept of the legitimate representative of a people in cases
outside the decolonisation context indicates that a conceptual development,
which has yet to take shape, could occur. In future cases in which the
representativeness of the respective opposition group is less questionable and the
facts on the ground are more transparent (than in the case of the SOC), the
UNGA might be more willing to recognise a group as the legitimate representative
of a people. The UNGA could also be more willing to assume this role if the
group or its leader have been legitimised through democratic elections but barred
from access to power or ousted by a coup d’état. In such a scenario, the people
themselves would have determined their legitimate representative as demanded
by many Member States that abstained from voting for Resolution 67/262. The
102
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statements made by the abstaining States suggest that they would recognise a
group as the legitimate representative of a people if the group has been elected in
a free and fair election.
Reisman famously pointed at a scenario that highlights a malfunction in
the collective security system and in Article 2(4) of the UN Charter.103 When a
group succeeds in a coup d’état and exercises effective control over the State
territory, it may be recognised as government, even if the coup does not represent
the will of the people. As the government, it can then invite foreign States to
lawfully intervene to aid in the suppression of popular protests against the coup
and to maintain effective control. Due to the maintenance of effective control, it
may remain recognised as the government. In contrast, a foreign State that
intervenes on behalf of the ousted government or the people in this scenario
violates international law. This ‘rapes common sense’, according to Reisman.104
He claimed that ‘[e]ach application of Article 2(4) must enhance opportunities for
ongoing self-determination’.105 Franck, who argued for an emerging right to
democratically participate in governance, still strongly opposed unilateral
intervention in the name of democracy outside the UN framework.106 Neither
Reisman nor Franck considered the potential role of the concept of the legitimate
representative of a people in their arguments, as the term had not yet re-emerged
outside the decolonisation context. It might be that the concept could develop
and be further shaped in a scenario similar to that described by Reisman.
There have been exceptional cases in which this malfunction was
corrected either by the UNSC or by States relying on the doctrine of intervention
by invitation. In the case of Haiti, the UNSC authorised the use of force. In Sierra
Leone, the UNSC did not explicitly authorise the use of force and intervening
States relied on the invitation issued by the ousted president. When it comes to
the Côte d’Ivoire, the UNSC only authorised a peacekeeping mission for the
protection of civilians and the events that followed finally resulted in the
resignation of the sitting president, who had refused to transfer power to the
winner of the elections.107 In The Gambia, where the sitting president also refused
W Michael Reisman, ‘Coercion and Self-Determination: Construing Charter Article
2(4)’ (1984) 78 AJIL 642.
104 ibid 645.
105 ibid 643.
106 Franck (n 50) 83-85.
107 Roth, ‘Secessions’ (n 12) 427-440; Fox (n 19) 834-841.
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to transfer power upon losing the election, the UNSC did not authorise the use
of force. The UK and Russia stated that the winner of the presidential elections,
Barrow, could issue an invitation to intervene on his behalf, even though Barrow
did not possess effective territorial control.108 The Institut de Droit International
holds that legitimacy through democratic elections can, as an exception, become
relevant to offset a lack of territorial effectiveness.109 Even if this notion is
accepted, it is questionable how long democratic legitimacy could offset a lack of
territorial effectiveness. A democratically elected group would still need to
establish effective territorial control to remain recognised as government in the
long run. If it fails to do so, States cannot lawfully intervene by relying on the
doctrine of intervention by invitation, as the group would not represent the
government. The general rule that the group which holds effective control over
the territory is recognised as the government and can invite a foreign State to
intervene still holds. If the UNSC does not authorise the use of force, there would
be no legal basis to intervene in this scenario.
Cooling relations between powerful permanent members of the UNSC
and the return of proxy wars might hinder the resolution of future intra-State
conflicts through the UNSC. If the UNSC is deadlocked in the scenario described
by Reisman, the UNGA could assume a key role. Democratic legitimacy could be
a strong argument for the recognition of a group as the legitimate representative
of a people and could convince a majority of Member States at the UNGA to
recognise the group as such. States might be more willing to assist an already
democratically elected group in fighting a coup d’état, rather than assisting a group
claiming to fight for democracy in a revolution. In this scenario, the UNGA could
be more assertive than it was with respect to the SOC. The rule which, as an
exception, allows assisting and arming opposition groups recognised as the
legitimate representative of a people, might de lege ferenda be modified in the future
to extend to a narrow set of cases related to democratically elected groups which
have been barred from access to power or ousted by a coup d’état.

For a detailed analysis, see Claus Kreß and Benjamin Nußberger, ‘Pro-democratic
Intervention in Current International Law: The Case of The Gambia in January 2017’
(2017) 4 Journal on the Use of Force and International Law 239.
109 Institut de Droit International, ‘Present Problems of the Use of Force in International
Law sub-group D: Intervention by Invitation’ (10th Commission, 2009, Rapporteur:
Gerhard Hafner) 324.
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CONCLUSION
This article has shown that recognition as the legitimate representative of a people
and recognition as the government are separate issues. The parallel co-existence
of the two underlines that the test for recognition as the government remains
effective control. The article has rejected the view that the people of Libya and
Syria do not have a continuing right of internal self-determination. However, the
rule of customary international law, which made the assistance and the supply of
arms to an opposition group recognised as the legitimate representative of a
people lawful, does not extend to cases outside the decolonisation context. No
opinio iuris in support of such an exception to the principle of non-intervention
could be identified with respect to the NTC and the SOC. Nevertheless, UNGA
Resolution 67/262 is an important milestone in the re-emergence of the concept
of the legitimate representative of a people, with the UNGA discussing the
concept outside the context of decolonisation for the first time.
The article has so too argued that there might be a conceptual
development in a narrower set of cases in the future. In cases in which
democratically elected groups have been barred from access to power or ousted
by coups d’état, the doctrine of intervention by invitation cannot be invoked if the
elected group does not establish effective control. If the UNSC does not authorise
the use of force in this scenario, there will be a need for a further conceptual
development. States could be more willing to make exceptions in allowing the
assistance and supply of arms to opposition groups, recognised as the legitimate
representative of a people, in this limited set of cases. As coups d’état and intra-State
conflicts worldwide are, unfortunately, not rare occurrences, the UNGA might
again discuss the concept of the legitimate representative of a people in the near
future.
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Pacta Sunt Servanda: Contrasting Disgorgement Damages
with Efficient Breaches under Article 74 CISG
Florence Eicher*

ABSTRACT
The contractual remedy of disgorgement damages has increasingly gained acceptance in
international legal practice. Disgorgement of profits can result from a situation in which
contractual breach is incentivised due to its financial superiority, ie profitability, over the proper
fulfilment of the initial contract. In this situation, the aggrieved party can raise a claim for
disgorgement damages, meaning it can claim the profits that the breaching party has made as a
result of the breach. This differs from compensatory damages focusing solely on the loss of the
aggrieved party. The calls for acceptance of disgorgement damages as an acceptable remedy under
the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (‘CISG’)
specifically do not only stem from emerging international case law, but disgorgement as an
applicable remedy under Article 74 CISG is also supported by leading CISG scholars such as
Ingeborg Schwenzer and Pascal Hachem. This paper analyses the recoverability of disgorgement
damages under Article 74 CISG, including an assessment of possible additional requirements a
prima facie case needs to fulfil for the remedy to apply. The affirmative view to the applicability
of disgorgement damages will be contrasted with the opposing concept of efficient breach.
INTRODUCTION
The contractual remedy of disgorgement damages has increasingly gained
acceptance in international legal practice.1 Disgorgement of profits can result
from a situation in which a contractual breach is incentivised due to its financial
superiority, ie profitability, over the proper fulfilment of the initial contract. In

LLM candidate at the London School of Economics (f.eicher@lse.ac.uk), specialising in
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1 See ‘International Legal Practice via Article 7(1) CISG’ below.
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this situation, the aggrieved party can raise a claim for disgorgement damages,
meaning it can claim the profits that the breaching party has made as a result of
the breach. This practice is, however, vulnerable to the criticism that it
overcompensates victims.2
Although the PACE database3 does not contain a single case in which
disgorgement damages have been granted under the United Nations Convention
on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (‘CISG’ or ‘Convention’),4 the
rise of disgorgement is reflected in international legal practice and supported by
leading CISG scholars such as Peter Schlechtriem and Ingeborg Schwenzer.5
CISG, as a living instrument adapting to challenges resulting from globalisation,6
must be interpreted with regard to its international character.7 There is no
provision in the CISG explicitly addressing the remedy of disgorgement damages,
and it is unclear whether Article 74, its damages clause, can be interpreted so as
to encompass said remedy. This provision, in its literal meaning, states that
damages equal to the loss, including loss of profit, are recoverable. Disgorgement,
which would allow for the profits the breaching party has made to be part of the
damages, seemingly exceeds this scope. However, international legal practice
could potentially lead to an interpretation allowing the award of disgorgement
damages under Article 74 CISG. An important focus of the following analysis will
therefore lie on the existing case law of successful claims for disgorgement
damages and courts’ reasoning behind such awards.
This paper will analyse how the remedy of restitutionary disgorgement
damages could be granted under Article 74 CISG in cases of gain-seeking
Elaine Buckberg and Frederick G Dunbar, ‘Disgorgement: Punitive Demands and
Remedial Offers’ (2008) 63 The Business Lawyer 347.
3 The PACE database is the database of PACE University, containing the CISG database
which is a comprehensive global collection of legal materials, most importantly case law,
on the CISG. See <http://iicl.law.pace.edu/cisg/cisg> accessed 21 February 2018.
4 Nils Schmidt-Ahrendts, ‘Disgorgement of Profits under the CISG’ in Ingeborg
Schwenzer and Lisa Spagnolo (eds), State of Play: The 3rd Annual MAA Schlechtriem CISG
Conference (Eleven International Publishing 2012).
5 Peter Schlechtriem and Ingeborg Schwenzer, Commentary on the UN Convention on the
International Sale of Goods (CISG) (3rd edn, OUP 2010).
6 Bruno Zeller, CISG and the Unification of International Trade Law (Routledge-Cavendish
2007) 2; André Janssen and Olaf Meyer, CISG Methodology (European Law Publishers
2009) 138.
7 United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (adopted
11 April 1980, entered into force 1 January 1988) 1489 UNTS 3 (CISG) art 7(1).
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breaches of commercial contracts. The novelty of this research can be found in
the inclusion of an analysis of potential additional conditions that need to be
fulfilled under Article 74 in order for a disgorgement damages claim based on that
provision to be successful. First, the paper provides an overview of the
functioning of Article 74 CISG. Second, an assessment of the provision in light
of relevant legal interpretive methods follows. Herein, the main focus lies on the
analysis of international legal practice, concluding from which additional criteria
for disgorgement, stemming from case law, can be established. Third, a distinction
is made between disgorgement being restitutionary and punitive in nature. As
punitive damages are explicitly excluded in CISG Advisory Council Opinion No
6 (‘Opinion’),8 the present research addresses disgorgement damages as a solely
restitutionary remedy. Last, the concept of efficient breach and its position in the
CISG is analysed and juxtaposed with the concept of disgorgement.
I. CLAIMING DAMAGES UNDER ARTICLE 74 CISG
Requirements for the Award of Damages under Article 74 CISG
The Convention’s residual damages clause, Article 74, provides a basis for the
recovery of any loss, encompassing both the indemnity interest, meaning actual
losses, and the expectation interest, meaning loss of profit.9 A claim for damages
under Article 74 must meet four requirements. First, there must have been a
contractual breach. Second, this breach must have resulted in consequential
damages. Third, the risk of those losses must have been known by the breaching
party, which is assessed by reference to the knowledge of the circumstances and
consequences an experienced merchant would have had.10 Generally, this
requirement is assumed to be fulfilled.11 Fourth, it must have been foreseeable at
the moment of conclusion of the contract that as a consequence of a breach, the
other party would suffer losses. Whether the loss was foreseeable at the moment
CISG Advisory Council, ‘CISG-AC Opinion No 6, Calculation of Damages under CISG
Article 74, Rapporteur John Y Gotanda’ (Spring 2006).
9 Djakhongir Saidov, ‘Methods of Limiting Damages under the Vienna Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods’ (2002) 14 Pace Int’l L Rev 307.
10 Victor Knapp, ‘Article 74’ in Cesare M Bianca and Michael J Bonell (eds), Commentary on
the International Sales Law: The 1980 Vienna Sales Convention (Fred B Rothman & Co 1987)
541.
11 ibid.
8
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of the conclusion of the contract is assessed by the reference to what a reasonable
person in the same circumstances ought to have foreseen.12
Interestingly, there is no prescribed method of calculation under Article
74 CISG, leaving the quantification of damages to the relevant court. Generally,
the aggrieved party must be placed in as good a position as they would have been
in had the contract been properly performed by the breaching party.13
Furthermore, in accordance with the principle of full compensation, the breaching
party owes the aggrieved party damages consisting of the loss the aggrieved party
incurred by relying on proper fulfilment of the contract and the profits that the
aggrieved party would have made had the contract been fulfilled.14
Interpretation of Article 74 CISG
Article 74 CISG is phrased in a way that does not leave any uncertainty about the
literal meaning of the words: the aggrieved party must be compensated for the
losses it incurred as a result from the breach of contract. Therefore, a claim for
damages under this provision seems to focus on the loss of the victim only, not
the possible gain or loss of the breaching party. However, the CISG does not
provide for a method by which to quantify damages under Article 74. Therefore,
it is unclear whether compensating the victim for its losses is the only aim of the
provision or whether the purpose of Article 74 CISG extends so far as to include
deterrent considerations to protect contractual interests, thereby providing
grounds for the remedy of disgorgement.
Although under CISG, the starting point for an analysis of the provision
would be the literal interpretation,15 it is a living instrument16 that should be
interpreted in accordance with its international character, as required by Article
7(1). Therefore, all possible interpretation methods should be taken into
Magnesium Case [1995] ICC Arbitration Paris 8324; Downs Investment v Perwaja Steel [2000]
Supreme Court of Queensland 10680, UNCITRAL (CLOUT) Abstract No 631;
Schlechtriem and Schwenzer (n 5).
13 Secretariat Commentary on the 1978 Draft of the CISG, Guide to CISG Art. 74
<http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cisg/text/secomm/secomm-74.html> accessed 21
February 2018.
14 Cooling system case [2002] OGH Linz 7 Ob 301/01t; Saidov (n 9).
15 Robert Koch, ‘The CISG as the Law Applicable to Arbitration Agreements?’ in Camilla
B Andersen and Ulrich G Schroeter (eds), Sharing International Commercial Law across
National Boundaries (Simmons & Hill Publishing 2008).
16 Janssen and Meyer (n 6) 138.
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account.17 Below, contextual and purposive interpretations will be applied,
followed by an analysis of international legal practice.
Principles Underlying the CISG
In applying the contextual interpretation method, the general principles of the
CISG as well as the application of other provisions must be considered, thereby
establishing the spirit of the CISG as a whole.18 It must be interpreted with regard
to its international character, to the need to promote uniformity in its application,
and the need to observe good faith in international trade, in line with Article 7(1).
Article 7(2) states that matters governed by CISG, but not expressly settled in it,
are to be settled in conformity with its general principles. If this is not possible,
resort to national law via the rules of private international law is allowed.19
Additionally, the concept of disgorgement is not alien to the CISG and is allowed
for restitution of goods under Article 84(2) CISG. This provision states that the
buyer must account to the seller for all benefits which he has derived from the
goods or part of them; the aggrieved party is then allowed to claim all profits the
breaching party has made with the concerned goods.20
Legal doctrine and case law stemming from the CISG do not provide
sufficiently clear answers to the debate on disgorgement damages. However, it is
clear that the Convention must be read to provide an incentive to parties to keep
their promises. It is commonly accepted that the CISG is based on the principle
of full compensation, which internalises the underlying basic principle pacta sunt
servanda.21 Seen in conjunction, these notions aim to encourage parties to keep
their promises.22 This is also reflected through Article 84(2), allowing restitution
Condensate crude oil mix [2002] Netherlands Arbitration Institute 2319, UNCITRAL
(CLOUT) Abstract No 720; Cesare M Bianca and Michael J Bonell (eds), Commentary on
the International Sales Law: The 1980 Vienna Sales Convention (Fred B Rothman & Co
1987) 78.
18 Franco Ferrari and Marco Torsello, International Sales Law (CISG) in a Nutshell (West
Academic 2014) 15; Larry A DiMatteo, International Sales Law: A Global Challenge (CUP
2014) 96.
19 CISG, art 7(2).
20 ibid art 84(2).
21 Ulrich Magnus, ‘CISG Art. 74’ in Ulrich Magnus (ed), Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen
Gesetzbuch mit Einführungsgesetz und Nebengesetzen – Wiener UN- Kaufrecht (CISG) (de
Gruyter 2013); DiMatteo (n 18) 96.
22 Peter Huber and Alastair Mullis, The CISG: A New Textbook for Students and Practitioners
(European Law Publishers 2007); Magnus (n 21).
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including all gains derived from possession of the goods concerned. Furthermore,
scholars have argued that ‘a breach of contract must not pay’ is a general idea
underlying the Convention.23 In the view of Nils Schmidt-Ahrendts, Peter
Schlechtriem, Ingeborg Schwenzer, and Lisa Spagnolo, the Convention’s damages
provisions should be interpreted according to their purpose and should therefore
have deterrent effect so as to prevent deliberate breaches of contract.24 Following
this argumentation, they do not only suggest disgorgement damages but also to
award the profits of the breaching party to the aggrieved party as a calculation
method of the latter’s loss as defined under Article 74 CISG.25
Article 74 CISG incorporates the principle of full compensation, which
aims to place the party in breach in the same economic position it would have
been in had the contract been duly performed. Nonetheless, it does not allow for
overcompensation of the aggrieved party, and the profits of the breaching party
can only be disgorged to the aggrieved if they do not exceed the amount of loss
the victim has suffered as a result from the contractual breach under
consideration.26
In this light, Article 74 CISG should be understood as deterring parties
from breaching their contractual obligations rather than encouraging them to do
so for their own profit at the expense of their counterparty. An interpretation to
the contrary would damage reasonable reliance, leading to a situation in which
business practice building upon long-term relationships in particular would be
distorted.27
Purposive Interpretation
A purposive approach to interpretation looks at how the article is intended to
function.28 According to the Secretariat Commentary to Article 74 CISG, the
provision’s draft counterpart, draft Article 70, was clearly intended to convey the
notion ‘that the basic philosophy of the action for damages is to place the injured

Schlechtriem and Schwenzer (n 5) 1017.
Schmidt-Ahrendts (n 4).
25 ibid.
26 CISG-AC Opinion No 6 (n 8); Peter Huber, ‘CISG Art. 45-101’ in Harm P Westermann
(ed), Münchener Kommentar zum Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch (vol 3, 7th edn, CH Beck 2016).
27 John Fitzgerald, ‘CISG, Specific Performance, and the Civil Law of Louisiana and
Quebec’ (1997) 16 J L & Com 291.
28 DiMatteo (n 18) 87.
23
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party in the same economic position he would have been in if the contract had
been performed.’29 Therefore, damages should be assessed according to the
expectation interest.30 It is suggested that discouraging parties from a deliberate
breach of contract is, aside from the financial protection of the aggrieved party,
the main motivation behind a damages clause.31 Article 74 CISG reflects the fact
that pacta sunt servanda is one of the principles underlying the CISG, as it upholds
a party’s right to performance and protects this right with the principle of full
compensation.32 An adverse interpretation of Article 74 CISG would lead to an
encouragement of the concept of efficient breach, which is adverse to and in
direct conflict with both pacta sunt servanda and the principle of good faith
enshrined in Article 7(1) CISG.33 Lastly, the article must be interpreted in light of
contemporary legal practice, reflecting the need for and the practicality of
disgorgement as a private law remedy. The following section will elaborate upon
this.
International Legal Practice via Article 7(1) CISG
Legislation Supporting Disgorgement Damages
Although the CISG requires uniform and autonomous application,34 national law
can serve as an aid in informing international legal practice and development.35
Examples of states allowing for disgorgement include the civil law systems of
Germany, under §285 BGB, France, under Article 1303 of the Code Civil, Austria,
under §1447 ABGB, and the Netherlands, under Article 6:104 BW. Furthermore,
English and Welsh law recognised the remedy in cases such as Blake and Esso
Petroleum, which are assessed below.
Secretariat Commentary (n 13).
Edward A Farnsworth, ‘Damages and Specific Relief’ (1979) 27 Am J Comp L 249.
31 Arthur L Corbin, Corbin on Contracts: A Comprehensive Treatise on the Rules of Contract Law
(Vol I, West Publishing Company 1963) para 998. See also Nils Schmidt-Ahrendts,
‘CISG and Arbitration’ (2011) 3 Belgrade L Rev 211.
32 CISG-AC Opinion No 6 (n 8); Jewelry Case [2000] OLG Innsbruck 1 Ob 292/99v; Rolled
metal sheets case [1994] Arbitral Tribunal Vienna SCH-4366.
33 cf section III below.
34 CISG, prmbl, para 13.
35 Pilar Perales Viscillas, ‘General Provisions - Article 7’ in Stefan Kröll and Loukas Mistelis
(eds), United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) (CH
Beck Publishing 2011); Feinbäckerei Otten GmbH & Co. Kg and HDI-Gerling Industrie
Versicherung AG v Rhumveld Winter & Konijn B.V. [2014] 200.127.516-01 Gerechtshof
Den Haag.
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Case Law
The CISG is a living instrument, wherefore it is imperative to consider
international legal practice when interpreting its provisions. As mentioned before,
the CISG should be interpreted in a way that promotes uniformity as required by
Article 7(1) CISG. This is to be done by looking at the law of signatory States.36
Numerous courts across various jurisdictions have allowed the remedy of
disgorgement for deliberate contractual breaches, as in the cases of Hickey v Roches
Stores in Ireland,37 Esso Petroleum v Mardon in England and Wales,38 and Snepp v US39
in the United States.
In Chinn v Collins, the House of Lords awarded disgorgement in a case of
constructive trust concerning shares.40 The House did not accept the breaching
party’s argument that the contract specified only ‘the number of shares, and not
(…) specific shares.’41 In Cincinnati42 and Experience Hendrix,43 an American and an
English court, respectively, granted disgorgement for breach of contract that
concerned intellectual property. Interestingly, those cases reflect situations in
which disgorgement was awarded for incorporeal goods. In both, the grant of
disgorgement damages was based on the nature and object of the underlying
contract in its specific circumstances. Cincinnati concerned the disclosure of a trade
secret. In Experience Hendrix, the breaching party knowingly acted contrary to what
had been contractually agreed upon to protect the intellectual property right to
song recordings of the party in breach, and thus the commercial value of its
right.44
Notably, the disgorgement remedy granted in the Adras case was decided
by the Supreme Court of Israel under the CISG relating to a Uniform Law on the
International Sale of Goods (‘ULIS’), the predecessor of CISG.45 Case law and

Sport d’Hiver di Genevieve Culet v. Ets. Louys et Fils [1996] District Court Cuneo 45/96;
Schmidt-Ahrendts, ‘CISG and Arbitration’ (n 31); DiMatteo (n 18) 60.
37 Hickey v Roches Stores [1993] RLR 196.
38 Esso Petroleum Co Ltd v Mardon [1976] EWCA Civ 4.
39 Snepp v United States [1980] 444 US 507.
40 Chinn v Collins [1981] 1 All ER 189, [1981] AC 533.
41 ibid [548]. See also Nicholas W Sage, ‘Disgorgement: From Property to Contract’ (2016)
66 UTLJ 244, 253.
42 E.I. du Ponte de Nemours & Co. v Cincinnati Printers Co., Inc. [2010] Ohio 1631.
43 Experience Hendrix LLC v PPX Enterprises Inc [2003] EWCA Civ 323.
44 ibid [39].
45 Adras Chmorey Binyan v Harlow & Jones GmbH [1988] Israeli Supreme Court 20/82.
36
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interpretation of the CISG’s predecessor is relevant because Article 70 ULIS, the
provision the case was decided under, and Article 74 CISG are substantially
equal.46 The breaching party did not perform the contract because another
company had offered more money for the same amount of steel contracted for.
The goods contracted for, namely steel, were generic, wherefore they could easily
have been found elsewhere on the market. Nevertheless, disgorgement was
granted. The Court reasoned that the interests a party has in performance
stemming from a contractual agreement should be protected – pacta sunt servanda.47
One of the most important precedents concerning disgorgement under
English law is Attorney General v Blake and Another, which allowed disgorgement as
a generally applicable contractual remedy for the first time under English law.48
The House of Lords noted that ‘[t]he main argument against the availability of an
account of profits as a remedy for breach of contract is that the circumstances
where this remedy may be granted will be uncertain’ and emphasised that ‘[a]n
account of profits will be appropriate only in exceptional circumstances.’49
However, it granted the remedy because it considered the circumstances to be
exceptional: the case concerned a former member of the security and intelligence
services. The intelligence officer, Blake, deliberately breached his contract by
divulging confidential information to the public, thereby causing ‘untold and
immeasurable damage to the public interest he had committed himself to serve.’50
The House of Lords held that, in context, those were circumstances in which the
breaching party cannot be permitted to profit from a contractual breach, and that
specific performance and injunction would be insufficient to remedy the wrong
and compensate the aggrieved party.51
The foregoing case law reflects the rise of disgorgement damages as a
generally applicable contractual remedy. The argument can therefore be made that
the CISG, as a living instrument,52 should be interpreted in a way that takes this
development into account, which means a broadening of the scope of Article 74
CISG.
Secretariat Commentary (n 13).
Adras (n 45).
48 Attorney General v Blake and Another [2000] UKHL 45.
49 ibid.
50 ibid.
51 ibid.
52 Janssen and Meyer (n 6) 138.
46
47
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Additional Requirements for Disgorgement?
This article has argued that calculation of damages under Article 74 CISG should
be permissible, allowing for a calculation method depending on the assessment of
the circumstances in each particular case.53 The US Restatement of Restitution and
Unjust Enrichment, the Restatement (Third) states that any profit resulting from
investment of the goods promised to the claimant should be paid to the latter as
disgorgement damages as ‘there would [otherwise] be an incentive to
embezzlement if the defendant were permitted to retain the profits.’54
Nonetheless, profits should not be disgorged if this would be ‘unacceptably
punitive, being unnecessary to accomplish the objective of the disgorgement
remedy.’55
An analysis of the case law in the foregoing section reflects the following
recurring characteristics of the contracts for breach of which disgorgement was
granted. Looking at the different sets of facts of the cases where the profits have
been disgorged, no distinction can be made between cases concerning generic
goods and unique goods.56 Further, the remedy seems to qualify for both, cases
concerning tangible goods and cases concerning intangible goods.57 However,
there is an ascertainable recurring trend which can be formally split into three
cumulative conditions. In all cases addressed, there was a unilateral breach of
contract. Secondly, the breaching party made a tangible profit. Last, the profit to
be disgorged was causally related to the loss the victim of the breach suffered,
meaning the profit could not have been made, but for the breach.
II. DISGORGEMENT DAMAGES AS RESTITUTIONARY REMEDY
Scholars disagree as to whether disgorgement is either: (1) a remedy of unjust
enrichment, ie an independent cause of action for restitution; or (2) a tort claim
run as an alternative or in addition to compensatory damages.58 It is disputed

Schmidt-Ahrendts, ‘Disgorgement of Profits’ (n 4).
US Restatement of Restitution and Unjust Enrichment, the Restatement (Third) para
51.
55 ibid.
56 Adras (n 45).
57 Blake (n 48).
58 Ronald L Israel and Brian P O’Neill, ‘Disgorgement as a Viable Theory of Restitution
Damages’
(2014)
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whether disgorgement damages should be considered restitutionary or punitive in
nature.
Restitution is aimed at reimbursing the aggrieved party for its losses by
assessing the expectation interest, thereby putting it into the position it would
have been in had the contract been duly performed.59 However, the risk of
overcompensating the aggrieved party remains. In such a case, the aggrieved party
could receive damages greater than the loss it actually incurred; that is to say,
where the amount disgorged is beyond what could have possibly been gained had
the contract been performed.60 Therefore, some authors argue that the remedy is
punitive in nature and should not be applied under CISG, as punitive damages
are explicitly excluded through the Opinion.61 Nevertheless, Richard Posner, a
strong advocate for the concept of efficient breach, has implied that such
overcompensation would result from disgorgement for contractual breach in
cases concerning unique goods only.62 Further, in cases where it would be
considered punitive, Schwenzer stated that Article 74 CISG could entail ‘penal
elements (…) despite the fact that the Convention does not allow punitive
damages.’63
Claims for restitution are intended to ‘prevent the defendant’s unjust
enrichment by recapturing the gains the defendant secured in a transaction.’64
According to the Opinion, the focus of a damages claim under Article 74 CISG
is the loss suffered by the aggrieved party.65 In contrast, restitution is a gain-based
approach focusing on the gain of the breaching party. They are, therefore, at odds
as the Opinion expresses a victim-based approach.66 Concerning Article 84 CISG,
<http://www.csglaw.com/B8D11B/assets/files/News/israel_oneill__commercial_da
mages_reporter_jan_2014_lead_article.pdf> accessed 21 February 2018.
59 ibid.
60 Richard Posner, Economic Analysis of Law (7th edn, Wolters Kluwer 2007) 118-126, 130131; Steve Thel and Peter Siegelman, ‘You Do Have to Keep Promises: A Disgorgement
Theory of Contract Remedies’ (2011) 52 Wm & Mary L Rev 1181.
61 Ernest J Weinrib, ‘Punishment and Disgorgement as Contract Remedies’ (2003) 78 ChiKent L Rev 55; CISG-AC Opinion No 6 (n 8).
62 ibid.
63 Schlechtriem and Schwenzer (n 5) 1002.
64 Dan B Dobbs, Law of Remedies: Damages, Equity, Restitution (2nd edn, Thomson West
1993) 551. See also Israel and O’Neill (n 58).
65 CISG-AC Opinion No 6 (n 8).
66 Daniel Markovits and Alan Schwartz, ‘The Myth of Efficient Breach: New Defenses of
the Expectation Interest’ (2011) 97 Va L Rev 1939.
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it applies ‘a corollary to the restitutionary principle which is generally accepted in
domestic systems of law: to avoid unjust enrichment, a party who is required to
make restitution must also account for the benefits received.’67 As such, it is
arguable that the general spirit of the CISG points towards restitution, as reflected
by the remedy of restitution of goods under Article 84 CISG. Disgorgement
damages, as considered in this paper, are addressed as a restitutionary rather than
a punitive remedy, since it does not put the breaching party in a position worse
than it would have been in if the initial contract never would have been
concluded.68 As this paper posits, where a case-by-case assessment reveals that
specific circumstances require disgorgement to adequately compensate the
aggrieved party for the losses it has incurred as a result of the contractual breach,
the result cannot lead to overcompensation. While a punitive remedy may at the
same time be restitutionary, the award of restitutionary disgorgement damages
under Article 74 CISG can, following the foregoing line of reasoning and the
proposed additional requirement for the award of disgorgement damages, never
be of a punitive nature.
III. DISGORGEMENT AND EFFICIENT BREACH AS OPPOSING
CONCEPTS
A man who bespeaks a coat of his tailor will scarcely be
persuaded that he is only betting with the tailor that such a
coat will not be made and delivered to him within a certain
time. What he wants and means to have is the coat, not an
insurance against not having the coat.69
Efficient breach builds upon the dual performance hypothesis, and operates
under the premise that, in a contract, parties can choose to either fulfil their
primary contractual obligations or pay damages.70 Thereafter, having
compensated the aggrieved party for the breach, the surplus left can be kept by
Joseph Lookofsky, ‘Article 84 - Accounting for Interest and Other Benefits Received’,
International Encyclopaedia of Laws – Contracts (Suppl 29, 2000) 170.
68 For a different view, consult Buckberg and Dunbar (n 2).
69 Frederick Pollock, Principles of Contract (3rd edn, Stevens & Sons 1881) XIX.
70 Markovits and Schwartz (n 66); Gregory Klass, ‘To Perform or Pay Damages’ (2012) 98
Va L Rev 143.
67
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the breaching party.71 Advocates of this concept argue that it allows both parties
to gain – the aggrieved party is put in the position it would have been in had the
contract been duly performed, while the breaching party was able to make a larger
profit.72 The opposing view highlights the importance of remedies such as specific
performance and restitution in cases of contractual breach.73
One of the main purposes of disgorgement damages is to provide an
incentive for parties to fulfil their contractual obligations by precluding the
possibility for parties to make larger profits through contractual breach – pacta
sunt servanda.74 This is reflected through Article 74 CISG, which inherently protects
contractual interests.75 It is apparent why the remedy of disgorgement is in direct
conflict with the concept of efficient breach: when electing efficient breach, the
breaching party acts contrary to its contractual obligations because doing so
makes it a larger profit. This incentive would be taken away if the aggrieved party
could claim those profits as disgorgement damages. The moral criticism of the
efficient breach concept is that a party deliberately acting contrary to the
obligations it undertook cannot keep the gains resulting from this breach.76
Article 74 CISG is premised on the expectation interest. By stating that
‘[d]amages for breach of contract by one party consist of a sum equal to the loss,
including loss of profit (…)’, it seeks to place the aggrieved party in a position it would
have been in had the contract been duly performed.77 Allowing for efficient
breach would jeopardise ‘the regime of exchange’, leading to a situation in which
no party could ‘occupy a sufficiently stable position to know what he had to offer
or what he could count on receiving from another.’78 It is therefore reasonable to
conclude that efficient breach is not a concept supported by the Convention,
Thel and Siegelman (n 60).
ibid.
73 Alan Schwartz, ‘The Case for Specific Performance’ (1979) 89 Yale L J 271, 271; Ian R
Macneil, ‘Efficient Breach of Contract: Circles in the Sky’ (1982) 68 Va L Rev 947, 947;
Fitzgerald (n 27) 300.
74 Schmidt-Ahrendts, ‘CISG and Arbitration’ (n 31) para 3.2.
75 ibid.
76 Thel and Siegelman (n 60).
77 Joseph Lookofsky, ‘Article 74 - Damages for Breach’, International Encyclopaedia of Laws
– Contracts (Suppl 29, 2000) 152-153 (emphasis added).
78 Lon L Fuller, The Morality of Law (rev edn, YUP 1969) as cited in Robert A Hillman,
‘Applying the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods’ (1995) 21 Cornell Review of the Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods 21.
71
72
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which leaves open the possibility of awarding disgorgement under certain
circumstances.
CONCLUSION
Article 74 CISG is governed by the principle of full compensation, and aims to
place the victim of contractual breach in the same economic position as it would
have been in had the contract been duly performed.79 Premised on the expectation
interest, Article 74 CISG seeks to provide an incentive for parties to keep their
promises – pacta sunt servanda – wherefore it has been argued in the foregoing that
the CISG does not support the concept of efficient breach. In light of the
principle of full compensation, a provision of damages under Article 74 focuses
on the loss incurred by the aggrieved party. Disgorgement damages exceed this
scope. As it does not relate to the losses that might be incurred by the party
demanding damages, it does not intend to compensate the party requesting
damages for the alleged loss,80 but rather for the unwarranted gain of the other
party. Considered as a supra-compensatory concept of damages, it would be
incompatible with the overall purpose of the CISG, where the party claiming
damages can only be compensated for the loss it actually incurred. Arguably, the
principle of full compensation aims to secure remedial certainty under the CISG,
which the inclusion of disgorgement damages, as a general contractual remedy
under the scope of Article 74, would jeopardise. However, it has been
demonstrated that in specific cases, disgorgement is appropriate. Recurring in the
case law are three cumulative conditions necessary, in addition to the general
requirements for a damages claim, in order for the disgorgement remedy to be
available. First, one party must have breached a contract. Second, this party must
have made a profit which it could not have made, had it properly performed its
contractual obligations towards the claimant. Third, there must be an economic
link between the gain resulting from the breach of contract incurred by the
breaching party and the loss incurred by the party in breach, which serves as an
additional requirement where a successful damages claim includes the
disgorgement of profits. This way, the restitutionary nature of the remedy under

79
80

CISG-AC Opinion No 6 (n 8).
cf formulation of Article 74 CISG: ‘sum equal to the loss’.
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Article 74 CISG can be ensured, in line with the principle of full compensation
governing the CISG.
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Is the Whole Point of Human Rights Their Universal
Character? A, B & C v Ireland and SAS v France
Abbey Burke*

ABSTRACT
The United Kingdom Supreme Court’s 2014 decision in Cheshire West concerned the question
of whether living arrangements for certain mentally incapacitated persons amounted to a
deprivation of liberty. In finding that the test for whether someone has been deprived of their
liberty is the same for a disabled person as it is for everyone else, Lady Hale reminded the Court
that human rights are for everyone, because ‘[t]he whole point of human rights is their universal
character’.1 But is there such a thing as universal human rights? This paper considers the
philosophical and institutional complications faced by a universal approach to human rights. It
argues that these philosophical and institutional difficulties are clearly played out in two recent
decisions of the European Court of Human Rights: A, B & C v Ireland,2 concerning the
Republic of Ireland’s restrictions on abortion, and SAS v France,3 concerning France’s ban on
face-coverings. It concludes that the Court must not stray too far from a universal approach to
human rights, lest it blot its record of success in calling out violations of rights and protecting
individuals from the illiberal excesses of government.
INTRODUCTION
In the United Kingdom (‘UK’) Supreme Court’s Cheshire West judgment on
whether living arrangements for mentally incapacitated persons amounted to a
deprivation of liberty, Lady Hale reminded the Court that ‘[t]he whole point of

I am a qualified Australian solicitor, currently completing a Master of Laws (Public Law)
at the London School of Economics. Prior to commencing at LSE, I completed a
combined bachelor’s degree in Law and Arts at the University of New South Wales, for
which I received a Distinction average and Honours.
1 Cheshire West and Chester Council v P and another [2014] AC 896 (SC) [36].
2 [2010] ECHR 2032.
3 [2014] ECHR 695.
*
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human rights is their universal character’.4 ‘[H]uman rights are for everyone’, Lady
Hale observed, because they are ‘premised on the inherent dignity of all human
beings’.5 These statements demonstrate the rhetorical power of rights as a tool to
cut through complexity and bureaucratic obscurantism. As Conor Gearty has
observed, legal analysis that starts from the fact of a right may achieve better
outcomes for individuals than when the Court’s primary focus is the conduct of
the defendants.6 However, Lady Hale’s statements regarding the universal
character of human rights may belie the difficulty of applying enumerated rights
to individual cases. Any such difficulty is compounded by applying these rights
across a fractious community of 820 million citizens in 47 countries. Nonetheless,
this is the ambitious aim of the European Court of Human Rights (‘Court’).7 This
paper begins by considering both the philosophical and institutional
complications faced by a universal approach to human rights. It then suggests that
the doctrine of States’ margin of appreciation lays bare the Court’s difficulty in
giving universal meaning to the rights contained in the European Convention of
Human Rights (‘the Convention’). Finally, examining the Court’s decisions in A,
B & C v Ireland8 and SAS v France,9 the paper suggests that the Court has, at times,
demonstrated an excessive deference to the sensibilities of States, which is not
justifiable on either philosophical grounds (relating to the nature of rights), or on
institutional grounds (relating to the proper role of the Court). Demonstrating a
punctilious concern for States’ protection of local morals, traditions, and
practices, these decisions depart from the Court’s usual proportionality analysis in
ways that render the reasoning process perfunctory or incoherent. The paper
suggests that these cases represent unjustifiable departures from a universal
approach to human rights that prevent the Court from fulfilling its original
mandate of protecting individuals from the illiberal excesses of government.

Cheshire West (n 1) [1].
ibid [36].
6 Conor Gearty, On Fantasy Island, Britain Strasbourg and Human Rights (OUP 2016) 136.
7 Dimitrios Tsarapatsanis, ‘The Margin of Appreciation Doctrine: A Low-Level
Institutional View’ (2015) 35 Legal Studies 675, 683.
8 A, B & C v Ireland (n 2).
9 SAS v France (n 3).
4
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I. PHILOSOPHICAL COMPLICATIONS TO A UNIVERSAL
APPROACH TO HUMAN RIGHTS
In SAS v France, dissenting Judges Nussberger and Jäderblom castigate the
majority’s acceptance of France’s argument that its ban on face coverings pursued
the legitimate aim of ensuring people could ‘live together’ as an aspect of
guaranteeing the rights and freedoms of others.10 In doing so, the dissenting
judges suggest that the majority conclusion ‘sacrifices concrete individual rights
guaranteed by the Convention to abstract principles.’11 On its face, this statement
appears odd. What is a right, after all, but an abstract principle? This statement is
a good starting point for considering some of the philosophical complications
inherent in the rights enumerated under the Convention.
What Rights-Claims Should Be Recognised?
As seen in the dissenting judgment in SAS v France, one complication to a
universal approach to human rights lies in identifying which rights-claims to
recognise at all. George Letsas demonstrates this difficulty in his argument
regarding the difference between prima facie and pro tanto rights.12 Letsas criticises
the Chamber’s finding in Hatton v United Kingdom13 (later reversed by the Grand
Chamber) that Heathrow Airport’s night flight-scheme amounted to a violation
of the applicant’s right to family life under Article 8 of the Convention.14 ‘There
is no such thing’, Letsas writes, ‘as a pro tanto right to sleep well at night, free
from the noise interference that it was reasonable to expect will affect properties
near airports.’15 Similarly, in IA v Turkey,16 Letsas suggests that the Court reached
a false diagnosis because it balanced a real, pro tanto right (to publish on religious
matters) against a pseudo-right (not to be offended by blasphemous
publications).17 However, in penumbral cases, where the Court is considering
whether or not to extend Convention protections to a novel claim, the utility of
ibid [5] (Nussberger and Jäderblom JJ).
ibid [2] (Nussberger and Jäderblom JJ).
12 George Letsas, ‘The Scope and Balancing of Rights’ in Eva Brems and Janneke Gerards
(eds), Shaping Rights in the ECHR (CUP 2014) 48.
13 [2001] ECHR 565.
14 Letsas (n 12) 57.
15 ibid.
16 [2005] ECHR 590.
17 Letsas (n 12) 57-58.
10
11
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Letsas’ schema is questionable. What appears to be missing is clear guidance on
how to distinguish a ‘real’ convention right from a ‘pseudo’ right.
How to Balance Competing Rights?
A second philosophical complication to a universal approach to human rights lies
in the Court’s need to balance Convention rights that routinely come into conflict,
such as the rights to private life under Article 8 and freedom of expression under
Article 10. The difficulty experienced by the Court in taking a consistent approach
to such rights-balancing cases is seen in the Court’s divergent (although
simultaneous) decisions in Von Hannover v Germany (No 2)18 and Axel Springer AG
v Germany.19 In Von Hannover, in determining the breadth of the margin of
appreciation to be extended in relation to the refusal of German domestic courts
to injunct photographs of the Princess of Monaco, the Court reasoned that the
outcome of the application should not, in theory, vary according to whether it
was lodged under Article 8 or 10, because ‘as a matter of principle these rights
deserve equal respect.’20 Therefore, Germany’s margin of appreciation should, in
theory, be the same in relation to both articles. As the German courts had
undertaken the requisite balancing process between freedom of expression and
privacy by applying criteria identified by the Court for balancing those rights, the
principle of subsidiarity meant that the domestic court’s decision should stand.21
However, on the same day as the Von Hannover decision, in Axel Springer the Court
handed down a decision that appears to depart from the discipline imposed on
itself in Von Hannover, finding that the media company’s right to freedom of
expression had been breached by an injunction preventing publication of a story
about an actor’s conviction for drug possession. The majority judges reached this
conclusion without finding fault with the balancing process the domestic court
had engaged in. Axel Springer shows that when a public figure is involved, judges
will often rank the demands of freedom of expression higher than those of
privacy, showing the artificiality of any assertion that Convention rights must
carry equal weight. The Court’s divergent approaches to balancing rights in these
simultaneously decided cases shows how unpredictable the doctrine of margin of
appreciation and its flip-side, European supervision, can be in practice.
[2012] ECHR 228.
[2012] ECHR 227.
20 Von Hannover (n 18) [106].
21 ibid [106]-[107].
18
19
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How to Weigh Rights-Claims Against Other Interests and Goals?
A third complication lies in the fact that in human rights jurisprudence, as in
political life, it is often considered appropriate that individual rights give way to
public goals such as the protection of safety, morals, economic well-being, or
health. This can be seen in two examples. In James v United Kingdom,22 the Court
held that legislation granting long term tenants the right to buy their homes did
not violate landlords’ Convention right to property, and the England and Wales
Court of Appeal found no violation of the same right in the context of a ban on
cigarette vending machines in the case of R (Sinclair Collis Ltd) v Secretary of State for
Health.23 While an earlier generation of rights instruments obscured this
complexity by framing rights in absolute terms (see eg the First Amendment to
the US Constitution), rights under the Convention frequently wear their
complexity on their sleeve by including a list of ways in which the right may be
restricted where ‘necessary in a democratic society’. When interpreting this phrase,
as it appears in Articles 8-11 of the Convention, the Court applies a multi-stage
proportionality analysis, asking: (1) whether the State’s interference with the right
is in pursuit of a legitimate aim; (2) whether the measure is capable of achieving
that aim; (3) whether the measure is the least restrictive measure that could achieve
the aim; and (4) whether the advantage of pursuing the aim outweighs the costs
to the right.24 As argued in section 4 in relation to A, B & C v Ireland and SAS v
France, it is only through a thorough and careful application of the proportionality
analysis that the Court can work through this third philosophical complication to
a universal approach to human rights. As a deliberative process, proportionality
allows the Court to give proper weight to the right itself and to appropriately
sanction State laws which, even allowing for reasonable disagreement between
States, clearly emerge as arbitrary or excessively burdensome on individuals.
Rights as Creatures of Intuition, Assertion and Recognition
The three philosophical complications discussed above tend toward a conclusion
that rights are moral and political, rather than something that is objectively
discovered by the Court using faculties of faith or reason. The content of rights,
and their imperviousness or otherwise to completing claims, is a matter of
[1986] ECHR 2.
[2012] QB 394.
24 Julian Rivers, ‘The Presumption of Proportionality’ (2014) 77 MLR 409, 412.
22
23
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intuition, assertion, and community recognition. The last-mentioned
characteristic can be seen in the Court’s frequent reference to an emerging
European consensus in vindicating rights-claims of individuals in novel
circumstances.25 The Court’s survey of domestic laws under the doctrine of
consensus sits uneasily with the belief that a primary function of courts is to
provide a check on majority desires in defence of minorities. However, when
faced with the difficulty of determining whether to condemn the actions of States
for the first time, observing that a strong majority of States have turned away from
a particular practice (such as, eg, criminalising homosexuality) may give judges
confidence that their own intuitions are shared more broadly. In this way, the
Court may plausibly conclude that a Convention right has extended (or perhaps,
in some future instance, retracted) so that its content is different from that
previously articulated in judicial guidance.
II. INSTITUTIONAL COMPLICATIONS TO A UNIVERSAL
APPROACH TO HUMAN RIGHTS
The institutional character of the Court as a supranational tribunal presents
further difficulties for a universal approach to human rights. According to
Tsarapatsanis, the doctrine of States’ margin of appreciation is a mechanism the
Court uses to ‘underenforce’ human rights, short of an optimal substantive
understanding of those rights.26 This is justified, he suggests, because under the
machinery of the Convention, protecting human rights is a cooperative venture
between the Court and States Parties.27 In a similar vein, the former President of
the Court, Dean Spielmann, argues that the margin of appreciation is essential to
protecting rights, because it provides an incentive for States to engage in the
necessary Convention review, thereby building their capacity to be effective
protectors of rights within their own jurisdictions.28 Affording States a margin of
appreciation regarding the content of, and necessary restrictions on, rights, is
further justified, according to Tsarapatsanis, because there are some issues, such
as economic policy, that the Court is not as well placed to make decisions about,
See eg the Court’s recognition of transgender rights in Goodwin v United Kingdom [2002]
ECHR 588.
26 Tsarapatsanis (n 7) 675.
27 ibid 678.
28 Dean Spielmann, ‘Whither the Margin of Appreciation?’ (2014) 67 CLP 49, 63.
25
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given its particular technical expertise, limited resources, and constrained
timelines.29 Courts recognise that they may, just as much as governments, get
things wrong (‘bounded rationality’) or that there might be room for reasonable
disagreement.30 These institutional factors, according to Tsarapatsanis, justify the
Court’s ‘incremental and deferential approach’ to fielding rights-claims.31
III. WHEN IS THE COURT’S INVOCATION OF THE MARGIN OF
APPRECIATION UNJUSTIFIABLE?
The shared responsibility arguments of Tsarapatsanis and Spielmann are
persuasive, given the observable reality that the Court’s enforcement powers are
both politically and mechanically limited. Such enforcement limitations are
exemplified in high-profile refusals by States to comply with Court decisions, such
as Azerbaijan’s refusal to release opposition politician Ilgar Mammadov following
a 2014 ruling against his detention,32 and the UK’s prolonged resistance to the
Court on the issue of prisoner voting.33 Tsarapatsanis’ hypothesis that Courts take
appropriate notice of their own resource limitations when asked to consider farreaching social and economic policies is also plausible. In these circumstances,
when is the Court’s invocation of the margin of appreciation unjustifiable? When,
in the Court’s case law, has its reasoning justified the criticism of commentators
that it is ‘a circumlocution’ (Judge Jan de Meyer in Z v Finland),34‘loose’,35‘slippery
as an eel’36 (Lord Lester), and potentially ‘an abdication of judicial responsibility’.37
As noted by the majority in A, B & C v Ireland, although the Court considered
that the margin of appreciation to be accorded to Ireland was ‘crucial’38 to the
proportionality analysis of Ireland’s abortion laws, that margin was ‘not
Tsarapatsanis (n 7) 690-691.
ibid 678.
31 ibid 684.
32 Mammadov v Azerbaijan [2014] ECHR 504.
33 See eg Hirst (No. 2) v United Kingdom [2005] ECHR 681; Greens and MT v United Kingdom
[2010] ECHR 1826; Firth and Others v United Kingdom [2014] ECHR 874; Millbank and
Others v United Kingdom [2016] ECHR 595.
34 Cited in Spielmann (n 28) 54.
35 Lord Lester of Herne Hill, ‘Universality Versus Subsidiarity: A Reply’ (1998) 1 EHRLR
73, 75.
36 ibid 51.
37 Tsarapatsanis (n 7) 697.
38 A, B & C v Ireland (n 2) [231].
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unlimited’.39 What are its limits? Put another way, when will the Court extend the
margin of appreciation such that it erodes the universal character of rights?
IV. ABDICATIONS OF RESPONSIBILITY? A, B & C V IRELAND
AND SAS V FRANCE
Having found that Ireland’s ban on abortion for health or wellbeing reasons
restricted the first and second applicants’ right to private life under Article 8 (given
its interference with their personal autonomy, and physical and psychological
integrity), the Court concluded that the restriction was nonetheless justified on
the ground that it was necessary in a democratic society.40 In reaching the latter
conclusion, the Court’s proportionality enquiry was, arguably, rendered otiose by
its concern for the moral sensibilities of the State. The Court considered that
Ireland’s restrictive abortion law was in pursuit of a legitimate aim, being the need
to ‘protect the life of the unborn’, understood as an aspect of the protection of
morals exception to Article 8.41 Here, the Court relied on the institutional
argument, articulated in Handyside v United Kingdom,42 that States were in a better
position than the Court to give an opinion on the requirements of morals, and on
the necessity of restrictions to meet them, given their ‘direct and continuous
contact with the vital forces of their countries.’43 The majority repeatedly referred
to the ‘deep’ and ‘profound’ nature of the beliefs held by the Irish people that
abortion should be restricted, as reflected in the 1983 Constitution adopted in a
referendum passed by a substantial majority.44
In determining whether the law was proportionate to the aim pursued, the
Court noted that a State’s margin of appreciation will be narrowed where a
consensus tends against the measure employed. In this regard, the Court accepted
that there was ‘indeed a consensus amongst a substantial majority of the
Contracting States (…) toward allowing abortion on broader grounds than
accorded under Irish law’,45 and in particular that abortions on health or wellbeing

ibid [238].
ibid [242].
41 ibid [230].
42 [1976] ECHR 5.
43A, B & C v Ireland (n 2) [223].
44 ibid [226].
45 ibid [235].
39
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grounds were available in 40 out of 47 States.46 However, the majority continued
by reasoning that States enjoy a margin of appreciation as to when life begins (in
the absence of a European consensus on that point, as highlighted in Vo v
France).47 As the rights claimed on behalf of the foetus and the mother are
inextricably linked, ‘the margin of appreciation accorded to a State’s protection of
the unborn necessarily translates into a margin of appreciation for that State as to
how it balances the conflicting rights of the mother.’48 Thus, the margin of
appreciation moves from the subject of the foetus to the subject of the mother,
restricting the rights-protections that would otherwise, through the European
consensus permitting abortion on health or wellbeing grounds, be afforded to her.
As the dissenting judges observed, this approach represented an inappropriate
conflation of the State’s margin of appreciation regarding the question of when
life begins (and any consequent right to life of the foetus), and the State’s margin
of appreciation in weighing the rights claimed on behalf of the foetus against those
of the mother.49
The margin having been expanded in this way, the majority cited the ability
of women to travel outside Ireland for legal abortions (and to receive some
measure of medical care in Ireland before and after doing so) to conclude that
Ireland’s restriction was not disproportionate to the aim pursued.50 This ‘exit’
factor was considered sufficient to overcome the first and second applicants’
strong arguments regarding the substantial inefficacy of the measure (given the
number of women who travel outside of Ireland to get abortions), and their ‘leastrestrictive measure’ arguments.51 The latter arguments were highly compelling:
namely the extremity of the chosen sanction of penal servitude for life; the manner
in which the Irish law amounted to a de facto ban on earlier, safer medical abortion;
and the way in which compelling women to travel to another country for a timesensitive medical procedure increased the anxiety and stigma felt by those who
did so.52
Hence, despite rehearsing the strong arguments summoned by the first

ibid.
[2004] ECHR 326.
48 A, B & C v Ireland (n 2) [237].
49 ibid [2] (Rozakis, Tulkens, Fura, Hirvelä, Malinverni and Poalelungi JJ).
50 ibid [239]-[241].
51 ibid [239].
52 ibid [126].
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and second applicants, and recognising the European consensus in favour of less
restrictive measures, the Court reached the surprising conclusion that the
prohibition on abortions in Ireland for health or wellbeing reasons was
proportionate.53 Reading the majority’s reasoning, one is left with the strong
impression that the ‘morality factor’ has effectively displaced the usual
proportionality enquiry, although the Court still goes through the motions of the
analysis. Emblematic of this problem is the Court’s reliance on the strained
argument that Irish women’s rights under Article 8 are not disproportionately
restricted because they are permitted to travel outside the State to obtain
abortions.54 Extending States an expansive margin of appreciation for protecting
morals in this way risks the impression that the Court’s jurisprudence is
unpredictable and incoherent. As Lord Lester observes,55 in criticising the
freedom of expression decisions made in Müller v Switzerland56 and Otto-PremingerInstitut v Austria,57 if respect for strong moral sensibilities of States is to be the
touchstone, it is difficult to see why the Court did not afford a similarly wide
margin of appreciation to British and Irish legislation penalising homosexual acts
between consenting male adults in the 1980’s in Dudgeon v United Kingdom58 and
Norris v Ireland.59 It would surely not have been maintainable, in those cases, for
the Court to conclude that gay men’s rights under Article 8 were not violated
because they were free to travel elsewhere to carry out their relationships without
fear of imprisonment.
A recent decision showing a similar level of deference to local sentiments
is SAS v France. Here, the majority judges accepted France’s argument that its ban
on face-coverings pursued the legitimate aim of preserving the conditions of living
together in society, as an aspect of protecting the rights and freedoms of others
within the language of Articles 8 and 9.60 As argued by the dissenting judges,
recognising ‘living together’ as a legitimate aim is problematic in itself because
there is no recognised right under the Convention to communicate with others in

ibid [241].
ibid [6] (Rozakis, Tulkens, Fura, Hirvelä, Malinverni and Poalelungi JJ).
55 Lord Lester (n 35) 78.
56 [1988] ECHR 5.
57 [1994] ECHR 26.
58 [1983] ECHR 2.
59 [1988] ECHR 22.
60 SAS v France (n 3) [157].
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public.61 Living together may be described, in Rivers’ schema, as a pseudo-right.62
In concluding that a wide margin of appreciation should be extended to France
in pursuing this aim, the majority noted that France was ‘seeking to protect a
principle of interaction between individuals which in its view is essential for the
expression not only of pluralism, but also of tolerance and broadmindedness
without which there is no democratic society’.63 Here, as in A, B & C v Ireland,
one can discern an unnecessarily punctilious concern for local traditions and
practices. In SAS v France, the tradition relied on by the French government may
be characterised as a muscular version of the Republican values of égalité and
fraternité, expressed in an overbearing civic culture that demands equal
participation in social life. As pointed out by the dissenting judges, properly
understood, the principles of pluralism, tolerance and broadmindedness in fact
entail that States ensure mutual tolerance between opposing groups, rather than
removing the cause of the tension by eliminating pluralism.64 As in A, B & C v
Ireland, once the Court has elected to afford a broad margin of appreciation to the
State on account of local sensitivities, the proportionality analysis that follows is
deeply unconvincing. The fact that at the time, only two out of 47 European States
had banned face coverings was denied any substantial weight, as was the
draconian consequences for women faced with the choice of complying with the
ban or retreating out of the public sphere.65 Nor was any traction gained by the
argument that less restrictive measures, such as education campaigns, could
address the same (as France recognised, numerically-small phenomena) of women
wearing full-face veils.66 In SAS v France, the Court could have protected the
neglected ‘liberté’ part of the Republican formula. Instead, the decision represents
a de facto endorsement of a deeply illiberal policy, directed inward at a minority,
in the name of liberalism. As argued by Gearty, such outcomes are a problem
because defeats in human rights cases are not neutral: they can be valuable to
governments by equipping them with the riposte that regressive measures comply
with human rights, and so cannot be criticised on that score. 67

ibid [5] (Nussberger and Jäderblom JJ).
Letsas (n 12) 48.
63 SAS v France (n 3) [153].
64 ibid [14] (Nussberger and Jäderblom JJ).
65 ibid [93], [156].
66 ibid [24] (Nussberger and Jäderblom JJ).
67 Gearty (n 6) 118.
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Each of SAS v France and A, B & C v Ireland can be distinguished from the
Court’s approach in Lautsi v Italy,68where the Court invoked the margin of
appreciation to find that a requirement that crucifixes be displayed in school
classrooms did not violate the right of a mother and her school-aged sons to
education under Article 2 of Protocol 1 of the Convention. Here the Court
appropriately concluded that the measure did not rise to the level of an
interference with the applicants’ right to education, reasoning that in the particular
Italian context, the school-room crucifixes were essentially passive symbols,
fundamentally different from didactic religious speech or participation in religious
activities that could, through indoctrination, threaten that right.69 The facts of this
case differ substantially from A, B & C v Ireland and SAS v France, where the
interference with Convention rights was demonstrably serious, demanding a
careful working through of the proportionality analysis before reaching any
conclusion that the interference was nonetheless justifiable.
CONCLUSION
This paper has argued that a universal approach to human rights should be
pursued as a worthwhile goal, as it represents one of the most powerful tools
available for protecting individuals. Universalism faces a number of philosophical
and institutional complications, which are worked through by the Court by
deploying its various legal tools. The Court’s doctrine of States margin of
appreciation recognises the institutional reality that the Court must work with
States to ensure that rights are enforced in Member States in the first instance.
Once a claim is made, the Court’s proportionality analysis allows it to weigh an
offended right against competing rights and interests in a fair and deliberate way.
This paper suggests that when an acute local sensitivity is in play, whether based
in a particular moral or political tradition, the Court has at times departed from
its usual proportionality analysis in ways that render its reasoning incoherent and
unpredictable. Such decisions represent troubling departures from universalism
that blot the Court’s record of success in calling out violations of rights and
protecting individuals from the illiberal excesses of government.
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Bitcoin: The First Self-Regulating Currency?
Samuel Elliott*

ABSTRACT
This article provides an examination of regulation theory as applied to Bitcoin. Through an
examination of the parallels with Ogus’ model for self-regulation, it is demonstrated that several
unique features inherent to cryptocurrencies offer the benefits of regulatory oversight without the
drawbacks. The article also provides a broader socio-regulatory analysis of Bitcoin in an attempt
to better understand the benefits of competitive self-regulation for platform users. Finally, this
article examines whether cryptocurrencies should be regulated by way of traditional State-based
models and, if so, which of these approaches (if any) ought to be used to regulate the platform.
INTRODUCTION
Ogus’ model of self-regulation relies on three environmental factors being
present: that the activity is affected by some form of market failure; that private
law instruments are inadequate or inefficient to correct said failure; and that selfregulation is a better method of resolving the failure than conventional
regulation.1 However, such self-regulation has been conceptualised as all-butimpossible in e-commerce. Our understanding of ownership over intangible
goods has been intimately linked to the ability to enforce and alienate our property
rights through trusted third parties.2 Bitcoin has been challenging this conception
since its launch.

Graduate of the London School of Economics (LLM Eur, 2017). Graduate of Dublin
City University (BCL Law and Society, 2015) Pre-Trainee at Matheson, Dublin, Ireland
(2017). My thanks to Professor Andrew Murray for his assistance in understanding the
legal issues surrounding Bitcoin. Further thanks to Killian Mills and Sean Gibbons in
helping to conceptualize the technical background to cryptocurrencies.
1 Anthony I Ogus, ‘Rethinking Self-Regulation’ (1995) 15 OJLS 97.
2 Ranging from a bank carrying out an electronic transfer to a Court enforcing ownership
of IP rights.
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Satoshi Nakamoto3 published Bitcoin’s ‘proof of concept’ in 2008.4
Nakamoto notes therein that ‘commerce on the internet has come to rely almost
exclusively on financial institutions serving as trusted third parties’.5 He argues
that the need for a centralised intermediary creates inherent inefficiencies for the
digital transfer of wealth. To address this inefficiency, an alternative system, built
upon cryptographic proof rather than trust, was proposed, allowing for direct
peer-to-peer transfers without the risk of double spending.6 Since then, Bitcoin
has seen exponential growth among users who are sceptical of State interference
and regulation in currency. There is no government, company, or bank in charge
of the management of Bitcoin.7 This, however, neither means that the platform is
entirely anarchistic nor that it is unregulated as such. Building on Ogus’ model,
this article argues that Bitcoin is the first truly self-regulating currency. It resolves
a number of inefficiencies within intermediary-based transfers through a
decentralised, participatory model of regulation.
Instead, through an examination of Bitcoin’s sui generis features, we can
identify a number of parallels between the participatory currency and traditional
regulatory models. We see that Bitcoin is underpinned by an implicit social
contract wherein consensus-building and voluntary association replace
centralised, rule-based forms of regulation. Thereafter, we will establish what the
best means for regulating the platform are, which includes investigating the total
deregulation of cryptocurrencies altogether.

The creator of Bitcoin – though Nakamoto is widely believed to be a pseudonym. For
the sake of convenience, I have assumed Nakamoto to be male throughout this article.
4
Satoshi Nakamoto, ‘Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System’
<https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf> accessed 28 February 2017.
5 ibid 1.
6 Double spending is a problem within digital currencies wherein units of currency,
represented as files, may be spent more than once through duplication or falsification of
the same. See Usman W Chohan, ‘The Double-Spending Problem and Cryptocurrencies’
(2017)
University
of
NSW
Discussion
Papers
Series
<https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3090174>
accessed
21
February 2018.
7 Primavera De Filippi, ‘Bitcoin: A Regulatory Nightmare to a Libertarian Dream’ (2014)
3 Internet Policy Review <https://policyreview.info/node/286/pdf> accessed 26 April
2017.
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I. OGUS’ MODEL AND THE STATUS QUO
By examining the first two aspects of Ogus’ model, one can see how the failings
of the ledger-based status quo paved the way for Bitcoin’s success. The market
failure inherent in the trust-based model, and the inability of private law and
alternative dispute resolution (‘ADR’) mechanisms to efficiently resolve
ownership contentions, is inherently disadvantageous for transferors and
transferees alike.
The Inefficiency Problem: Market Failures and the Status Quo
Prior to the invention of blockchain technology, inequality in power between
financial service providers and end-users made self-regulation of currency
impossible. The need for intermediary bodies and the lack of accessible
infrastructure for verification of transfers at the individual level made the
centralised system the most efficient method of regulation. However, together,
the aforementioned led to a market failure insofar that the digital transfer of
wealth became inherently inefficient. Such inefficiency has been compounded by
in-house dispute resolution processes and courts serving as the sole method
through which ownership conflicts, arising out of the intangible nature of the
assets, could be resolved.
Naturally, the exchange of physical assets, eg currency, does not
necessitate a third party intermediary. Both parties can immediately verify that the
correct transfer occurred and it cannot typically be reversed without legal action
or physical force. The tangibility of the goods exchanged serves to verify the
transaction. The only real risk of fraud, as regards the currency itself, comes in the
form of counterfeiting. There is neither a functional need for an intermediary nor
for significant regulation – both parties use a common platform and the only
necessary rules are the established property laws within a State.
For distance transactions, both parties face issues of opaqueness. As the
exchange of physical goods cannot be easily carried out, a substitute must be used
instead. Typically, this manifests in the form of a card payment or digital wire
transfer. In other words, there is no physical exchange of value. During these
transactions, instead, the intermediary logs the transfer against a ledger of each
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party’s wealth.8 Without this trusted ledger, either party could ‘double spend’
digital currencies by way of repeatedly replicating and alienating them.9
However, the intermediary-based system has disadvantages. Nakamoto
argues that institutions cannot avoid regulating their platforms and mediating
disputes due to the inherently trust-based nature of the model.10 This, as this paper
submits, is the root cause of the lack of permanency in transfers. As responsibility
must be vested in the intermediary, it must equally be able to resolve any conflicts
that arise, thereby creating inherent inefficiencies in transactions. The
intermediary-based system therefore carries three distinct disadvantages for
transactors: (1) a lack of efficiency; (2) a lack of immutability; and (3) the potential
for interference by the intermediary.11 These are the key aspects of the market
failure that Bitcoin seeks to overcome.
Private Law Issues and Dispute Resolution
The second trigger for public interest in self-regulation is when private law
instruments are inadequate or too costly to correct the market failure.12 Private
law is suited to resolve issues relating to physical transfers. The risk of fraud, at
least in terms of the currency itself, is relatively low and double spending is nonexistent, as each party can instantly verify whether the correct payment (or goods)
has been obtained.
Digital transfers present a number of issues for transferors in terms of
disputes. Information asymmetry is a problem insofar that the transferee relies
entirely on the intermediary to verify the transfer. With the control over the
transfer vested in the intermediary, the surety of ownership and of transfer is
impossible without reference to the trusted third party. Ensuring that these
intermediaries act fairly becomes a matter for State oversight, guaranteeing that
the financial market is not paralysed by a lack of trust.
Nakamoto, for example, notes that there is no way to make non-reversible
payments for non-reversible services.13 This creates inefficiencies. Intermediaries,
Jerry Brito and Andrea Castillo, Bitcoin: A Primer for Policymakers (Mercatus Center at
George Mason University 2013) 5.
9 ibid.
10 For example, non-reversible payments cannot be made for non-reversible transactions.
11 Brito and Castillo (n 8) 5.
12 Ogus (n 1) 97.
13 Nakamoto (n 4) 1.
8
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possessing total control over their centralised ledger, are also responsible for the
establishment of ownership where disputes arise. Private law instruments are, in
this instance, a fallback for the attribution of ownership where disputes cannot be
resolved though the parties’ consent. However, regardless as to how advantageous
ADR is in resolving transactional conflicts, there is no absolute guarantee of
ownership. Brito, furthermore, notes that the cost of chargeback fraud and the
accompanying charges can be a prohibitive barrier to small businesses seeking to
enter the digital market.14
Digital Currency Pre-Bitcoin
Next, it is worth briefly examining the history of digital currency pre-Bitcoin to
contextualise those advancements made to address key issues surrounding
decentralisation.
The technology at the heart of cryptocurrencies was envisaged in 1992,
when retired physicist Timothy May convened a number of colleagues to discuss
decentralising digital currency.15 Heavily influenced by anarchistic and libertarian
philosophy, the group proposed a platform for digital payments beyond the realm
of banks, credit card companies, and other intermediaries. Jim Bell, a member of
the early cryptography community, posited a thought experiment wherein
anonymous digital currency was used to crowdfund ‘assassination politics’ against
unpopular politicians.16
Although Bell’s paper ultimately resulted in an IRS raid and led the author
to be imprisoned for several years, it offers valuable insight into the early
motivation of developers like Nakamoto. These developers feared that the
newfound freedoms the Internet offered their community would, in time, be
curtailed through government oversight and control over spending.17 Public key
encryption and ‘digital cash’ offered the opportunity to build institutions free
from governmental control, wherein the only limit to what could be bought and
sold was the physical limits of the providers themselves.
Brito and Castillo (n 8) 15.
Morgen E Peck, ‘Bitcoin: The Cryptoanarchists’ Answer to Cash’ (IEEE, 30 May 2012)
<http://spectrum.ieee.org/computing/software/bitcoin-the-cryptoanarchists-answerto-cash/0> accessed 3 May 2017.
16 Jim Bell, ‘Assassination Politics’ (1992) <http://www.outpost-offreedom.com/jimbellap.htm> accessed 3 May 2017.
17 ibid.
14
15
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It was in 1997 that Nick Szabo developed the first proto-cryptocurrency.18
Szabo, similar to Bell, started with a thought experiment on what gave gold its
value. He drew an analogy between difficult-to-mine gold and difficult-to-solve
problems. A puzzle that takes time and energy to solve, with the solution then
presented in the form of a digital coin, can be considered valuable in a way similar
to gold.19 As the network built incrementally on resolved puzzles, a chain of
solutions – the blockchain – formed, which served the double purpose of also
timestamping transactions. The network, unable to proceed to the next puzzle
without having answered the preceding, guarded against ‘double spending’ and
‘double mining’.
Szabo’s Bit Gold was a departure from the norm of digital currencies. The
earlier DigiCash, also based on cryptography, relied on a centralised bank for
oversight. Szabo, seeking to replicate gold, envisioned Bit Gold to hold value as a
standalone asset. Instead of having their value backed and, thus, arguably
generated by banks, cryptocurrencies would be inherently valuable based on the
input required to resolve the digital puzzle.
Bit Gold was an imperfect solution for the market issues present within ecommerce. While it did provide some fundamental protection against double
spending, the system was based on a quorum of network addresses.20 Networks,
however, are vulnerable to, most importantly in this case, ‘Sybil attacks’, where an
attacker forges a number of network addresses with which they can take control
over the network as a whole.21 This vulnerability prevented widespread adoption
of the digital currency, given there was little security against this form of cyber
attack. At the time, forging an identity was relatively easy, making a truly
decentralised and collaborative means of regulation impossible. It was not until
Nakamoto’s innovations in blockchain technology that Sybil attacks could be
prevented altogether and a secure, decentralised digital currency became possible.
These innovations are discussed below.
Nick Szabo, ‘Bit Gold’ (Unenumerated, 27 December 2008)
<http://unenumerated.blogspot.ie/2005/12/bit-gold.html> accessed 21 February
2018.
19 ibid.
20 Nick Szabo, ‘Secure Property Tiles with Owner Authority’ (Satoshi Nakamoto Institute,
1998) <http://nakamotoinstitute.org/secure-property-titles> accessed 3 May 2017.
21 John R Douceur, ‘The Sybil Attack’ in Peter Drushel, M Frans Kaashoek and Antony
IT Rowstron (eds), IPTPS ‘01 Revised Papers from the First International Workshop on Peer-toPeer Systems (Springer-Verlag 2002).
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II. SELF-REGULATION AS A SOLUTION TO THE STATUS QUO
INEFFICIENCIES
To comprehend the significance of the departure from the status quo Bitcoin
represents, it is important to understand the technological developments
underlying the cryptocurrency. Nakamoto found the core issues within the
intermediary model to derive from the need for a trusted third party.22
Technical Description of Bitcoin
Rather than representing each transaction using a centralised ledger, Nakamoto
created a standalone digital currency. Each Bitcoin is a representation of a chain
of digital signatures. Transfers are carried out by digitally signing an
algorithmically-generated number, a ‘hash’, of the previous transaction and the
unique public cryptographic key (‘public key’) of the next owner, and appending
this to the previous end of the coin.23 Public-key cryptography allows each node
in the network to verify whether a digitally signed transaction is valid.24 To prevent
double spending, Nakamoto uses a publicly distributed ledger system. The ledger
timestamps each transaction within the network, ensuring a coin cannot be
repeatedly transacted by one owner – thus solving the double-spending
problem.25 New transactions are broadcast to other nodes within the network,
which collate them into a block, hence the label ‘blockchain’.
Nodes, then, work on finding a difficult proof-of-work for each block.
Once discovered, a new Bitcoin is created and added to the ledger. This requires
nodes to discover a value that, when hashed using the SHA-256 algorithm, begins
with a string of zero bits – a computationally intensive task whose success is easy
to verify.26 The proof-of-work serves to timestamp transactions and to ensure that
the network reaches consensus on which transactions have entered the
blockchain. Once a node discovers a proof-of-work, it broadcasts the block to the
network. The block, in turn, will only be accepted if all transactions within the
block are valid and not double-spent. The latter serves to verify broadcast
transactions while simultaneously generating new Bitcoin. It also ensures that
ibid.
ibid 252.
24 Brito and Castillo (n 8) 5.
25 Nakamoto (n 4) 2.
26 This value is called a nonce.
22
23
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consensus is built amongst the nodes which prevents conflicting ledgers, called
‘network forks’.27 Nodes then create the next block in the chain by using the hash
of the accepted block.28 This process secures the network against attackers, who
would have to modify the proof-of-work for every previous transaction within
the chain in order to modify the ledger.
As discovering the nonce is computationally intensive, Bitcoins are
inherently scarce. There is no central authority to distribute them. Instead, wealth
is generated through contributing to the maintenance of the network.
Furthermore, if the output value of a transaction is less than the input value, a
transaction fee can be added to the incentive value of the block containing the
transaction.29 This allows the platform to remain viable after the last Bitcoin is
‘mined’.30 Every 210,000 blocks, the value of creating a new block is halved,
limiting the supply of Bitcoins over time.31
The network will analyse the time taken to mine 2016 blocks periodically.
The problem difficulty will then be adjusted to ensure that mining those blocks
takes close to two weeks to complete. Doing so ensures that Bitcoin are mined at
a manageable pace despite the advances in processing power that become
available to miners. As such, Bitcoin retains its value in response to external
factors like Moore’s law32 and developments in hardware.33

Nicolas Houy, ‘The Bitcoin Mining Game’ (2016) 1 Ledger 53. Network forks have
happened – both intentionally and unintentionally – a number of times during Bitcoin’s
lifespan.
28 Nakamoto (n 4) 2.
29 ibid.
30 Once 20,999,999.9769 Bitcoins have been added to the Blockchain, the currency will
become entirely reliant on transaction fees to maintain the ledger. This is estimated to
happen circa 2140.
31 Jocab Donnelly, ‘What is the ‘Halving’? A Primer to Bitcoin’s Big Mining Change’
(coindesk, 12 June 2016) <http://www.coindesk.com/making-sense-bitcoins-halving>
accessed 26 April 2017.
32 Moore predicted that the number of circuit components that can be arranged on an
integrated chip would double in number year on year. To date, Moore’s Law has served
to predict the exponential growth in processing power of modern hardware relatively
well. See Chris Mack, ‘The Multiple Lives of Moore’s Law’ (2015) 52 IEEE Spectrum
31.
33 For further background information, see the discussion on Stackexchange
<https://bitcoin.stackexchange.com/questions/5838/how-is-difficulty-calculated>
accessed 23 February 2018.
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Ogus and Bitcoin: Is Bitcoin Self-Regulating?
Retuning to Ogus, we can examine whether Bitcoin falls within the model of a
self-regulating entity.34 Thereafter, the effectiveness of Bitcoin to resolve the
market failure within intermediary transactions can be scrutinised.
Ogus argues that there is a ‘multitude of institutional arrangements which
can properly be described as self-regulation’.35 He rejects the traditionalists’ view,
limited to a Self-Regulating Authority (‘SRA’) removed from the body politic, as
too narrowly conceived. Instead, Ogus holds there to be a self-regulatory
spectrum, ranging from bodies being entirely self-regulating to public regulation.36
At one extreme, self-regulating bodies may be subject to government oversight.
At the other, these may be entirely independent and private.37 Furthermore, the
rules could be formally (legally) binding or purely voluntary. Finally, regimes can
be monopolistic or voluntary. The main difference between a self-regulating and
publically regulated model is, therefore, the origin of rulemaking within a system
– the enforcement and effect of these rules thereafter can vary.
Bitcoin steps beyond Ogus’ conception of self-regulation insofar as it
surpasses the need for a centralised authority altogether. The distributed ledger,
moreover, provides security of ownership and guarantees against fraud. Rather
than having fiscal controls on the creation of new currency, Bitcoin automatically
reduces the output of mining over time at a predetermined rate.
Transactions are verified and encoded into the blockchain through a
participatory community model wherein consensus is built amongst the network.
Such a verification system departs from the traditional regulatory model and
Ogus’ conception of an SRA. Basic rules of ownership and the transfer of assets
are not enforced by a court or regulator, but instead by nodes through the
codification of the ledger.38 Participation is encouraged through the reward of
new Bitcoins, thereby creating a feedback loop of wealth creation and currency
management.39

Ogus (n 1) 97.
ibid 99.
36 ibid 100.
37 ibid.
38 Houy (n 27) 53.
39 ibid. Houy’s article reflects on Bitcoin mining through the lens of game theory, which
provides context as to the motivations for each individual miner.
34
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However, whilst enforcement is decentralised, decision-making is not.
Although Bitcoin’s codebase is open source, Nakamoto made many of the key
decisions as to how the platform ought to operate.40 Following Nakamoto’s
retirement in 2010, governance of the codebase was handed to Gavin Andresen,
who created the non-profit Bitcoin Foundation thereafter.41 Thus, while Bitcoin
might be decentralised in terms of participation, the development and direction
of the project has been centralised in a limited number of developers, resulting in
a number of controversial decisions, including forks in the codebase in 2015 and
2017.42
Competitive Self-Regulation and Forks in the Codebase
The Bitcoin Foundation can be viewed as analogous to an SRA. When a user forks
the codebase, they create a platform that competes with Bitcoin Core. The original
platform, however, is unaffected in terms of its functionality. Use of the new
platform is entirely optional, giving transferors the ability to use whichever
cryptocurrency they feel is most suitable for their needs. Here, one can draw a
parallel with Ogus’ commentary on competitive self-regulation.43 Ogus asserts
that the principal objection to SRAs is their ability to exploit their monopolistic
control of the regulatory environment.
Ogus’ solution was to allow for competition between different regimes,
thus formulating standards that ‘meet consumer preferences at lowest cost’.44 He
finds inspiration in the Coase Theorem, which demonstrates that allocative
Matt Odell, ‘A Solution to Bitcoin’s Governance Problem’ (techcrunch.com, 21 September
2015)
<https://techcrunch.com/2015/09/21/a-solution-to-bitcoins-governanceproblem/> accessed 26 April 2017.
41 Jon Matonis, ‘Bitcoin Foundation Launches to Drive Bitcoin’s Advancement’ (Forbes,
27 September 2012)
<https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonmatonis/2012/09/27/bitcoin-foundationlaunches-to-drive-bitcoins-advancement/#7903735d8683> accessed 26 April 2017.
42 Alex Hern, ‘Bitcoin’s Forked: Chief Scientist Launches Alternative Proposal for the
Currency’
The
Guardian
(London,
17
August
2015)
<https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/aug/17/bitcoin-xt-alternativecryptocurrency-chief-scientist> accessed 26 April 2017; Jack Crosbie, ‘When Will
Bitcoin Fork, and What’s It Mean for Crypto’s Future?’ (Inverse Innovation, 26 July 2017)
<https://www.inverse.com/article/34693-bitcoin-hard-fork-soft-fork-explainedaugust-1> accessed 1 December 2017.
43 Ogus (n 1) 103.
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efficiency will be achieved through voluntary market transactions, regardless of
how the law is formulated.45 This allocative efficiency is subject to transaction
costs and to externalities such as, for example, market interests among
participants.46
A sufficiently talented programmer, or group thereof, can modify the
source code of Bitcoin to create a hard fork in the platform.47 Forking the Bitcoin
codebase creates two parallel blockchains, containing both the original and the
new coins mined thereafter. Forking allows for competition among offshoots of
the project. This allows for preferred platforms, with modified rules on the
creation and governance of digital currencies, to prevail over less efficient
competitors.
As costs relating to creating and migrating to a different fork are minimal,
if not absent, there are no practical barriers to those users unhappy with the
established rules. However, as Bitcoin is mined using processing power, a forked
offshoot requires continued user investment to remain sustainable. If a currency
cannot achieve critical mass, it is unlikely to be successful. Externalities, usually in
the form of disagreements amongst the userbase, have caused several offshoots
of the network to fail to reach this critical mass.48
Decentralisation of Regulation, Black, and Ogus
Black argues that the State is not the sole source of regulation and deems
regulation to be inherently limiting, given that there are a number of sources that
produce similar rulemaking with similar influence over behaviour.49 She identifies
three generally accepted understandings of what regulation entails. In the first,
regulation equates to ‘the promulgation of rules by government, accompanied by
mechanisms for monitoring and enforcement’.50 The second conceptualises
regulation as any form of direct State intervention in the economy. In the third
ibid 100.
ibid.
47 Amy Castor, ‘A Short Guide to Bitcoin Forks’ (coindesk, 27 March 2017)
<http://www.coindesk.com/short-guide-bitcoin-forks-explained/> accessed 28 April
2017.
48 Bitcoin XT – by way of example – was a 2015 fork that failed to attract critical mass,
despite resolving a number of inherent technical issues within Bitcoin core.
49 Julia Black, ‘Critical Reflections on Regulation’ (2002) CARR Discussion Papers DP 4
<http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/35985/1/Disspaper4-1.pdf> accessed 28 April 2017.
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sense, regulation extends to all mechanisms of social control or influence affecting
all aspects of behaviour from whatever source.51
The first two conceptualisations of regulation exclude private rulemaking
by nature. The third is more inclusive, but risks being so expansive that it renders
the definition moot. If any form of influence is regulation, then framing the term
becomes effectively pointless. Black restricts the third definition by noting the
implicit understanding that regulation targets economic actors.52 She builds on
Ogus’ argument that regulation is best understood ‘by reference to different
systems of economic organization and the legal forms which maintain them’.53
Instead of framing regulation as a directive system, of commands backed
by sanctions, we can understand it as facilitating the market.54 It provides a set of
‘formalised arrangements with which individuals can ‘“clothe” their (…)
relationships’.55 This conceptualisation of regulation allows for decentralisation.
Regulation is understood as rulemaking that influences markets in terms of
providing convergent standards for the actors therein. Ogus argues that this
definition falls short insofar that it ignores the role the State plays in facilitating
the existence of such a system.56 Such a definition cannot properly describe the
role that regulation plays in governing market behaviour by itself, as ‘traditional
law’ serves to provide the stability necessary for the market to exist in the first
place.
The parameters under which nodes recognise the creation and transfer of
Bitcoin can be understood under Ogus’ incomplete definition. Akin to more
traditional forms of regulation, these rules provide a means by which users can
recognise the creation and ownership of wealth. The network remains functional
by requiring users to contribute CPU power to adding transactions to the
blockchain. Likewise, the self-adjusting parameters by which the network
moderates the creation of new blocks ensure stability of price by creating scarcity.
These ‘regulations’ ensure that Bitcoin remains stable, functional, and valuable.
Similar to Black’s first conception of regulation, there is a clear body tasked
with the monitoring and enforcement of these rules across the platform.
ibid.
ibid 10.
53 Anthony I Ogus, Regulation: Legal Form and Economic Theory (OUP 1994) 1.
54 ibid 2.
55 ibid.
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However, rather than having a single centralised body for enforcement, Bitcoin
tasks every node on the network with transactional verification, ie whether
transactions have followed the ‘regulations’ that render them valid.
It is arguably difficult to conceptualise ‘rulebreaking’ within the context of
cryptocurrencies. Functionally, double spending is not possible, as nodes within
the network will simply refuse to recognise such transactions. If one opts to
participate, users are bound by the rules of the platform.
The Social Contract and the Blockchain – Bitcoin as a Sovereign
Reijers, O’Brolcháin and Haynes argue that blockchain governance parallels
traditional governance in terms of legitimacy.57 Examining the Hobbesian ‘state
of nature’, the authors hold that the foundation of the blockchain is built upon
isolated individuals of roughly equal power and capacity.58
Hobbes’ ‘state of nature’ considers life without government. Therein, the
world is one of ‘perfectly private judgement’ wherein no one agency is authorised
to resolve disputes or enforce decisions.59 He argues that man is subject to
uncertainty in terms of other man.60 This prevents individuals from properly
realising their wants and needs in societal terms. In terms of rational self-interest,
humans can see that there is both an individual and collective good when it comes
to peace seeking and the authority from which it derives. Through recognising
and formally realising principles of natural law as a collective, authority is imbued
with institutional legitimacy. The end result is a sovereign body, comprised of
individuals following a common authority, sacrificing the ‘right of nature’ (of pure
liberty) to institutionally recognise the law of nature.61
The intermediary system mirrors the Hobbesean state of nature. Property
can only exist in terms of a sovereign power capable of ensuring equal terms
among its users.62 Although e-commerce platforms are not sovereign in terms of
power, these do maintain total technical control over the property of others and
Wessel Reijers, Fiachra O’Brolcháin and Paul Haynes, ‘Governance in Blockchain
Technologies & Social Contract Theories’ (2016) 1 Ledger 134.
58 ibid 138.
59 Sharon A Lloyd and Suzanne Sreedhar, ‘Hobbes’ Moral and Political Philosophy’, The
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2014) <https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/hobbesmoral/> accessed 1 May 2017.
60 Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (first published 1651, Penguin 1985) ch 13.
61 ibid chs 17-31.
62 Equal terms here means equity in the ability to alienate and receive property rights.
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are, in turn, governed by a State that derives its legitimacy from individuals.
Contemporary platforms serve as an answer to the Hobbesean state of nature that
was the commerce on the early Internet. Individuals relied on representative
ledgers to provide verification of and arbitration in transactions. However, as this
exists as a private service, the State is empowered with regulatory oversight. This
provides weak legitimacy to a platform we recognise it as reliable and subject to
rules of basic fairness, but at the cost of inefficiencies within the system. By way
of example, disputes must be resolved through a consent-based dispute settlement
process, an Ombudsman, or the court system. This also creates a lack of absolute
surety in ownership, as there is no physical asset actually possessed. The digital
wealth exists solely as a record in the intermediary’s ledger.
Bitcoin changes the individual’s power in terms of the creation, ownership,
and alienation of property rights. A sovereign entity is no longer necessary to
guarantee these rights. Instead, by way of the functionality of the blockchain, any
user can create and enforce property rights over Bitcoin. Users can alienate
property with an absolute guarantee that ownership will be given to the transferee.
Just as the individuals in Hobbes’ state of nature recognise sovereignty, users of
Bitcoin recognise Nakamoto’s platform as providing this governance.
Whilst it has been demonstrated that blockchain can exist parallel to
traditional intermediary governance, we must examine whether it is functionally
‘better’ than the status quo. In terms of legitimacy, blockchain removes the effect
of indirect governance. The network is operated and enforced by the users rather
than through a democratic or technocratic system of government. It operates
more akin a mandatory social contract, wherein inherently agreed upon terms
within the system can be accepted simply by participating therein.
Rather than subjecting users to the alienation of individual control
inherent in the intermediary system, the decentralised nature of the blockchain
allows absolute permanence and control over currency. The network exists
subject only to the platform maintaining a base level of participation. As the
generation of wealth actively requires the network to be powered, there remains
a demand-incentive to contribute to the administrative tasks that facilitate
transactions. The effective removal (or great reduction) of cost at the individual
level provides for vastly more direct and efficient means by which property rights
can be expressed. However, it should be noted that the increase in popularity in
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Bitcoin in late 2017 resulted in mining becoming exponentially more resourceintensive (especially as regards electricity and hardware usage).63
The core aspect of ‘legitimacy’ in terms of e-commerce platforms is the
ability to efficiently facilitate the transfer of property. Bitcoin derives its legitimacy
through the guarantee, through cryptography and decentralisation, that
individuals can express their rights. An intermediary system relies on legitimate
State enforcement of the law, expressed through control over providers. It is
arguable that the blockchain provides more immediate and effective ‘legitimacy’,
as it removes human inefficiency of transfers. The digital transfer of wealth is fully
vested in the individual, rather than being granted by an intermediary.
It is useful to briefly examine O’Dwyer’s analysis of Bitcoin as a
commons.64 O’Dwyer argues that ‘contribution to the blockchain doesn’t only
produce money, it also reproduces the community, strengthening a community of
trust’.65 As the network is protected against cyber attacks due to the increasing
complexity of the blockchain, it derives legitimacy from participation. The
network, in other words, is insulated by the users themselves rather than by a
Hobbesean Leviathan or other centralised figure.
III. REGULATING BITCOIN – SHOULD WE?
Having established the models of legitimacy vested in theoretical regulatory
regimes, we can now turn to the practical aspects of Bitcoin regulation. Brito, in
this regard, warns that Bitcoin ‘exists in something of a legal grey area’.66 It neither
fits in current statutory definitions of currency nor have policymakers been quick
to implement practical controls regulating the purchase and use of Bitcoins.
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Brito compares the regulatory discourse during the early days of VoIP
technology to the contemporary debate on cryptocurrencies.67 Early VoIP
technology, so too, fell beyond the regulatory scope of the US Federal
Communications Commission (‘FCC’). The technology competed with a highly
regulated but technologically limited legacy network. Like Bitcoin, VoIP provided
a cheap, direct, and unregulated means for individuals to interact peer-to-peer.
Both Congress and the FCC struggled to respond to the emergent
technology in terms of policy decisions. However, by charting a path that clarified
the regulatory ambiguity whilst avoiding saddling VoIP providers with a heavy
regulatory burden, the technology has flourished. Competition, moreover, has
been restored to a stagnant market, lowering costs and providing increased
efficiency for end-users. Brito argues that a similar approach ought to be taken
for cryptocurrency regulation.68
To appreciate the particulars of a regulatory model, however, we must
examine the power struggle between the inherently decentralised network of the
blockchain, on the one hand, and centralised regulators, on the other. Bitcoin in
particular has seen early attention from a number of regulators, including the
European Parliament69 and the IMF.70 As these bodies seek to bring the network
within the prerogative of oversight applied to the more traditional financial
bodies, a number of functional and political challenges present themselves.
Justifying Centralised Regulation
Proponents of centralised oversight over Bitcoin lean toward a few models of
regulation in particular; either arguing for absolute regulatory control, akin a fiat
currency, or for hybridised models of oversight. In establishing where this balance
should fall, regulatory proponents typically look to a discreet set of benefits and
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risks.71 The IMF, for example, recognises the driving force new technology
possesses and understands the appeal of direct peer-to-peer to technology for the
financial sector, given the cost advantages of eliminating central clearinghouses.
Likewise, the IMF realises the broader benefits distributed ledger technologies can
have to strengthen financial efficiency in terms of cross-border – and other
traditionally costly – transactions.72
However, the IMF similarly identifies a number of negative consequences
of cryptocurrencies, namely: money laundering, terrorist financing, and tax
evasion through cryptocurrency platforms.73 Turpin argues that the decentralised
nature of the currency, alongside the legal ambiguity within which it operates, has
made it particularly attractive for illegal transactions.74 The relative ease by which
evidence of ownership can be disguised created a market for Bitcoin laundering
(or ‘tumbling’) services on the dark web.75
Soska and Christin’s analysis of darknet markets provides some insight
into the economic motivations for law enforcement oversight.76 The Silk Road,
before its takedown, grossed approximately $300,000 per day.77 The authors
further note that there is high mobility for vendors in terms of accessing various
sites. With no barrier to ‘opening up shop’ on several marketplaces, it is common
practice for vendors to hedge their bets against takedowns or other errors.78
This in mind, it is understandable that Bitcoin has attracted much
regulatory and law enforcement attention. The significance of the transactions
facilitated, its pseudonymous nature, and the relative difficulty of removing
ibid 6.
ibid.
73 Danton Bryans, ‘Bitcoin and Money Laundering: Mining for a Successful Solution’
(2014) 89 Ind L J 441.
74 Jonathan B Turpin, ‘Bitcoin: The Economic Case for a Global, Virtual Currency
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335.
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entrenched darknet markets without a means of controlling their income, makes
such interest reasonable. The logical step, in terms of preventing illegal activity,
would be to have some form of oversight. However, such an approach has a
number of inherent problems.
Difficulties in Centralised Regulation
The inherent difficulties in monitoring transactions that use Bitcoin have been
noted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (‘FBI’).79 Of particular concern was
the lack of a centralised body to carry out due diligence, monitoring and reporting
of suspicious activity, anti-money laundering compliance, and the receiving and
processing of legal requests – the primary means by which US regulatory bodies
maintain oversight over financial institutions.80 This represents an intelligence gap
for law enforcement insofar that the latter remains reliant on reporting and
traditional compliance roles to detect financial crime.
Even though some oversight is possible through the regulation of Bitcoin
exchanges, such supervision remains subject to its jurisdictional limits. This
approach, furthermore, relies on Bitcoin exchanges falling within the definition
of a ‘money transmitter’ under Federal and State law.81 Finally, supervision is
limited in that it only works when users actually use the exchange – mining and
spending Bitcoin is possible without using these services.
Identifying users on the network remains a work-intensive process. Reid
and Harrigan managed to identify users by statistically analysing the data sets
attached to the blockchain alongside user postings of public-private keys.82 This
method is imperfect, relying on user error rather than weaknesses in
cryptocurrencies, and can be safeguarded against by using laundering or tumbling
techniques. Overall, the statistical approach is too impractical for consistent law
enforcement usage beyond specific high-priority instances.
FBI Directorate of Intelligence, ‘Bitcoin Virtual Currency: Unique Features Present
Distinct Challenges for Deterring Illicit Activity’ (24 April 2012)
<https://www.wired.com/images_blogs/threatlevel/2012/05/Bitcoin-FBI.pdf>
accessed 2 May 2017.
80 ibid 5. See also FBI, ‘White Collar Crime’ <https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/whitecollar-crime> accessed 2 May 2017.
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Even traditional responses to illegal activity (eg seizures) are much more
difficult to effectuate once cryptocurrencies are involved. Transferring Bitcoin out
of a wallet requires the corresponding private key. In other words, it either
requires the cooperation from the wallet owner or access to a source containing
the key, ie, a physical or digital record of it.83 When an FBI operation closed the
Silk Road in 2013, approximately 26,000 Bitcoins held in escrow on the site could
be seized and transferred to the FBI’s wallet. However, the 600,000 Bitcoins
stored in the personal wallet of alleged site operator Robert Ulbricht could not be
accessed.84 This renders approaches such as asset freezing or seizure insufficient,
given the impossibility of alienating Bitcoin ownership without access to a user’s
private key. On top of that, various levels of protection exist worldwide in terms
of States’ abilities to compel individuals to provide passwords.85
This difficulty in enforcement of financial controls has resulted in a
number of countries making the purchase and use of Bitcoin illegal.86 The Central
Bank of Bolivia, for example, stated that it is ‘illegal to sue any kind of currency
that is not issued and controlled by a government or authorized entity’.87 Likewise,
Bangladesh banned cryptocurrencies under the country’s strict anti-money
laundering regime.88 While cryptocurrencies largely exist in a legal void, underresourced States may seek to outlaw them rather than resorting to costly or labourintensive means of regulating transactions.
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Should Bitcoin Be Regulated as a Currency?
The difficulties in enforcement and regulation are reflective of the lens through
which cryptocurrencies are viewed. The FBI criticises the currency, viewing it as
a financial instrument or asset, rather than a sui generis currency. Brito asserts that
this is due to the unique nature of Bitcoin, wherein it can be conceived of as either
commodity or currency (or both).89 It would be unforeseeable – and so too hugely
controversial – if a regulatory body were to attempt to oversee every form of
transaction, both physical and digital, using a traditional currency. However, given
the nature of Bitcoin as ‘physical-virtual’, this is exactly what is frequently
proposed in calls to regulate it. As currency can be generated, moved, and stored
across the entirety of the userbase without significant cost, attempting to regulate
Bitcoin as a commodity is moot.
He and colleagues argue that cryptocurrencies fall short of the legal
concept of currency or money.90 The legal concept of currency is inherently tied
to the power of a sovereign to build a legal framework for issuing banknotes and
coins. Likewise, the authors argue that the power of the State to regulate the
monetary system is a key feature of ‘legal money’. However, He and colleagues’
conception draws an arbitrary distinction between a number of features within
cryptocurrency systems have that mirror the role of the State. Coins are still
issued, albeit based on a collaborative exercise rather than the instructions of a
sovereign. Rather than a legal framework surrounding the issuing of money,
cryptocurrencies use computational power to regulate the creation of wealth. The
network regulates the rate at which wealth is created through responsively
adjusting the difficulty of mining. Further regulation is also possible. However,
the network refuses to adopt it by continuing to use the Bitcoin Core platform
rather than a forked project. Therefore, Bitcoin has the sovereign and regulatory
model of a traditional currency – it is merely distributed amongst the entire
userbase.
Kaplanov explores a model wherein Bitcoin is treated as a legal alternative
currency.91 He notes that, should this approach be adopted, Bitcoin would have
parallels in other community currency systems across the US.92 Following Biscoe v
Brito and Castillo (n 8) 56.
He and others (n 70) 16.
91 Nikolei M Kaplanov, ‘Nerdy Money: Bitcoin, the Private Digital Currency, and the Case
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Bank of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,93 the limits of the constitutional prohibition
on the issuance of ‘bills of credit’ was drawn at the State level. Private persons,
private partnerships, and private corporations remained unaffected in terms of
their ability to create de novo currencies.94 Bitcoin, as a community regulated
cryptocurrency, fits comfortably within the legal framework for a private currency
within Federal law. However, Kaplanov points out that a number of States limit
the use of alternative currencies – eg to prevent employees from being paid
through a voucher system.95
If we view Bitcoin through the lens of traditional currencies, it can be
regulated under US foreign currencies regulation. Doing so would distinguish
Bitcoin from other securities and would allow parties to register as foreign
exchange dealers or futures commission merchants.96 In being treated as foreign
currency, it would be regulated, but not be subject to the significant regulatory
burden that couples domestic currency or securities. This approach implicitly
recognises the nature of cryptocurrencies as regulated by the community rather
than a centralised body and would see acceptance at the State level of selfregulation. If Bitcoin is treated as a foreign currency, it is reasonable to argue that
attempting to regulate the currency at the State level would be acting ultra vires.
However, this relationship requires Federal deference to the participatory model.
Instead of regulating, it requires the State to accept that the platform itself will
regulate and that all decisions ultimately vest in the userbase.
The Argument for De Minimis or No Regulation
Kaplanov argues that there is a simple answer to address the friction between
regulation and cryptocurrencies: deregulation.97 He argues that Nakamoto’s
motivations – eliminating third-party inefficiencies, ease of storage and transport,
inherent protection against forgery, and anonymity for the userbase – are the key
advantages that drive users to use cryptocurrencies.98 Each of these advantages is
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tied directly to issues within the trust-based model, which is propagated through
State and private actors being reliant upon controlling the status quo.99
Kaplanov examines a number of arguments presented against a heavily
regulated market for Bitcoin in the US. Outlawing Bitcoin remains difficult. Being
an open-source project, there is no company to raid, no persons to subpoena, or
no one location to shut down.100 Likewise, taking down the website and removing
the source code would do nothing to affect the underlying decentralised
network.101 The only way to prevent the network from functioning at a technical
level would be to remove all nodes from operation. Simply outlawing use of the
platform itself would prove inadequate to prevent usage. Kaplanov argues that
shutting down Bitcoin ‘would likely be very similar to the efforts done to stop
online file-sharing programmes’.102 Efforts to shut down other peer-to-peer
platforms have resulted in a largely unsuccessful arms race, wherein underlying
features of programmes were tweaked to ensure compliance with rulings, while
regulatory aims remained unfulfilled.103 This is particularly relevant for Bitcoin
given its open-source nature and the forking of its codebase. It is unlikely that
efforts to heavily regulate or shut down the platform be met with any permanent
success.
Kaplanov goes on to argue that the best approach to Bitcoin regulation is
to ‘allow the market [to] determine whether or not [it] survive[s]’.104
Cryptocurrencies have contributed to substantial growth in e-commerce,
resolving a number of traditional issues in payment platforms in the process.
Illegal activities aside, there are a significant number of legal exchanges and
markets providing a range of services related to the platform.105 Kaplanov notes
that, despite volatility, the userbase of Bitcoin demonstrates a demand for an
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alternative currency not tied to government control or influence.106 Kaplanov’s
approach can be compared to Hayek’s in the Denationalisation of Money, where the
latter argues that competition among private currencies would ultimately
guarantee a stable purchasing power and eliminate those less stable currencies
from the market.107
The social contract and self-regulatory models of Bitcoin have imbibed
legitimacy in the currency for the userbase. The platform is not based on trust
vested in a sovereign or a body under sovereign oversight, but on that of the users
themselves. Every member of the network can verify that the platform is fair,
egalitarian, and contributory. Such equality boosts trust in a network where
traditional currencies may suffer.108 The participatory nature of the platform,
furthermore, increases its strength as more users adopt it. Camera, in this regard,
argues that unified monetary systems are a public good, promoting trade between
individuals.109 However, should a number of currencies develop in parallel, all are
devalued, with the userbase fragmenting. Therefore, the best ‘win-state’ for
society is to have a single currency with as large a userbase as possible. This is the
root logic under which State-based regulatory models for currency develop.
Cryptocurrencies arguably present the next step in developing monetary systems
that operate cross-border, wherein ownership is non-ambiguous by nature and
instant transmission is allowed without the use of an intermediary.
Rather than viewing Bitcoin as a hostile development that threatens
traditional currencies, regulators should instead view it as an innovative nextgeneration currency. It is in the best interest of policymakers to do so; Bitcoin and
other cryptocurrencies will always maintain a market among illegal vendors, but a
favourable regulatory environment allows them to be predominantly used by
legitimate users. The larger the userbase, the greater the economic gains derived
from use of the currency.
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of Economic Affairs 1990).
108 Gabriele Camera, ‘A Perspective on Electronic Alternatives to Traditional Currencies’
(2017) 1 Sveriges Riksbank Econ Rev 126.
109 ibid 130.
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CONCLUSION
In August 2017, Bitcoin’s exchange rate with the US Dollar passed $1400.110 This
spike in value came as the Japanese cabinet approved a series of bills to facilitate
the use of virtual currencies.111 These bills, effectively, rendered Bitcoin a legal
means of payment. The spike in value associated with favourable sentiment
surrounding regulation can be contrasted with the drop in value following
announcements that the Chinese Government is to heavily restrict trading
platforms for Bitcoin and other ‘altcoins’.112 What this clearly indicates is that the
rising value of Bitcoin is directly tied to consumer confidence concerning its use.
Through favourable regulatory developments worldwide, the value of the
currency has continued to grow. Not only has this increased Bitcoin’s legitimacy,
it also has transformed the currency from a mere technical project into a major
contender with traditional currencies.
Deregulation is the most effective model for States to approach
cryptocurrencies. A parallel approach, wherein traditional currencies and digital
currencies can coexist, allows both to flourish based on their own merits. The
intermediary-based system of e-commerce is inherently inefficient and allowing
cryptocurrencies to compete with them on the digital market provides significant
benefits to consumers.
Ongoing development of the platform (and community) remains
precariously reliant on international regulatory responses. Both the EU and US
have taken tentative forays into recognising Bitcoin’s benefits. However, a proper
legal framework for trade in cryptocurrencies remains far off. That said, the
resultant legal ambiguity has – surprisingly – benefitted the currency. A
deregulated market means few barriers exist for new users and merchants to begin
accepting the currency. This is helped through the emergence of several online

AFP, ‘Bitcoin is Soaring Above $1400 to Another All-Time High’ (fortune.com, 2 May
2017) <http://fortune.com/2017/05/02/bitcoin-prices/> accessed 5 May 2017.
111 Alexander Geralis ‘Japan Finance Ministry Guides Bitcoin Exchanges, Sets Strict Rules’
(cointelegraph.com, 3 May 2017) <https://cointelegraph.com/news/japan-financeministry-guides-bitcoin-exchanges-sets-strict-rules> accessed 5 May 2017.
112 ‘China Escalates Crackdown on Cryptocurrency Trading’ (Bloomberg.com, 15 January
2018)
<https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-15/china-is-said-toescalate-crackdown-on-cryptocurrency-trading> accessed 21 February 2018.
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currency exchanges and markets, which have been unhindered in their aim to
provide access to Bitcoin to the general public.
The most practical applications of Bitcoin demonstrate the comparative
value between decentralised and traditional currencies. For example, sending
money internationally becomes significantly cheaper when Bitcoin is used as a
platform.113 Other options, such as credit cards, wire transfers, Paypal (and
comparable services), and money transmitters are costly due to the need for an
intermediary. For much of the cryptocurrency’s history, the peer-to-peer
exchanges upon which Bitcoin are based previously cost fractions of a dollar.
However, the significant increase in the number of transactions on the Bitcoin
network in 2017 resulted in an increase in transaction fees amounting to 18200%
in December 2017 when compared to the start of the year.114 Thereafter,
transaction fees dropped and in January 2018 stabilised at approximately double
the average cost at the start of 2017. A number of hard forks (eg the Lightning
Network)115 aimed at solving the scalability issues associated with transactions on
the network are currently under development, with their ultimate goal being the
restoration of Nakamoto’s original objective to allow Bitcoin usage for
micropayments.
At a more fundamental level, Bitcoin represents a shift in power from the
sovereign State to the individual. It serves as a model for effective self-regulation,
wherein ease of adoption and ease of forking replaces in-fighting and
monopolistic inefficiencies inherent in Ogus’ original conception. The ideological
and technical foundations of Bitcoin are inherently deregulatory to the extent that
Nakamoto coded a veiled criticism of the 2009 German bailout into the
blockchain’s ‘genesis block’.116

‘Does It Make Sense to Use Bitcoin to Transfer Money to Yourself Internationally?’
(StackExchange,
24
May
2014)
<https://bitcoin.stackexchange.com/questions/25583/does-it-make-sense-to-usebitcoin-to-transfer-money-to-yourself-internationally> accessed 5 May 2017.
114 ‘Bitcoin Average Transaction Fee Historical Chart’ (BitInfoCharts)
<https://bitinfocharts.com/comparison/bitcoin-transactionfees.html> accessed 21
February 2018.
115 Joseph Poon and Thaddeus Dryja, ‘The Bitcoin Lightning Network: Scalable OffChain Instant Payments’ (2016) <https://lightning.network/lightning-networkpaper.pdf> accessed 21 February 2018.
116 For an explanation on what a genesis block entails, see ‘Genesis Block’ (Bitcoin Wiki)
<https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Genesis_block> accessed 5 May 2017.
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The key issue that will define the future of Bitcoin is stability. Unlike
traditional currencies, Bitcoin’s stability does not derive from policy decisions at
the State level. Instead, it is directly tied to supply-and-demand, with overall
supply being limited in the long run by Nakamoto’s algorithm on mining
difficulty. Ohnesorge argues that the significant volatility seen in the Bitcoin
market in late 2017 hampers the cryptocurrency’s ability to act as a medium of
exchange and a store-of-value, both of which are key economic functions of a
currency.117 Notably, the shift in usage of Bitcoin from currency to investment
has seen several ‘traditional’ Bitcoin users (eg darkweb merchants) move to
Litecoin, Monero, and other altcoins to take payments.118 This suggests that
Bitcoin has lost the key features that made it popular for anonymous transactions
online (ie fast speed of payments, stable price, and a low regulatory burden for
purchase and sale).119
The inherent benefits of cryptocurrencies continue to have lasting appeal
beyond the immediate value of each coin at a given time. The demand for a means
through which to make digital payments free from government oversight and
third-party intermediaries creates a userbase that is inherently ‘sticky’ and can
continue to maintain critical mass beyond market fluctuations. These users form
the core of the community, running nodes and mining for Bitcoin through periods
of instability. In terms of longevity, it is this userbase that is Bitcoin’s best chance
for survival.
Whether cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin are little more than a fad or whether
they represent a broader shift towards individual empowerment within ecommerce, it is remarkable that an experiment by an anonymous programmer has
had this profound impact on our concept of (digital) wealth. It is apt to conclude
by noting that Bitcoin has seen exponential growth throughout 2017, despite
significant volatility and the late-2017 market crash.120 Increased mainstream use,
Jan Ohnesorge, ‘A Primer on Blockchain Technology and Its Potential for Financial
Inclusion’ (2018) German Development Institute Working Paper, 27
<https://www.die-gdi.de/uploads/media/DP_2.2018.pdf> accessed 21 February
2018.
118 Andrei Barysevich and Alexandr Solad, ‘Litecoin Emerges as Next Dominant Dark
Web Currency’ (2018) Recorded Future Report CTA-2018-0208
<https://www.recordedfuture.com/dark-web-currency> accessed 21 February 2018.
119 ibid.
120 Natalie Sherman, ‘It's Not Just Bitcoin Anymore...’ BBC (London, 24 May 2017)
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-40021902> accessed 24 May 2017.
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alongside growing interest amongst commercial investors, has elevated
Nakamoto’s experiment to the status of de facto flagship cryptocurrency. Bitcoin
daily trading activity has increased six-fold since 2013,121 having peaked at
upwards of 353,000 confirmed unique transactions in December 2017.
The long-term prospects of the platform remain unclear, with scalability
and volatility presenting significant obstacles to Bitcoin’s status as a ‘legitimate’
currency. The rise in competing altcoins (eg Ethereum, Litecash) may also render
Bitcoin obsolete, as has been seen among illicit traders. The consensus-building
nature of the currency may ultimately give it the long-term adaptability needed to
survive, as competing forks optimise the platform over several iterations. Without
any form of centralised control over the cryptocurrency, the burden of ensuring
Bitcoin’s survival falls solely upon its userbase.

121

‘Confirmed Transactions Per Day’ (Blockchain) <https://blockchain.info/charts/ntransactions?timespan=all> accessed 21 February 2018.
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The Legacy of Brexit in the Courts: Ship-Money,
Formalism, and the Value of Choice?
Samuel Ley*

ABSTRACT
This note critically examines the UK Supreme Court’s judgment in R (Miller) v Secretary of
State for Exiting the European Union. The majority decision upheld the finding of the
Divisional Court that the Government’s foreign affairs prerogative did not provide a legal basis
for giving notice under Article 50 TEU to EU institutions of the UK’s intention to withdraw
from the EU. The Divisional Court was held out by many as ‘the enemies of the people’ for
seeking to frustrate the will of the people as expressed in the National Referendum of 23 June
2016. The majority in the Supreme Court has similarly been heavily criticised by academics and
the minority for pursuing an ‘exercise in pure legal formalism’. By drawing on case law from
1637 and pioneering theoretical work on the fair attribution of responsibility, this note provides
a comprehensive defence of the Supreme Court’s decision in Miller to finally displace the critique
of legal formalism.
INTRODUCTION
On 23 June 2016, a UK-wide referendum was held under the European Union
Referendum Act 2015. It produced an overall majority in favour of leaving the
EU. With this vote, a process of vast social, legal, economic, and political change
was initiated. Against this background, the Government sought to notify the EU
institutions of its intention to withdraw the UK from the Union. Article 50 of the
Treaty on European Union (‘TEU’), provides that ‘Any member state may decide
to withdraw from the Union in accordance with its own constitutional
requirements.’ It was the meaning of those ‘constitutional requirements’, and
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whether the Government could lawfully trigger Article 50 without the consent of
Parliament, as it so claimed, which concerned the Supreme Court (‘UKSC’) in
Miller.1 The Court handed its decision down on 24 January 2017. Enough time
has now passed, and enough dust has settled, to take stock of the decision’s merits.
This article seeks to make a belated, yet unique, contribution to what has
turned into a rather sour public debate on the merits of the Miller decision. It
argues that, contrary to many voices suggesting otherwise, the judgment was not
excessively ‘formalistic’ and the critique of ‘formalism’ falls short in all its different
guises. In Miller, the UKSC emphasised its role as an autonomous constitutional
player. Left to pick up the pieces of a fractured political relationship, the UKSC
sought to compensate for perceived or actual weaknesses of the executive and the
legislature, thereby promoting circumstances best conducive to the exercise of
their rational constitutional agency. To these ends, the reasoning of the majority
in the UKSC will be defended.
In making these submissions, this article will first set out the decision in
Miller before directing the reader’s gaze back in time to a case decided by the Court
of Exchequer in 1637.2 In doing so, this article will draw on certain strands of
theoretical reasoning: one well-trodden in the public law discourse, the other
hitherto under-explored.3 Under such guidance, one is able to better understand
the constitutional implications of Miller and how the latter ought to govern future
legal changes.
I. MILLER
In the Divisional Court4 the debate was framed as a matter of two questions: first,
could the Government trigger Article 50 in the exercise of its foreign affairs
prerogative and second, was there any statutory basis for the executive to trigger
Article 50 TEU? In answering the first question, the Divisional Court held that
R (Miller) v Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union [2017] UKSC 5, [2017] 2 WLR
583 (SC).
2 R v John Hampden (The Case of Ship-Money) (1637) 3 Howell State Trials 825.
3 On the latter, see eg Emmanuel Voyiakis, Private Law and the Value of Choice (Hart
Publishing 2017).
4 R (Miller and Dos Santos) v Secretary of State for Exiting the European Union [2016] EWHC 2768
(Admin) in the Divisional Court before Lord Thomas CJ, Sir Terence Etherton MR, and
Sales LJ.
1
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whilst the making and unmaking of international treaties is normally a matter for
the Crown, ‘the Crown cannot, in ordinary circumstances, alter domestic law (…)
it cannot [without Parliament], confer rights on individuals or deprive individuals
of rights.’5 For the Divisional Court, the ‘powerful constitutional principle’ that
the Crown has no power to alter the law of the land should take precedence over
its treaty-making power as it was ‘the product of an especially strong constitutional
tradition in the UK.’6
In relation to the second question, relying on the status of the European
Communities Act 1972 (‘ECA’) as a ‘constitutional statute’ which could not be
impliedly repealed by the enactment of later inconsistent legislation,7 the Court
reasoned that since Parliament had designated the ECA 1972 to be ‘a statute of
major constitutional importance’ and had thereby indicated that it should be
exempt from implied repeal by Parliament itself, it could not have intended that
the Crown remove those rights through the use of its prerogative powers.8 The
Court also further bolstered its interpretation of Parliamentary intention by
reference to a textual analysis of the relevant statutory provisions.9
In the Supreme Court, this reasoning was largely affirmed by an 8-3
majority decision.10 As earlier, the Court framed the debate as a tension between
the two familiar constitutional principles. The first is that ‘ministers generally
enjoy a power freely to enter into and to terminate treaties’. The second feature is
that ministers are not normally entitled to exercise any power if it results in a
change in UK domestic law, unless a statute, ie an Act of Parliament, so
provides.11
In terms of which power should take precedence, the Court decided for
Parliament by refusing to add a new exception to the rule that the prerogative
cannot change the law, beyond the two very limited categories already

ibid [32].
ibid [86].
7 cf Thoburn v Sunderland City Council [2003] QB 151 [60]–[64].
8 R (Miller and Dos Santos) (n 4) [88].
9 ibid [93]-[94].
10 Miller (n 1) [101] and [115] (Lord Neuberger, Baroness Hale, Lord Mance, Lord Kerr,
Lord Clarke, Lord Wilson, Lord Sumption, Lord Hodge).
11 Miller (n 1) [5].
5
6
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recognised.12 To come to this conclusion, the Supreme Court reached further than
the Divisional Court. In what has been called ‘a significant restatement of basic
elements of UK constitutional law’,13 the majority held that the ECA 1972 did not
simply give effect to the EU Treaties, but instead introduced into UK law ‘an entirely
new, independent and overriding source of domestic law’.14 The Court considered
that whilst ‘in one sense (…) it can be said that the 1972 Act is the source of EU
law (…) in a more fundamental sense and, we consider, a more realistic sense, where
EU law applies in the United Kingdom, it is the EU institutions which are the
relevant source of that law’.15 The conclusion inevitably followed that the
prerogative could not be used to repeal EU law, just like it could not be used to
repeal any other Act of Parliament. This, the Court held, amounted to a
‘fundamental legal change’16 which must be effected in ‘the only way that the UK
constitution recognises, namely by Parliamentary legislation.’17
On the issue of whether statute had changed this, the UKSC upheld the
Divisional Court’s finding that the Government could not remove constitutional
statutory rights18 by invoking the principle of legality in ex parte Simms19 to interpret
the ECA 1972 as a constitutional statute.
In the minority, Lord Reed took the view that the ECA ‘imposes no
requirement and manifests no intention, in respect of the UK’s membership of
the EU’.20 Rather, it is only a ‘scheme under which the effect given to EU law in
domestic law reflects the UK’s international obligations under the Treaties,
whatever they may be.’21 In line with the characterisation of EU law supported by

Namely, where it is inherent in the prerogative power that its exercise will affect the legal
rights and duties of others and where the effect of an exercise of prerogative powers is
to change the facts to which the law applies.
13 Thomas Poole, ‘Devotion to Legalism: On the Brexit Case’ (2017) 80 MLR 685, 697,
699.
14 Miller (n 1) [80] (Lord Neuberger, Baroness Hale, Lord Mance, Lord Kerr, Lord Clarke,
Lord Wilson, Lord Sumption, Lord Hodge).
15 ibid [61].
16 ibid [83].
17 ibid [82].
18 ibid [83].
19 ibid [83], [108].
20 ibid [177] Lord Reed.
21 ibid [187] (emphasis added).
12
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critics Feldman22 and Elliott,23 the 1972 Act could therefore be seen as a channel
running between two legal systems, allowing EU law and rights to be drawn on in
Member States’ systems, subject to various constitutional fillers which may differ
between Member States.24 In short, this represents a strictly dualist position where
the Government’s prerogative power to make and unmake international treaties
remained intact.
Furthermore, the minority advanced a normative justification for their
conclusions. Lord Hughes and Lord Carnwathboth emphasised, to differing
degrees, the essentially political nature of the case which dictated minimal judicial
intervention25 and the case’s false binary nature being presented as a choice
between Parliamentary sovereignty and the ‘untrammelled’ exercise of the
prerogative by the Executive. For the minority, ‘no less fundamental to our
constitution is the principle of Parliamentary accountability. The Executive is
accountable to Parliament for its exercise of the prerogative, including its actions
in international law’.26
II. HAMPDEN’S CASE
Rewinding the clock to the 1600s, a case decided during the radically different
constitutional scene preceding the Glorious Revolution provides an unexpected
guide to understanding the Miller judgment. Ship-money was a tax in England
levied intermittently during the seventeenth century, typically on the inhabitants
of coastal areas for reasons of national defence or purposes such as transport.
Counties were required to provide ships or, money in lieu of ships as means to
those ends. Following the Petition of Right in 1628, ship-money was one of rare
taxes that the Crown could levy by its own prerogative powers without
Parliamentary approval. From 1634 onwards, King Charles I sought to levy shipmoney during peacetime on the inland counties of England. John Hampden, a
David Feldman, ‘Pulling a Trigger or Starting a Journey? Brexit in the Supreme Court’
(2017) 76 CLJ 217.
23 Mark Elliott, ‘The Supreme Court’s judgment in Miller: In Search of Constitutional
Principle’ (2017) 76 CLJ 257.
24 Jeffrey Jowell, Dawn Oliver and Colm O’Cinneide (eds), The Changing Constitution (8th
edn, OUP 2015) ch 5.
25 Miller (n 1) [273] (Lord Carnwath), [240] (Lord Reed).
26 ibid [249] (Lord Carnwath).
22
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wealthy Buckinghamshire landowner, refused payment of a ship-money writ
issued in August 1635 on the basis of its interference with his property rights. A
fully constituted panel of twelve judges in the Court of Exchequer Chamber, as it
then was, found against Hampden by a 7-5 majority.27
Before delving into the reasons for the majority’s decision, it is of interest
to note certain superficial similarities between Hampden and Miller. In Miller, the
UKSC rightly, in the view of this author, stressed the ‘unique’ nature of the case.28
The uniqueness of the decision is demonstrated in three ways, all three of which
coincide with certain features of the Hampden case.
First, both cases concerned a conflict of the Crown’s power and
interference with individual rights, occurring in circumstances of uncertain and
sweeping constitutional change. The cases had ostensibly limited impact and
resulted in heavy criticism against the judiciary. In 1637, as noted above, the
English constitutional set-up was in transition. By August 1641, the so-called
Long Parliament of England had declared, both by resolution and the Ship Money
Act 1640, that the levy of ship-money, the opinions of the judges in Hampden
approving its legality, and the judgment against Mr Hampden were illegal. This
retrospective enactment implied that the large majority of the judges had taken an
erroneous view in Hampden – one that most historians of the seventeenth century
have stringently criticised them for.29 Indeed, such was the condemnation of the
Hampden decision that seven judges were impeached or threatened with
impeachment either on account of their judgments or for their shares in the extrajudicial opinions preceding the case.30
Similarly, in addition to taking place at a time of great constitutional change
and setting up a collision of Crown power and individual rights, Miller was unique
in its own contradiction: it garnered intense public interest and elicited from
sections of the population a shameful reaction to the Divisional Court judgment.
Yet, prima facie, its political impact was also ‘distinctly muted’.31 By the time the
case came before the UKSC, the Court was well aware that both the Government
Hampden (n 2).
Miller (n 1) [90].
29 David L Keir, ‘The Case of Ship-money’ (1936) 52 LQR 546.
30 ibid 557.
31 Richard Clayton, ‘The Brexit Case That Never Was’ (UK Con Law Blog, 22 March 2017)
<https://ukconstitutionallaw.org/2017/03/22/richard-clayton-qc-the-brexit-casethat-never-was/> accessed 27 January 2018.
27
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and Parliament had agreed to implement the referendum result through whatever
means their respective constitutional positions allowed.32 Moreover, perhaps to
the dismay of many, the Miller decision did not ‘stop Brexit’. Miller was, it seemed,
‘the Brexit case that never was’.33 In both cases, therefore, the Court took what in
hindsight became an unpopular position concerning when Parliamentary consent
ought to be obtained in the exercise of the prerogative. Their decision was later
addressed by Parliament, with the judiciary branded enemies of the people.34
Second, in both Hampden and Miller, the decisions were reached on
relatively narrow points of law divorced from the factual complexities and
matrices of their time. The writ demanding ship-money in Hampden famously
asserted that the realm was exposed to the danger of ravaging pirates and
threatened by disorders in neighbouring countries.35 This assertion seemed to be
generally accepted with little protest on either side so that, by the time the case
reached the Court of Exchequer, only a point of law could be decided and no real
dispute arose on whether any national emergency did in fact exist.36
Similarly, from the outset in the Miller case, the Government had faced an
uphill challenge due to its own poor characterisation of the case.37 Through the
Government’s acceptance that notification given under Article 50 TEU was
‘irrevocable’, the claimants were able to liken an Article 50 notification to ‘firing
a bullet’,38 which would inevitably lead to the UK ceasing to be a Member State
of the EU.39 Thus, there was an automatic ‘danger’ to the existence of UK
domestic law because EU law was part of domestic law and would cease to have
effect. Whilst acceptance thereof on behalf of the Government perhaps reflected
a deeper political need to avoid appearing to resist Brexit,40 to the Supreme Court

Miller (n 1) [32]-[33].
Clayton (n 31).
34 Though after Miller, of course, Parliament did not partake in this judicial defenestration.
35 Hampden (n 2) 1006 (Sir Francis Weston).
36 ibid, although it is questionable whether the Court could actually have decided such a
question, even if it had addressed it.
37 In conversation with Professor Thomas Poole, LSE.
38 Miller (n 1) [36].
39 Endorsed by the majority in Miller (n 1) [94].
40 Feldman (n 22) 219.
32
33
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it may have seemed somewhat unsatisfactory that the outcome of the case should
turn on such a technicality.41
The final ‘unique’ feature of both cases is more subtle, yet still noteworthy.
In the UKSC, the majority describe the EU Treaties as ‘unique in their legislative
and constitutional implications [because] a dynamic, international source of law
was grafted onto, and above, the well-established existing sources of domestic
law’.42 Commentators have picked up on the distinct constitutional shifts of this
claim as it represents a judicial choice that in certain ways ‘redescribes’ the
‘Parliamentary sovereignty paradigm’.43
How was the UKSC able to perpetuate this change? In large part, the
Justices were unconstrained by authority. Whilst counsel had taken the Court on
an interesting journey through four centuries of legal sources from different parts
of the common law world, direct precedents remained ‘hard to find’.44
Furthermore, Hampden was ‘something of a novelty’ to the Court of Exchequer.
Though ship-money had frequently been levied on seaports and coastal places,
and even on inland towns, it generally had not been required from inland
counties.45 Throughout the judgement, therefore, few authorities are cited on the
direct point that the King ought not to impose ship-money beyond the coastal
regions.
This last point serves only to indicate that the uniqueness of the Miller and
Hampden cases lay not only in their political ‘circumstantial location’ per se, but
can likewise be found in their judicial treatment. These conditions formed part of
the background against which Miller should be evaluated.

Indeed Lord Kerr expressed his views on the matter, ‘Brexit Is Reversible Even after
Date Is Set, Says Author of Article 50’ The Guardian (London, 10 November 2017)
<https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/nov/10/brexit-date-is-not-irreversiblesays-man-who-wrote-article-50-lord-kerr> accessed 27 January 2018.
42 Miller (n 1) [90].
43 Poole (n 13) 704.
44 Miller (n 1) [246]-[247] (Lord Carnwath) and [54] (the majority): ‘There is little case law
on the power to terminate or withdraw from treaties’.
45 Keir (n 29) 555.
41
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III. LESSONS LEARNED
Of course, as noted earlier, the constitutional scene prior to 1688 was very
different from its contemporary counterpart. It therefore seems unlikely that,
despite superficial similarities, Hampden can be directly applied to the Miller
judgment. However, lessons may still be learned from the arguments made by the
majority and minority opinions in the case. The manner in which the case was
argued set up a collision between the property rights of the people, on the one
side, and the Crown’s prerogative power, on the other: could the King interfere
with such rights by levying the ship-money tax on the people without
Parliamentary consent? There are two, sometimes overlapping, lines of reasoning
to be discerned from the majority’s decision, which sought to answer the
aforementioned question. The first focuses on the duties the sovereign owes visà-vis its people – the duty argument. The second centres on the political
circumstances at the time of the decision – the political argument.
The duty argument runs as follows. The Hampden majority agreed that the
law provided the King with means, through prerogative powers, tenure, or
tonnage and poundage, to keep the seas open and guard the coasts.46 Where the
King’s resources were inadequate for ordinary needs, he ought to borrow those
funds needed or obtain consent from Parliament, refraining from the levying of
ship-money. However, the King is the sole judge to decide when an emergency
situation exists and what means are required for defence – a duty to make
adequate preparations for which the ‘common consent in Parliament’ was not
required.47 The latter was grounded in the maxim lex non cogit ad impossibilia: where
a duty is imposed on the King to defend the kingdom, he must be conferred the
necessary powers to fulfil that duty,48 including the ability to take all those
measures necessary to secure defence of the realm.49
Whilst differing amongst themselves, for current purposes it suffices to
note that in contrast to the majority, the minority clung to a distinction between
‘immediate’ and ‘apprehended’ emergencies. Under the latter definition, the King

Hampden (n 2) 1081 (Crawley), 1200 (Hutton).
ibid 1097.
48 ibid 1187 (Jones): ‘[the King] cannot be a king, unless he take the defence and protection
of his people upon him’.
49 ibid 1226 (Finch), cf 1210 (Davenport).
46
47
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cannot take any such steps that involved encroachment upon the subject’s
property and must instead summon Parliament for their approval.50 This author
supports Kier’s contention that the minority’s position put forward two
arguments which were, ultimately, ‘mutually destructive’.51 They asserted at once
that the King must provide for national defence, but that he was not free to do so
if it involved any interference with property.52 Instead the majority’s position is
preferred: if an emergency existed, it should make no difference whether it were
near or remote: ‘will you suffer an enemy to come in before you prepare to
resist?’.53 Ultimately, the position adopted by the majority may be rationalised as
a response to the question of whether, assuming the realm to be in danger, the
King’s right and duty to provide against the danger should be brought to a
standstill by the subject’s right to his property, which must subsist until the ‘very
moment the storm has burst on the realm’ and its safety has been ‘irreparably
destroyed’.54 It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the majority were correct
in finding against John Hampden.
The political argument is less developed and in some ways feeds off of the
duty argument. Whilst the duty argument focuses narrowly on the need for the
sovereign to enforce its duty to the people, the political argument widens the lens
slightly to accommodate the wider political circumstances of the time. Though
based on the same premises, the latter concludes in a slightly different manner.
Having framed the question as a matter of tension between the sovereign’s duty
and the people’s rights, and having taken into account the constitutional
circumstance of the time, the Court of Exchequer noted that the last Parliament
‘stirred up nothing but confusion and discontentment, as we now feel it to our
great prejudice’.55 For Weston, while the consent of Parliament may have been
the ideal, sometimes Parliament ‘may be so dilatory, that the kingdom may be lost
in the meantime’.56 Thus, Keir concludes, the majority were ‘not easily persuaded
ibid 1134 (Crooke): ‘(…) for a general charge of money upon the people, it cannot be
upon any pretence of danger or necessity’.
51 Keir (n 29) 550.
52 ibid.
53 Hampden (n 2) 1189 (Jones), 1234 (Finch).
54 Keir (n 29) 557.
55 Hampden (n 2) 1196 (Hutton).
56 ibid 1075 (Weston): ‘Will you have forces on both sides, and restrain the king to his
power by parliament, which may be so dilatory, that the kingdom may be lost in the
50
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that Parliaments would always be speedy, wise or generous; and few who have
read the history of Charles’ first four years as King will think this view
unreasonable’.57 In 1625, for example, Parliament sat for only three months
before being dissolved and dubbed the ‘Useless Parliament’ by the King having
passed no meaningful legislation. The crux of the political argument is found in
the Court’s conclusion, drawn from the political circumstances of the times and
exemplified in a distinct message: for the majority in Hampden ‘it was safer to say
“trust the king” than “trust the Parliament”’.58
If, despite superficial similarities, these arguments made in Hampden
cannot be of direct application to the Miller judgment, what can we nevertheless
learn from it? There are two lessons. First, when seeking to attribute responsibility
between the Crown and Parliament, we can learn from the duty argument that in
order to act fairly between the bodies, the Court must give those under a relevant
duty the effective opportunity to effectuate that duty; in other words, an
opportunity to choose which they have reason to value.59 Thus, the attribution of
responsibility takes place on terms we the people could not reasonably reject.
Second, in support of this first contention, the political argument can teach us that
any such analysis must seek to compensate for the relative institutional
competencies of the constitutional actors.60 Taken together, these lines of
reasoning provide us with sufficient tools to defend the Miller judgment.
IV. CRITICISING MILLER
With this in mind, we can fast-forward from Hampden (several hundred years, a
constitutional revolution and a few national referendums later), to the Supreme
Court judgment in Miller. In both the Divisional Court and Supreme Court, the
mean time?’. Weston asks the rhetorical question: ‘Is it not better to endure a mischief,
than an inconvenience’.
57 Keir (n 29) 557.
58 ibid.
59 This defence of Miller ultimately rests in large part on a unique account of when it is fair
to delegate responsibility between actors of value. See Voyiakis (n 3) for a well-written
reorientation of the private law of torts using such an account.
60 As is well-established by what some have called the tradition of institutional pragmatism
whereby the Court seeks ‘to compensate for perceived or actual weaknesses of [other]
constitutional players’. See CJS Knight, ‘Bi-Polar Sovereignty Restated’ (2009) 68 CLJ
361.
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reasoning appears to be a strong and simple affirmation of Parliamentary
sovereignty. In contrast to the prerogative power to make and unmake
international treaties, the ‘superior norm’ was that Parliamentary consent is
required to change domestic law. However, those criticising the UKSC appear to
be seeking reasons as to why this ought to be so. The Court was asked to choose
between two principles regulating the prerogative power. Stating that one takes
precedence over the other simply by virtue of superiority seems inadequate. What
is required is a normative argument for the majority’s conclusions.
The UKSC judgment does put forward suggestions. But, as will be
explored below, for some, the Court’s dual assertion that: (1) it was more realistic
to view EU law as domestic law; and (2) that withdrawal from the EU was of
‘fundamental constitutional’ implication, were deficient. Such argumentative
deficiency would seem to indicate that: (a) the majority’s ruling was one which
made no practical difference;61 and (b) that the UKSC’s reasons for reaching its
conclusions were insufficiently explained, which thereby indicated that it had
other reasons for its findings.62 Throughout this article, these arguments are
referred to as the ‘critique of formalism’ or the ‘formalism critique’. What the
minority called ‘an exercise in pure legal formalism’63 foreshadows much of the
criticism and a more wide-ranging debate concerning legal realism and judicial
reasoning. At its core, the critique of formalism exhibits three key elements: (1)
the UKSC was unjustifiably divorced from practical reality; (2) it insufficiently
explained its reasoning; and further, or in the alternative, the (3) UKSC was in any
case simply not justified in reaching the conclusions it did.
The need to defend the UKSC is perhaps not paramount, but should
similarly not be understated. After all, as mentioned already, before the hearing of
the appeal in the Supreme Court, large sections of the British press came with a
well-documented reply to the Divisional Court decision: the judges were ‘enemies
of the people’.64 As Barber and King cautiously remark, ‘the reaction to Miller
As expressly stated by in Miller (n 1) [273] (Lord Carnwath).
The general, broad-brush critique of the legal realists, see further Joseph W Singer, ‘The
Player and the Cards: Nihilism and Legal Theory’ (1984) 94 Yale L J 1.
63 Miller (n 1) [273] (Lord Carnwath).
64 Claire Phipps, ‘British Newspapers React to Judges’ Brexit Ruling: ‘Enemies of the
People’’
The
Guardian
(London,
4
November
2016)
<https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/nov/04/enemies-of-the-peoplebritish-newspapers-react-judges-brexit-ruling> accessed 27 January 2018.
61
62
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presents a grave threat to our constitutional order, a threat both to the rule of law
and to the very structure of democracy in the United Kingdom’ – in short it
undermines the legitimacy of judicial decision-making.65 This cause for concern is
only strengthened when academic commentators such as Feldman66 and Elliott,67
forthcoming with strong criticism of the Miller judgment, level stringent criticism
at the UKSC.
Whilst keeping the scope of this essay focused narrowly on the tension
between prerogative powers and Parliamentary consent, this contribution hopes
to find the main criticisms of the reasoning of the UKSC in Miller wanting.68 It
does so by setting out and subsequently defending each of the different key
elements of the UKSC’s reasoning. Finally, this article shows that the decision is
positively justified by reference to the lessons learned from Hampden. Far from
reaching conclusions contrary to the ‘will of the people’, the UKSC sought to
uphold the common good. Overall, then, the critique of formalism is misplaced
as the UKSC was ultimately justified in reaching its final conclusion, both as a
matter of practical reality and the common good of the people. The UKSC in
Miller showed itself alive to such criticisms and correctly emphasised the flexibility
of the British Constitution.
‘Direct and Independent’ EU Law
A crucial part of the UKSC’s reasoning hinged on the notion that with the ECA,
EU law became a ‘direct and independent source of domestic law’.69 For the
majority, whilst ‘in one sense’ UK law ‘is the source of EU law’ because without
the ECA EU law would have no domestic status, in a more ‘realistic’ sense the
majority concluded that ‘it is the institutions of the EU which are the relevant
source of EU law’ so EU law is an ‘independent and over-riding source of
Nick Barber and Jeff King, ‘Responding to Miller’ (UK Con Law Blog, 07 November 2016)
<https://ukconstitutionallaw.org/2016/11/07/nick-barber-and-jeff-king-respondingto-miller/> accessed 27 January 2018.
66 Feldman (n 22).
67 Elliot (n 23).
68 I will thereby avoid the other argument under appeal concerning whether the consent of
devolved legislatures was required to effect withdrawal discussed in Miller (n 1) [136]. I
will also avoid straying too far into jurisprudential debates concerning legal realism and
its allies by not discussing whether the UKSC was correct to hear the case, although I
inevitably thought it was. See Barber and King (n 65).
69 Miller (n 1) [65], [80].
65
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domestic law.’70 This led the majority to conclude that the prerogative cannot in
the first place be used to alter EU law because that law is domestic law. The majority
considered that this was consistent with Parliamentary sovereignty and therefore
did not alter the rule of recognition in UK constitutional law.71 The literature on
the topic has not fully acknowledged this finding to be crucial to the majority’s
overall position. It was, however, recognised that traditional dualist theory dictates
that international treaties are not normally considered part of domestic law until
incorporated by statute.72 Subtly, the majority conceded to that the dualist system
is a ‘necessary corollary of Parliamentary sovereignty [and that it] exists to protect
Parliament not ministers.’73 It was only, therefore, by bending this tradition and
making EU law a source of domestic law itself that the majority opinion could be
sustained.
Elliott strongly criticises this reasoning. The Court, Elliott notes, cannot
maintain both that EU law is an independent source of domestic law and that the
rule of recognition has not been altered because ‘a source of law can only be
independent in the relevant sense if it is acknowledged as a source of law by the
rule of recognition.’74 Thus the majority’s reasoning is unclear and contradictory,
contending that EU law is both dependent upon the ECA for its domestic status
and an independent source of domestic law. For Elliott, as well as Lord Reed in
the minority, if the rule of recognition has not changed, EU law was not domestic
law – it only took effect in domestic law by reason of the ECA and so is dependent
on that statute.
The criticisms can be taken in turn. The first issue pertains to the UKSC’s
reasoning and engages the need for the UKSC to sufficiently explain its reasoning
if it is to completely avoid the critique of formalism. Much must turn on what is
meant by ‘realistic’ in the context of the majority’s reasoning. A close analysis of
paragraph 61 suggests that the Court’s reasoning hinges on a Kelsonian
distinction between juristic law and fact. Kelsen sought to raise to the level of
consciousness what all jurists are doing when they understand positive law as a

ibid [61].
ibid [60].
72 JH Rayner [1990] 2 AC 418, 500 (Lord Oliver).
73 Miller (n 1) [57].
74 Elliott (n 23) 272.
70
71
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valid system.75 For Kelsen, when a jurist applies the law to the facts of a case, he
or she imputes legal responsibility which, in turn, presupposes a valid formal ‘basic
norm’ that validates all other norms but is itself independent of empirical fact.
Thus, when a jurist applies EU law to the facts of a case by an act of juristic
imputation, he or she presupposes not just that it is a direct independent source of
law, but also one that derives its substantive authority from the fact of
Parliamentary approval through the ECA. In a Kelsonian analysis, the two are
quite distinct as law and fact.76
As a matter of explaining their reasoning in reply to the critique of
formalism, a close reading of paragraph 61 demonstrates that the Court reasoned
by contrasting examples of law and fact, which reflected the Kelsonian distinction
outlined above. Whilst it is true that the Government can influence the outcome
of EU legislative processes, ie the factual substance of EU law, the creation or
abrogation of ‘rules of law’ without the specific sanction of any UK institution
take ‘automatic and overriding effect’, ie as a matter of juristic form or law,
without any further act by Parliament.
These arguments did not only coincide with the acts of jurists in ivory
towers. The majority took Raz’s criticism of Kelsen’s theory, arguing that one
must not ignore the ‘the attitude of the population and the courts’ in deciding ‘the
identity and unity of a legal system’, to heart.77 Not only was this more realistic as
a matter of Kelsonian juristic thinking, but adopting the ‘attitude of the
population’ draws attention to the fact that the entire narrative of the leave
campaign was based on the idea that the EU compromised British sovereignty. In
Miller, the majority gave this message its best effect possible while also preserving
the rule of recognition and in doing so exhibited a ‘degree of innovation and
sophistication’.78 Here, then, the critique of formalism, if it asked questions of the
UKSC’s ability to engage with political realities of 2016, also fails.
The UKSC maintained that all of the aforementioned did not alter the rule
of recognition.79 As Poole has convincingly demonstrated, by distinguishing

Hans Kelsen, Introduction to the Problems of Legal Theory (OUP 1992) 58.
ibid. The former being defined as acts of will ‘directed at a definite human behaviour’.
77 Joseph Raz, ‘Kelsen’s Theory of the Basic Norm’ in Joseph Raz (ed), The Authority of
Law: Essays on Law and Morality (Clarendon Press 1979) 128.
78 Poole (n 13) 703.
79 Miller (n 1) [67].
75
76
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between Parliament as a constituent agent and a legislator (creator of general
norms), the rule of recognition remains unaltered. It is perfectly coherent to argue
that EU law has primacy at the level of ordinary law (government), but that it
itself did not alter the fundamentals of constitutional order (sovereignty).80
According to the majority, therefore, it seemed more realistic to say that EU law
is domestic law, instead of only taking effect in domestic law.
Once EU legislation is portrayed in this manner, it follows that whilst the
ECA could accommodate the varying content of EU law, for example through
the enactment of EU legislation, it could not accommodate withdrawal. The
UKSC reasoned that even though the content of EU law could vary, ‘the very
formula [established by s 2] is not itself variable: it is a fixed rule of domestic law,
enacted by Parliament.’81 Again, the logic of the Kelsonian form/substance
distinction allows for this: the content of EU law could be varied in fact, whilst
not being removed altogether as a matter of law.
Fundamental Change
The other significant point that arises from the rest of the UKSC’s judgment, and
which must be defended if the critique of formalism is to be fully displaced, is the
emphasis accorded to the notion that Article 50 TEU would bring about a major
constitutional change. The UKSC relied extensively on the idea the ECA had an
‘unprecedented effect’ in 1972.82 Thus notification under Article 50 TEU was said
to be ‘far-reaching’,83 amounting to a ‘major change to UK constitutional
arrangements which cannot be achieved by ministers alone’.84 Indeed, whenever
it turned to deal with crucial submissions advanced by the Government, as a
‘recurring theme’85 the UKSC would fall back on the assertion that such
‘fundamental change’ could be effected in the only way that the UK constitution
recognises, namely by Parliamentary legislation.86 This will be called the
fundamental change argument.
Poole (n 13) 703.
Miller (n 1) [82]: ‘All such [members of a specified category] as [satisfy a specified
condition] shall be [dealt with in accordance with a specified requirement]’.
82 ibid [81].
83 ibid.
84 ibid [82].
85 Elliot (n 23) 264.
86 Miller (n 1) [82].
80
81
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Elliott maintains several criticisms, most of which engage the justifiability
facet of the formalism critique. First, the majority’s reasoning implies that from
the empirical fact of constitutional change flowed significant legal consequences.87
This first criticism leads into the next two. Second, if the use of the prerogative
really is now constrained by its capacity to do things that have a degree of
constitutional significance beyond a given threshold, it becomes necessary to
identify precisely where that threshold is located. Yet, the majority provide little
by the way of guidance to show that such a distinction is of ‘principled and
predictable application’.88 To demonstrate the problems with a threshold
requirement of fundamentality, Elliott moots the counter-factual of leaving the
European Convention on Human Rights (‘ECHR’). Third, Elliott notes that it is
not clear what more the argument of fundamentality adds. If the EU Treaties are
domestic law, it must already be the case, therefore, that the prerogative cannot
be used to remove such law, irrespective of whether removing this would effect a
major constitutional change.89
We will begin by addressing the second criticism, as it appears the most
intuitive, before dealing with the first and third together. McCormick provides
guidance as to the threshold requirement: Section 2(1) of the ECA inserted a ‘new
criterion of recognition into an already functioning rule of recognition. Section
2(4) indicates it ranking above other criteria.’90 Thus, in essence, the fundamental
change argument had not so much to do with scale, as it had to do with kind.
Section 2, in other words, created a criterion by which other domestic laws would
be recognised as valid law. This is hinted at bythe UKSC when they state that the
ECA created ‘a new constitutional process for making law in the United
Kingdom.’91
One can test the aforementioned by applying it to Elliott’s counter-factual
of leaving the ECHR. The UKSC’s reasoning suggests that leaving the ECHR
would be a fundamental change (in the Miller sense) and that the Government would
therefore need Parliamentary consent in order to withdraw. It is possible to

Elliott (n 23) 263.
ibid 264.
89 ibid 267.
90 Neil McCormick, ‘A Very British Revolution?’ in Neil McCormick (ed), Questioning
Sovereignty (OUP 1999) 83-87.
91 Miller (n 1) [62].
87
88
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acknowledge that the primary purpose of the Human Rights Act 1998 (‘HRA’)
was to enable the rights and remedies of the ECHR to be enforced by domestic
courts92 while also maintaining that the HRA involves a ‘constitutional process
for making law’ as a criterion of recognition. This is because common law rights
cannot be asserted in the face of Parliamentary legislation, whereas Convention
rights incorporated into domestic law by the operation of section 3 of the HRA
can.93 In the event of conflict with legislation, statute must prevail over the
common law, but not so under the HRA with its eventual appeal to Strasbourg.
The HRA, therefore, could be seen as adding another ‘criterion of recognition’
for valid domestic law through its strong ‘interpretive obligation’ and avenue of
appeal.94
We can now turn to the first and third criticisms. These concern, first, the
apparent non sequitur as the UKSC drew legal consequences from the fact of
fundamental constitutional change and, second, the apparent failure of the
fundamental change argument to add anything to the sources argument. Here, the
Court showed its awareness as a constitutional player. The fundamental change
argument shaped its response as a distinct constitutional agent, adding something
more to the already established arguments and its reasoning processes, but not
dictating the ultimate legal conclusion. Thus, the critique of formalism, not only
as it pertained to justifiability and formal explanation, but also in so far as it
engaged the practical engagement of the UKSC, again falls short.
To illustrate this, one can begin by examining the manner in which the
fundamental change argument is made.95 The UKSC began by considering the
three categories of rights which could be removed by leaving the EU, reasoning
that although many such rights could be replicated in a new statute, ‘the need for
such replication would only arise because withdrawal from the EU Treaties would
have abrogated domestic rights created by the 1972 Act (…) [and] the Court of
Justice would no longer have any binding role in relation to them’.96 Having then
laid out the Government’s submission that the loss of these rights had been

R (SB) v Governors of Denbigh High School [2006] UKHL 15 [29] (Lord Bingham).
R (Nicklinson) and another v Ministry of Justice and others (CNK Alliance Ltd and others intervening)
[2015] A.C. 657 (Divisional Court) [48] (Lord Dyson MR and Elias LJ).
94 R v A (Complainant's Sexual History) [2002] 1 A.C. 45 (HL) [67]-[69] (Lord Steyn).
95 Miller (n 1) [70]-[73].
96 ibid [70] (emphasis added).
92
93
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sanctioned by the 1972 Act,97 the Court proceeded to reject these submissions by
repeating the fact that there would be a fundamental constitutional change four
times.98 After the second, the UKSC emphasised that domestic rights would be
open to repeal by domestic legislation since ‘they will no longer be paramount,
but will be open to domestic repeal or amendment in ways that may be
inconsistent with EU law.’99
Two comments can be made on this reasoning. First, in contrast to the
brief mentions of the fundamental change argument in the Divisional Court
judgment,100 the manner in which the fundamental change argument was set out
by the UKSC was different. For repeating the argument numerous times
exemplifies a Court that was at worst worried, and at best anxious. The repetitive
and failsafe nature of the argument can, hence, accurately be described as
‘instinctual’.101
But, and second, what was the UKSC worried about? A clue is found in
the way in which it dealt with the argument that withdrawal from the EU would
result in a loss of rights. As noted above, the Court held that EU withdrawal would
create a ‘need’ for replication.102 But a need to have rights replaced is not a
meaningful right itself: one does not have the right to the rights of a political
community one is not a member of, whether these are currently enshrined in
domestic law or not.103 Thus, at best, this argument can only be read as identifying
a risk that rights would be lost due to withdrawal from the EU without replication
and that such a risk is only a relevant risk in terms of rights protection if there is some
ibid [74]-[77].
ibid [78], [80], [81], [82].
99 ibid [80].
100 R (Miller and Dos Santos) (n 4) [83] and [88].
101 Elliott (n 23) 285. Though this is not to suggest that the UKSC was simply falling back
on some ill-defined assertion of the prerogative being an ancient, secret ‘relic of a past
age’ which as a default matter could not be trusted (Burmah Oil Company Ltd v Lord
Advocate [1965] AC 75 at 101 (Lord Reid)), for such an approach was expressly disowned
(Miller (n 1) [49]). Instead, it was in the ‘unique’ circumstances brought about by the
ECA which introduced a new criterion of validity to which the UKSC altered its legal
response.
102 Miller (n 1) [87] (emphasis added).
103 As Arendt has famously taught us legal rights are dependent on political citizenship
which is the ‘right to have rights’. See Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism
(Harcourt Books 1994) 292.
97
98
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potential for it to materialise – ie some potential culprit. We speak in terms of rights
protection because, in the view of this author, rights have no value without
protection.
Together, these two elements demonstrate a Court that is in some way
worried or anxious about a risk to certain rights possessed by the claimants. This
paper submits that the Court was worried about rights under the ECHR.
Seemingly unnoticed by most in the academic debates surrounding Miller, the
UKSC did not only emphasise the irrevocable nature of EU rights, but also
touched upon the supervision of the ‘Court of Justice’104 and the lack of further
references. It did so twice in one paragraph and twice again in another.105 This
would thus seem to be the relevant risk in terms of rights protection that the UKSC
was concerned with.
But what value does the European Court of Justice (‘ECJ’) have in terms
of the fundamental rights protection of people like Miller? The UKSC could not
have been sure that leaving the EU and the concomitant loss of rights would
actually result in a meaningful reduction in fundamental rights protection. Not
only is the failure of the ECJ with regards to fundamental rights protection welldocumented (albeit still contentiously),106 no argument was brought as to whether
or not leaving the EU would amount to a violation of the claimants’ rights under
the HRA. Fundamentally, all would depend on the final content of the ‘Great
Repeal Bill’.107
Perhaps, then, the Court had in mind a different European court: the
ECtHR. Perhaps the majority was trying to say that in relation to the abrogation
of rights derived from an external European source, there was a risk that the
ECHR would also be lost. Perhaps the UKSC was saying ‘this far, and no further’
– withdrawal from the ECHR as the irreducible minimum of fundamental rights
Miller (n 1) [70].
ibid [80] ‘decisions of the Court of Justice will (again depending on the precise terms of the
Great Repeal Bill) be of no more than persuasive authority, and there will be no further
references’.
106 The failure of the EU as a ‘guardian’ of fundamental rights, even with the European
Charter of Fundamental Rights, is well documented. See eg Steven Greer and Andrew
Williams, ‘Human Rights in the Council of Europe and the EU: Towards ‘Individual’,
‘Constitutional’ or ‘Institutional’ Justice?’ (2009) 15 European Law Journal 462, 477.
Notwithstanding the Kadi litigation, the ‘ethos of EU law remains structurally conditioned
to avoid dealing with human rights as a priority’.
107 Miller (n 1) [80].
104
105
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protection should not be effected without Parliamentary consent (if at all). Were
this to happen in light of well-known repeat proposals by the Conservative Party
to repeal the HRA, an applicant who considers their fundamental rights
inadequately protected would be deprived of their invaluable final right of appeal
(or ‘further references’) to the ECtHR as a body insulated from domestic political
pressures in a manner the UKSC is not.
To bring the point home, we can call upon the UKSC’s political awareness
exemplified by the political argument in Hampden can be called upon. By the time
the Miller case reached the UKSC, it was well-known that the Government was to
negotiate the withdrawal of the UK from the EU in the two years provided for
by Article 50 TEU – conditions ideal for the strength and speed of prerogative
powers.108 In a political climate where all things European seem disdained, and in
light of referendum majorities for a European exit and a Conservative
Government previously dedicated to repealing the HRA,109 there was therefore a
risk that a prerogative power of withdrawal would be used against the ECHR.
Thus, based on both the premise of turbulent constitutional times and the relative
competences of the constitutional bodies, the UKSC adapted its reasoning to
argue that the Government could not be trusted with the power to effectuate
fundamental constitutional change. This is not a non sequitur fallacy as Elliott would
portray it; rather, this paper argues that it was the UKSC demonstrating its acute
awareness of the politics of the era. While Parliament was too slow and inefficient
in 1637, the prerogative powers might have seemed just too fast for the UKSC in
2017. For the UKSC, then, it was easier to ‘trust Parliament’ than ‘trust the
Government’.110
Thus, heeding the UKSC’s warning, that there remained a risk that the
prerogative powers may be used to implement more changes to the constitution
than bargained for in the 2016 referendum if the terms of the ‘Great Repeal Bill’
were not drafted with precision111, Parliament responded by inserting in the Great
William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England (first published 1765-69, OUP
2016) 1:162.
109 Brexit seems to have at least delayed the charge for repeal, see Rebecca Hacker, ‘Minister
Confirms Indefinite Delay In Plans to Replace the Human Rights Act’ (Rights info, 25
January 2017) <https://rightsinfo.org/plans-replace-human-rights-act-put-hold/>
accessed 27 January 2018.
110 Keir (n 29) 557.
111 cf Miller (n 1) [80].
108
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Repeal Bill the ostensibly ‘anomalous’112 provision that Government’s powers
could not be used to repeal the HRA.113 Similarly, the Government responded by
providing a section 19 statement, made by the David Davis, the ‘Brexit Minister’,
on the front page of the Great Repeal Bill, which stated that the terms of the Bill
were compliant with the UK’s obligations under the ECHR.114 Overall, therefore,
we can see part of what lay at the heart of the fundamental change argument: a
warning to the other constitutional players. This might have taken a little
explaining, but it was nothing more than could be expected of any constitutional
theorist who remained alive to the politics of the age, as the UKSC; here again,
therefore, all elements of the formalism critique fell short.
V. THE HEART OF THE BREXIT CASE
So on what basis was Miller really decided? Left at this, the formalists could be
right to say that the UKSC had other reasons – to those expressed in the judgment
– for reaching its conclusions. Adverse consequences for the rule of law are a
natural consequence thereof. I hold this to be false. At the heart of Miller, and in
support of the suspicion of mistrust embodied by the political argument above,
lies a basic, pragmatic fact. When faced with a fundamental change to the
constitution, the sovereign body in the United Kingdom should always be given
an effective opportunity to influence this change if it is to perform its proper
constitutional function in (inter alia) promoting the good of the people. In short,
the Supreme Court in Miller decided that if Parliament was to have any choice in
the Brexit negotiations at all, it had to be a choice it had reason to value, namely
one at the start of the two-year negotiations.
To understand the final defence of the majority’s position, furthermore,
we must first understand its critical weakness. The argument for the majority rests
on the footing that EU law had become an independent, overriding source of

Anomalous because the ECHR formally has nothing to do with the EU at all, see
Joelle Grogan, ‘Legislation that Is, and Is Not: The Deeply Problematic Repeal Bill’
(LSE Brexit Blog, 17 July 2017)
<http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/brexit/2017/07/17/legislation-that-is-and-is-not-the-deeplyproblematic-repeal-bill/> accessed 27 January 2018.
113 European Union (Withdrawal) Bill (2017-19) [50] s 9(3).
114 ibid.
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domestic law. That so, it would seem to inevitably follow that there was no
question about the use of the prerogative.
However, the majority’s ultimate conclusion only follows if the act of
giving notification is itself an act removing domestic law. This was how the
majority characterised it115 and what allowed them to characterise a need for rights
as a relevant legal consideration. Yet, as demonstrated by both Lord Hughes in
the minority and by Feldman, the opposite could equally be argued: the
notification did not fire a bullet, it merely signified ‘the start of an essentially
political process of negotiation and decision-making within the framework of that
article’ which depending on the terms of the final primary legislation might lead to
rights being lost.116 It is difficult to say which characterisation is right as the
notification does not itself change domestic law but, at the same time, removing
the Treaty would render it nugatory.
The dispute is really a semantic one, dependent on how one characterises
EU law itself in the first place. If EU law is a source of domestic law, withdrawal
from the Treaties is itself an act of changing/removing domestic law (per the
majority). Although, as demonstrated above, this was the more realistic
characterisation, this, in and of itself, is arguably insufficient justification to
demonstrate why EU law should be characterised as such.117 If, however, EU law
is characterised as having effect in the UK by the ECA (per the minority), then
notification is only the start of a two-year-long political process.118 To this extent,
all the characterisations of the Article 50 TEU trigger are somewhat misleading at
a superficial level.
I say misleading at a superficial level because the analogy of a bullet being
fired draws attention to a deeper, final aspect of the majority’s reasoning: the
question concerning which constitutional player was better placed, in terms of its
constitutional capacity, to take responsibility for enacting the referendum result so
as to minimise the risk that the will of the people would be frustrated. In doing
so, the UKSC chose to characterise EU law in the way it did in order to distribute
the responsibility of notification between the relevant constitutional players. It is

Miller (n 1) [94] (the majority).
ibid [259] (Lord Carnwath).
117 If Elliott is seeking a non sequitur in the UKSC’s reasoning, this is where he ought to be
looking.
118 cf Miller (n 1) [245] (Lord Carnwath).
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here where the justifiability or alternative facet of the formalistic critique could really
bite: did the UKSC make the right choice?
VI. MILLER, HAMPDEN, AND THE VALUE OF CHOICE
The reasoning in defence of Miller runs as follows. The starting assumption is that
withdrawing from the EU does present a fundamental constitutional change in that
it sought to change a constitutional ‘criterion of recognition’, either by way of legal
effect through the ECA or by EU law as a ‘direct and independent’ source of
domestic law. This proposition was defended above. Next, we draw on the lessons
learnt from Hampden.
The starting point is to recognise, as the Court of Exchequer did in
Hampden, that the sovereign – both Parliament and the Government – is under a
duty to promote the common good of man.119 Where there is a duty, there must
be a right to enforce or undertake that duty.120 The majority in Miller seemed to
consider this duty at risk of breach and alluded to a disconnect between, on the
one hand, the result of the referendum and, on the other, the exercise of power
under Article 50 TEU. Ministers could have triggered Article 50 TEU ‘even if
there had been no referendum or indeed, at least in theory, even if any referendum
had resulted in a vote to remain.’121 Thus, the sovereign, either Parliament or the
Government, should have a right to enforce the referendum result and protect
against the possibility that the will of the people would be frustrated.
This in itself does not distinguish between Parliament and the
Government, for these concerns are arguably equally applicable to both. Arguably
Parliament could also take a different path from that recommended by the
referendum by, say, refusing to give the Government the authorisation required
to trigger Article 50 TEU. The latter is the absurdity of the Miller case, which
stokes in part the formalism critique: whichever body was to make the decision,
surely it would not have mattered? As noted already, by the time Miller came before
the UKSC, the Court was aware that both the Government and Parliament had
To reject this possibility, is to reject the legitimacy of democratic political authority per
se and is, therefore, in the main sense of the term ‘unreasonable’ ignoring that we all
wish to pursue our own basic goods in a range of reasonable ways. On this, see Jonathan
Crowe, ‘Natural Law Beyond Finnis’ (2011) 2 Jurisprudence 293.
120 Lex non cogit ad impossibilia as it was put in the context of Hampden (n 46).
121 Miller (n 1) [91].
119
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agreed to implement the referendum result.122 Surely neither the Government nor
Parliament would risk the wrath of the people? But, such a risk is always implicit
in the very fact of a national referendum, merely ‘advisory’, ‘legally binding’, or
otherwise, together with the derived constituent authority123 of the sovereign.124
One must decide, therefore, which body is better placed to protect against such a
risk, were it to materialise.
As we have learnt from Hampden, one can begin by focusing on and
evaluating the relative constitutional strengths and weaknesses of both bodies.
Ultimately, these conditions, coupled with the risk of a frustrated referendum
result, were part and parcel of the ‘background conditions’ in Miller against which
the value the relevant constitutional actors would attach to their ability to choose in
such circumstances must be evaluated.125
It is submitted that the only meaningful difference between Parliament
and the Government can be found in the speeds with which the relevant bodies
can act.126 The minority were quick to point out that the Government’s
constitutional legitimacy arises from the basic constitutional need for ‘unanimity,
strength and dispatch’ because sometimes, to unite the wills of many and reduce
them to one, ‘is a work of more time and delay than the exigencies of state will
afford.’127 Yet, the minority did not take this to its logical conclusion: if the only
relevant risk is that the will of the people could be frustrated, the slower this
occurred, the better.

Miller (n 1).
Parliament exercises derived power on behalf of the people, see Poole (n 13) 704.
124 The sovereign is under a duty to promote both what it thinks is the common good and
what is the common will; notwithstanding a national referendum, the two may not
always coincide so the sovereign must choose.
125 cf Voyiakis (n 3) 87.
126 Both Parliament and Government have a certain degree of ‘democratic pedigree’ as the
Prime Minister is appointed through a democratic process, governs through the
Cabinet, is accountable to Parliament, and is subject both to Parliament’s legislative
supremacy and orders of the Court. See Timothy Endicott, ‘This Ancient, Secretive
Royal
Prerogative’
(UK
Con
Law
Blog,
11
November
2016)
<https://ukconstitutionallaw.org/2016/11/11/timothy-endicott-this-ancientsecretive-royal-prerogative/> accessed 27 January 2018.
127 Blackstone (n 108), a passage cited both by Endicott (n 126) and the minority in Miller
(n 1) [160] (Lord Reed).
122
123
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If Parliament, by contrast, were to demonstrate such an intent to frustrate
the referendum result, given the time for legislation to pass through two heavily
accommodated Houses of Parliament, the safeguards are much greater. A
legislative act contrary to the expressed will of the people in a national referendum
would be inherently difficult to pass – much less so than a simple letter written by
the Prime Minister. Furthermore, the possibility that Parliament would legislate
contrary to the outcome of the referendum would always be slim as it would have
to balance the potential for revolt with what it considers the true fulfilment of
their duty to promote the common good of the people.
Interests on all sides are therefore better protected if Parliament, not the
Government, is given the power of notification under Article 50 TEU. As it was
put in Hampden, the sovereign should not have to wait until the ‘very moment the
storm has burst on the realm’ and its safety has been ‘irreparably destroyed’,
before being able to act.128 If the Government were to demonstrate an intent to
frustrate the will of the people, Parliament should not have to stand by and wait.
The ability to pre-empt the Government was a choice Parliament, and the people,
had reason to value having.
In these respects, the speed with which Government could act conferred
on it a great advantage over Parliament and, therefore, represented a significant
risk to Parliament enforcing its duty to the people. This helps to explain what this
author submits to be the central tenets of the majority’s reasoning. Having alluded
to the possibility of a disconnect between Parliamentary intention and the
Government’s actions,129 the majority saw
(…) a substantial difference between (i) ministers having a
freely exercisable power to do something whose exercise
may have to be subsequently explained to Parliament and
(ii) ministers having no power to do that thing unless it is
first accorded to them by Parliament.130
Thus, ‘if ministers give notice without Parliament having first authorised
them to do so, the die will be cast before Parliament has become formally
Keir (n 29) 557.
Miller (n 1) [91].
130 ibid [92].
128
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involved.’131 Given the speed with which the Government could implement such
an action, this paper suggests that Parliament would be unable to fulfil its
constitutional duty. So, as the majority themselves put it, there was a ‘good
pragmatic argument’ for their final conclusion.132
The minority in Miller emphasised what some have considered the more
laissez faire spirit that the prerogative powers would always be scrutinised by
Parliamentary accountability mechanisms.133 This would be a mistake.
Hypothetically, if the Government sought to frustrate the referendum result, even
with Parliamentary accountability mechanisms, Parliament – and, one might add,
the people – would be left to pick up the pieces ex post facto. They would be forced
to litigate, within the two year period, the hitherto undecided questions of: (1)
whether the prerogative power in this context would be open to judicial review;134
and (2) whether Article 50 TEU is revocable.
With regards to the latter, Parliament really would have no opportunity to
govern as of right: whether Article 50 TEU is revocable is largely dependent on
the willingness of other EU member states.135 Intervention after the fact of an
Article 50 notification was therefore not an opportunity Parliament had at all, let
alone one it had reason to value. If Parliament were to comply with their duty to
do the good of the people, and therefore maintain their reason to exist as a body
of political authority at all, they had to do so at the start of the two-year process.
If these arguments seem ad hoc, this is a feature, rather than a criticism, of the
United Kingdom’s constitutional arrangement. In this sense, the majority were
correct to recognise, by quoting with approval at the start of their judgment,

ibid [94].
Referring to the work and time required to pass legislation, albeit in the two year
negotiations period [100] and cf [92]: ‘The major practical difference between the two
categories, in a case such as this where the exercise of the power is irrevocable, is that
the exercise of power in the first category pre-empts any Parliamentary action.’
133 cf Poole (n 13) 708.
134 There was no discussion of such questions on appeal (Miller (n 1) [239] (Lord Reed)).
135 Stijn Smismans, ‘About the Revocability of Withdrawal: Why the EU (Law)
Interpretation of Article 50 Matters’ (UK Con Law Blog, 29 November 2016)
<https://ukconstitutionallaw.org/2016/11/29/stijn-smismans-about-therevocability-of-withdrawal-why-the-eu-law-interpretation-of-article-50-matters/>
accessed 27 January 2018.
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Dicey’s assertion that the UK constitution is ‘the most flexible polity in
existence’.136
The minority made the same mistake as they did in Hampden, namely,
maintaining a mutually destructive position: seeking to assert that Parliament was
both at once under a constitutional duty to guarantee the common good of the
people, but should have no choice in the matter, at least not until the Government
acted, so that the danger was ‘immediate’ and it would have been too late.
Moreover, while Lord Carnwath in the minority considered that ‘legal formalism’
was evident in that the majority’s decision would ‘do nothing to resolve the many
practical issues’ arising from the two year period,137 neither would finding for the
Government. Instead, the majority’s reasoning provides real practical protection
for Parliament from future unwanted fundamental changes to the constitution.
So much for legal formalism. These considerations, I submit, all but obliterate the
critique of formalism: it is a ship without sails.
Only the majority in the UKSC in Miller, therefore, created circumstances
in which Parliament could effectively exercise its agency as a constitutional player.
More so, it did so on terms the people could not reasonably reject. The minority,
on the other hand, kept to the strict letter of dualist tradition. Doing so, ironically,
amounted to an unjustified adherence to legal theory failing, amongst others, to
recognise that the role of dualist theory is to protect Parliament.138 If the
Government were given the power of notification, Parliament would have been
provided with no protection from its swift manoeuvres: all facets of the formalism
critique, ie the needs for formal explanation, justification, and a connection with
reality, therefore fail.139

Miller (n 1) [40] citing Albert V Dicey, Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution
(8th edn, Macmillan 1915) 87.
137 ibid [273].
138 ibid [57].
139 Though let us not forget another valuable lesson to be learnt from Hampden (n 2) 1217
(Sir John Finch): ‘in the debating of this case, there hath been great variety of opinions
among the judges, [which] shews commonly the difficulty of the thing, and argueth a
candor and clearness in the judges, between whom combination and conspiracy would
be most odious. All that hath gone before me, have one thing agreed, that it is the
greatest case that ever came in any of our memories, or the memory of any man’.
136
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CONCLUSION
Shortly after the 1972 Act came into force, Lord Denning MR famously spoke of
the European Treaty as ‘like an incoming tide. It flows into the estuaries and up
the rivers. It cannot be held back (…)’.140 It would seem appropriate then that just
as the UK courts’ awkward relationship with the EU set sail with a case on the
Merchant Shipping Act 1988,141 so it should finish with reflections upon a case
concerning ship-money. This note has sought to elucidate upon and defend the
majority’s reasoning in Miller so it may escape the critique of formalism. In doing
so, the article relied on the past, ie Hampden, for guidance and sought to venture
forward to contribute to current debates on the immediate future of Britain,
particularly in relation to the ECHR.
In closing his work on Hampden, Kier notes that the reasons for the Court
of Exchequer Chamber siding with the King could
(…) be the force of the arguments which placed the safety
of the realm in the hands of an individual assumed to be
well-informed and disinterested, rather than an assembly
[such as Parliament] inexperienced, selfish, and shortsighted. A very different [Parliament] from that dissolved
in 1629 had to develop before the royal prerogative could
safely pass under its control.142
A few hundred years later and Parliament is indeed a very different body.
Parliament, for all its continued shortcomings and criticisms, could be trusted with
the valuable choice under Article 50 TEU. The courts gave Parliament that choice
by means of Miller. Far from being enemies of the people, therefore, the UKSC
has again proved itself, as its forebear did in 1637, to be quite the opposite.

HP Bulmer Ltd v J Bollinger SA [1974] Ch 401, 418.
R v Secretary of State for Transport, ex p Factortame (No 2) [1991] 1 AC 603.
142 Keir (n 29) 574.
140
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The Inadequacy of UK Moral Rights Protection: A
Comparative Study on the Waivability of Rights and
Recontextualisation of Works in Copyright and Droit
D’auteurs Systems
Jonas Brown-Pedersen*

ABSTRACT
The paper examines two aspects of UK moral rights protection, namely the waiver of rights
provided for under section 87(2) of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (‘CDPA’)
and the protection of copyright works from recontextualisation, in a comparative study. The
jurisdictions compared are the UK, Canada, and the Nordic Countries. The paper argues that
UK protection of authors’ moral rights are insufficient, chiefly due to the operation of section
87(2) CDPA and the lack of protection against recontextualisation (‘the spirit of the
Convention’). The purpose of comparison is to furnish alternative solutions existing under the
same international framework as the CDPA. In concluding, the paper finds that comparing the
copyright law system of the UK to the Canadian hybrid system and the Nordic droit d’auteurs
systems reveals a scale from least to most substantial protection of moral rights, with a greater
emphasis on protection of the spirit of the work in droit d’auteurs jurisdictions, as illustrated by
Swedish case law.
INTRODUCTION
International copyright law is, at its very core, a philosophical compromise. This
is no surprise: it is likely that all large, multilateral treaties are a result of some sort
of compromise between the philosophical schools followed by different Member
States, owing to the State-specific nature of law. These differences may turn out
to have little practical significance, or, as in the case of the 1886 Berne Convention
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for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (‘the Berne Convention’), the
practical significance may be substantial. This in itself manifests in the protection
of the moral rights of attribution (droit de paternité or the ‘right of paternity’) and
the right of integrity (droit de respect) in Article 6bis of the Berne Convention. Moral
rights, often referred to as droits moraux, originated in the civil law systems of
Germany and France, and do not sit easily within the common law system of UK
copyright.1 Therefore, moral rights were not introduced into UK law until the
enactment of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (‘CDPA’), despite
their inclusion in the Berne Convention at Rome in 1928.2
This paper submits that the protection afforded to moral rights by the
CDPA is inadequate for two reasons: (1) because the waiver of moral rights
provided for in section 87(2) CDPA has the effect of distinguishing the moral
rights of the author in practice, thus violating Article 6bis of the Berne
Convention on its correct interpretation; and (2) because the protection of the
right of integrity does not cover recontextualisation, ie the displaying of a work in
a new context which renders it prejudicial to the author’s honour or reputation.
Both of these aspects of moral rights protection will be analysed in a comparative
perspective, contrasting the UK approach with the approaches of the mixed
jurisdiction of Canada, and the civil law jurisdictions of the Nordic countries,
defined as including Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and Iceland. These
jurisdictions are chosen because they represent, in the opinion of the author, good
examples of their respective legal traditions. The Nordic countries are
representative of the droit d’auteurs systems of continental Europe, while the hybrid
system of Canada falls in between the two extremes, which lends itself well to
comparison. Only Canadian federal law will be analysed, as, per the Canadian
Constitution Act section 91(23), copyright law is under the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Federal Parliament. The Nordic countries will be analysed together due to
their high degree of similarity of legislation, philosophy, and practical approach in
the area of moral rights.3 Significant differences will be commented upon where
they arise.
As regards structure, the paper will first define moral rights in a general
sense and provide a short historical and philosophical background that is
Silke von Lewinski, International Copyright Law and Policy (OUP 2008) para 3.54.
Gillian Davies and Kevin Garnett (eds), Moral Rights (2nd edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2016)
para 3-005.
3 ibid para 19-001.
1
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necessary for understanding the core content. It will then present Article 6bis of
the Berne Convention and elaborate on its interpretation and the implications of
these. Thereafter, the paper will analyse: (1) the waivability of moral rights within
the above jurisdictions, starting with the UK; and (2) the protection of
recontextualisation in the same manner. Finally, the paper will conclude that the
protection afforded to the moral rights of authors is inadequate in both respects.
To conclude, this paper will also suggest that a likely successful reform of UK
moral rights can be achieved by borrowing the interpretation of Article 6bis of
the Berne Convention from the legislation and case law of the droit d’auteurs
countries.
I. WHAT ARE MORAL RIGHTS?
Defining ‘Moral Rights’
Moral rights may be defined as:
[T]he non-pecuniary interests of authors (…) secur[ing] the
bond between authors and their works; (…) safeguard[ing]
the expression of the author’s personality through his work
by giving recognition and protection to his creative
integrity, reputation and personality.4
This definition is rather broad and encompasses several important
notions: (1) that the work carries with it the author’s personality in some form; (2)
that, as a consequence of (1), there exists a personal bond between the author and
the work; (3) that the work is a product arising from a creative process; and (4)
that the state of the work has a direct effect upon the integrity and reputation of
the author. To understand the reasoning behind these notions, we must look to
the historical and philosophical origins of moral rights.

4

ibid para 1-001.
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The History and Philosophy of Moral Rights through a Comparative
Perspective
While it is outside the scope of this paper to present a detailed history of moral
rights, a short overview will provide context to the forthcoming discussion.5 Stig
Strömholm argues that the history of moral rights is intimately connected to the
societal standing and resources of authors and creators as a group.6 As such, it is
not surprising that the philosophy of moral rights was largely developed in 18th
century Germany. It coincided with the pre-romantic and romantic periods in art
and literature, and the Sturm und Drang-movement, which is credited with shifting
the emphasis from mimesis to intellectual creation.7 This lays the necessary
philosophical groundwork for asserting moral rights as ‘the expression of the
author’s personality’.8 In the same time period, German philosophers Immanuel
Kant and Friedrich Hegel formulated the theories of monism and dualism,
respectively. Monism advocates that moral and economic rights exist as an
inseparable unit in copyright, while dualism proclaims that moral and economic
rights exist separately. The practical significance of this is noticeable in the
alienability and duration of rights.9 These, however, are not issues pertinent to the
analysis of this paper.
It is important to note that, because moral rights developed in the
continental European countries, civil and common law countries have
fundamentally different approaches to the basic issue of regulating intellectual
property. Common law jurisdictions employ the system of copyright, in which the
overarching goal is the protection, and economic exploitation, of the work.10 This
is often rationalised in public interest terms, as in the US11 – although it is
important to note that the UK has no unifying theory of copyright law. On the
other hand, civil law jurisdictions generally employ a system of author’s rights,
referred to as the droit d’auteurs systems, the main goal of which is the protection
For a deeper history of moral rights, see Stig Strömholm, Le Droit Moral de L’Auteur en
Droit Allemand, Francais et Scandinave avec un Aperçu de L'Évolution Internationale: Etude de Droit
Comparé (Vols I, Norstedt 1967); (Vols II:1, Norstedt 1967); (Vols II:2, Norstedt 1973).
6 Stig Strömholm, ‘Droit Moral – The International and Comparative Scene from a
Scandinavian Viewpoint’ (2002) Scandinavian Stud L 217, 224.
7 ibid 222.
8 Davies and Garnett (n 2) para 1-001.
9 ibid para 3-001.
10 ibid para 2-002.
11 US Constitution, art I § 8.
5
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of authors. This fundamental philosophical difference is often, correctly,
perceived to be the root of the UK’s problems in incorporating moral rights.
Moral rights were introduced in German copyright statutes during the late
19th and early 20th century. This was around the time that claims by authors and
creators slowly entered the sphere of France’s private law, as is evident from the
case law of French courts, though this begins in the early 19th century.12 For the
purposes of this paper, it suffices to state that the theories of moral rights gained
ground in continental Europe during the early 20th century, and became a central
part of copyright protection in many Member States to the Berne Convention.
As a result of this, four moral rights were proposed at the 1928 revision
conference in Rome: the right of attribution; the right of integrity; the right of
divulgation; and the right to withdraw from circulation.13 Of these, only the rights
of attribution and integrity were adopted, due to objections raised by the common
law countries against the other two rights. Since then, there have been several
revisions of Article 6bis, and it is currently subject to a rather significant
concession made to the common law countries, contained in the latter half of
Article 6bis, section 2. Against this conceptual backdrop, the paper turns to
Article 6bis of the Berne Convention.
II. ARTICLE 6bis OF THE BERNE CONVENTION
The Text of Article 6bis
The text of Article 6bis of the Berne Convention reads:
(1) Independently of the author’s economic rights, and even after the
transfer of the said rights, the author shall have the right to claim
authorship of the work and to object to any distortion, mutilation or
other modification of, or other derogatory action in relation to, the
said work, which would be prejudicial to his honour or reputation.
(2) The rights granted to the author in accordance with the preceding
paragraph shall, after his death, be maintained, at least until the expiry
of the economic rights, and shall be exercisable by the persons or

12
13

See Billecocq v Glendaz Tri Civ Seine 1814 (unreported) in Strömholm (n 5).
Adolf Dietz, ‘The Moral Right of the Author: Moral Rights and the Civil Law Countries’
(1994) 19 Colum–VLA JL & Arts 199, 200, 203.
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institutions authorised by the legislation of the country where
protection is claimed. However, those countries whose legislation, at
the moment of their ratification of or accession to this Act, does not
provide for the protection after the death of the author of all the rights
set out in the preceding paragraph may provide that some of these
rights may, after his death, cease to be maintained.
(3) The means of redress for safeguarding the rights granted by this Article
shall be governed by the legislation of the country where protection is
claimed.
Comment on Interpretations and Implications
The focus of this paper is to make the less-than-subtle point that there is, in UK
law, a substantial gap between the lex ferenda and the lex lata as regards moral rights
protection in the UK. Therefore, the interpretation of Article 6bis of the Berne
Convention is vital to the discussion. The essence of this paper’s argument is that
the lex ferenda proposed here includes provision for the non-, or limited,
waivability of moral rights and a wider, more substantial right of integrity, under
the premise that Article 6bis can and should be interpreted in such a way. The
question turns on two points: (1) whether Article 6bis(1) should be interpreted as
making moral rights non-waivable, or at least waivable subject to certain
restrictions; and (2) if the right to integrity contained in the same section should
be interpreted so as to include protection against recontextualisation of works.
Although the CDPA protects four rights as moral rights, the rights of false
attribution and privacy of certain photographs will not be the focus of this paper,
as they do not exclusively protect authors and are not included as moral rights
within Article 6bis.
This paper argues that there are several factors in favour of the limited or
non-waivability of moral rights. First, the strong philosophical grounding of moral
rights as intimately connected to the personality of the author suggests that they
should be non-waivable. Second, the text of the Article 6bis(1), with the phrase
‘(…) and even after the transfer of said [economic] rights’, implies that they are
to operate notwithstanding the waiver or assignation of economic rights. Lastly,
the practical reality of the commercial relationship between author and publisher
argues in favour of non-waivability, or at least a restriction on waivers. This will
be seen in the UK part of section III below.
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The right to integrity has been interpreted differently across the States
party to the Berne Convention, as we will see in section IV. The reason for this is
that the right of integrity is ambitious in scope, and was intended to cover a
multitude of acts and results. The right has two parts, the first being protection of
the form of the work, ie the physical structure of the work itself, and the second
being the spirit of the work, which can be defined, for the sake of this analysis, as
the context of the work.14 The objective of this paper is partly to argue that the
UK interpretation of the phrase ‘or other derogatory action in relation to’ as it is
enacted in section 80 CDPA, is too narrow, and offers inadequate protection to
works covered under the article as it confines protection to the form, ignoring the
spirit of the work. As Ricketson and Ginsburg note, there is no reason why
recontextualisation should not be protected under Article 6bis(1),15 and
recontextualisation is, in fact, often protected under the right of integrity in the
legal systems of continental Europe. The comparative sections below will
demonstrate why, and how.
III. WAIVABILITY OF MORAL RIGHTS
The United Kingdom
Despite the fact that moral rights protection was introduced during the Rome
revision of the Berne Convention in 1928, the UK did not specifically provide for
any moral rights regime in domestic law until 1988. The CDPA protects two
moral rights: (1) the right of attribution; and (2) the right of integrity. It is drafted
in a very detailed, technology-specific fashion,16 and its Chapter IV on moral
rights is no exception. Sections 79 and 81 of the CDPA also provide long and
detailed lists of exceptions to the rights of attribution and integrity. In its entirety,
Chapter IV created what has been referred to as ‘the sickly children of the Berne
parent’.17

Makeen F Makeen, ‘Egypt’ in Gillian Davies and Kevin Garnett (eds), Moral Rights (2nd
edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2016) para 27-013.
15 Sam Ricketson and Jane C Ginsburg, International Copyright and Neighbouring Rights: The
Berne Convention and Beyond (2nd edn, OUP 2006) para 10.24.
16 Gerald Dworkin, ‘The Moral Right of the Author: Moral Rights and the Common Law
Countries’ (1994) 19 Colum–VLA JL & Arts 229, 245-246.
17 Gillian Davies and Kevin Garnett (eds), Moral Rights (Sweet & Maxwell 2010) 80.
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Scholars have listed many shortcomings on the part of the UK in the field
of moral rights. This paper submits that the primary shortcoming is the possibility
of waiving one’s moral rights completely, provided for in section 87 CDPA.
Together with the common law doctrine of implied waiver these serve to
practically distinguish moral rights. While it is true that section 87(2) states that
the waiver must be by a signed instrument in writing, section 87(4) also expressly
states that nothing in Chapter IV shall serve to exclude the operation of ‘contract
or estoppel in relation to an informal waiver’. The logical conclusion to draw from
this, is that an author could, in addition to waiving his or her rights formally, also
be held to have waived his or her moral rights by contract or estoppel, without
the contract satisfying the formality requirements of section 87. This seems to be
the legislative intent of the CDPA, as is evident from the Parliamentary debates.18
In practice, the waiver has the effect of barring authors from retaining
their moral rights in most cases where the author is the weaker party in a
commercial relationship (as is often the case, for example, with unknown authors
of literary works wishing to be published), as the publishing company will assert
pressure on the author to give up his or her rights.19 While the section 87 waiver
does not necessarily always violate the Berne Convention, it facilitates such
violations and provides a weak level of protection to moral rights. In this sense, it
has been described as ‘completely against the spirit of the Berne Convention’.20
There is less authority on the operation of informal waiver in copyright
scenarios, but it still represents a significant weakening of the Berne moral rights
for the same reasons as above, possibly leading to outcomes in violation of the
Berne Convention obligations.21 Having concluded that there are flaws in the
operation and availability of section 87 of the CDPA, what does this mean?
Arguably, the best way to assess the appropriate standard for which to aim is
through comparison against other jurisdictions.
Canada
The federal Canadian legal system is a hybrid. It is predominantly a common law
system, with the civil law jurisdiction of Quebec influencing its legal philosophy
HL Deb 25 February 1988, Vol 493, col 1337.
Davies and Garnett (n 2) para 10-033.
20 HC Deb 28 April 1988, Vol 132, cols 569-570.
21 Sheila McCartney, ‘Moral Rights under the United Kingdom’s Copyright, Designs and
Patents Act of 1988’ (1990) 15 Colum–VLA JL & Arts 205, 243.
18
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and substantive law.22 In copyright terms, this means that Canada has a significant
droit d’auteurs tradition, with a history of moral rights philosophy dating back to
the late 19th century.23 As a result, Canadian legislators, unlike their UK
colleagues, accepted that the introduction of Article 6bis meant that their
domestic law would have to be amended after the Convention’s entry into force.
The Copyright Amendment Act 1931 inserted a short provision into the Canadian
Copyright Act 1921, which simply stated that authors should have ‘the right to
claim authorship over the work’, and to ‘restrain any distortion, mutilation or
other modification of the work (…)’.24 The amendment was silent on most
matters, including the remedies available for infringement, and the provision was
generally criticised for being unclear and ‘useless in practical application’.25
However, the overall image presented by the Canadian history on moral rights is
markedly more enthusiastic than other common law jurisdictions.26
The current applicable Canadian law on moral rights and copyright in
general, is the Copyright Act of Canada 1921, heavily amended by the Copyright
Amendment Acts of 1988 and 1997, and the Copyright Modernization Act 2012.27
The rights of attribution and integrity are protected, and it is sufficient for the
purpose of this section to note that the provisions largely follow Article 6bis of
the Berne Convention.28
Sections 14.1(2) and 17.1(2) of the Copyright Act of Canada 1921 provide
for waiver of moral rights in works and performances, respectively. Authors may
choose to waive their rights in whole or in part, in writing or verbally. The waiver
need not be express, but where a party alleges that the author has impliedly waived
his or her right, there is a high evidentiary threshold to overcome.29 The aptly
named scholar Professor Vaver has expressed his view on the matter in direct
terms, which the author considers to be the correct analysis: ‘Moral rights exist
on the books, but in reality all they may have accomplished is the insertion of an
extra paragraph in the transfer and sale agreement between the purchaser and the
Dworkin (n 16) 243.
Davies and Garnett (n 2) para 3-007.
24 Copyright Amendment Act SC 1931, c 8, inserting s 12(5) of the Copyright Act 1921.
25 Harold G Fox, ‘Some Points of Interest in the Law of Copyright’ (1946) 6 UTLJ 100,
126.
26 Davies and Garnett (n 2) para 25-001.
27 ibid para 25-003.
28 Dworkin (n 16) 243.
29 Auchinachie v Vogel 2007, CarswellOnt 866 Ont SCJ.
22
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artist’.30 In conclusion, the Canadian law on waiver substantively mirrors the UK
law, with the same consequences likely. This leaves the civil law jurisdictions to
provide us with an alternative approach.
The Nordic Countries
The Nordic countries are all recognised as droit d’auteurs systems, closely linked to
the continental French and German approach to moral rights. It is safe to state
that Nordic legislation on moral rights is uniform, at least to such an extent that
they may be analysed together.31 The Copyright Acts of the Nordic countries were
enacted around the same time during the early 1960s, as a direct result of a
collaborative legislative project initiated by the Swedish Government in 1938.
Consequently, their provisions correspond with each other as regards to content.
For practical purposes, reference will be made to the Norwegian Copyright Act
1961 (‘NCA’).32 The Nordic Copyright Acts recognise the rights of attribution
and integrity, contained in section 3. The interpretation of the right of attribution
is not material to this paper, but the right of integrity will be elaborated upon in
section IV.
Section 3 of the NCA also provides for express and implied waiver of both
rights. Importantly, for the purpose of this paper, the waiver must be ‘(…)
avgrenset efter art og omfang’ (limited in character and scope). This ensures that
the central elements of the right of integrity are not waived, as changes to the
work that are prejudicial to the author’s literary, scientific or artistic reputation or
individuality may often fall outside the scope of the allowed waiver.33 In addition,
section 3 NCA also states that the author cannot waive his or her right to
anonymity and his or her right to demand an express statement in or on the work
where prejudicial changes have been made, making it clear that the original author
is not responsible for the changes.

Dworkin (n 16) 245.
Johan Axhamn, ‘The Nordic Countries’ in Gillian Davies and Kevin Garnett (eds), Moral
Rights (2nd edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2016) para 19-001.
32 Norwegian name: Lov 12 mai 1961 nr. 2 om opphavsrett til åndsverk m.v. For reference,
the other Nordic Copyright Acts are the Swedish ‘Lag (1960:729) om upphovsrätt till
litterära och konstnärliga verk’, and the updated Danish ‘Bekendtgørelse af lov om
ophavsret (LBK nr 1144 af 23/10/2014)’.
33 Axhamn (n 31) para 19-030.
30
31
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While the waiver of moral rights is allowed in all jurisdictions surveyed,
the Nordic model is of a seriously limited character in comparison to the UK and
Canadian model. The case law on the subject is insubstantial, but the legislation is
clear enough on the subject for this paper to conclude that the Nordic model of
a limited waiver connected only to certain aspects of moral rights provides a
higher level of protection for authors. It certainly has the potential to avoid the
possibility of commercial circumvention present in Canada (and, by extension,
the UK), described by Professor Vaver above.
IV. THE RIGHT OF INTEGRITY AND RECONTEXTUALISATION
The right of integrity is a broad right, which covers a great many different actions
and results. Highlighting its importance, it has been described by Strömholm as
‘the bastion of moral right[s] (…)’.34 It is interpreted differently across different
jurisdictions. While the interpretation in each of the jurisdictions discussed here
is touched upon, a more detailed analysis of the right is outside the scope of this
paper. We will here concentrate on describing the right of integrity, and analysing
its interpretation as regards the recontextualisation of original works.
The United Kingdom
The right of integrity is provided for in section 80 CDPA, entitled ‘Right to object
to derogatory treatment of work’. In essence, the author of any literary, dramatic,
musical or artistic work, or the director of a film can object to the derogatory
treatment of their work. The terms ‘treatment’ and ‘derogatory’ are described in
section 80(2) of the CDPA; section 80(2)(a) provides that ‘treatment’ under the
act is ‘any addition to, deletion from or alteration to or adaption of the work, other
than’ translations and arrangements of dramatic or literary works or transcriptions
of musical work constituting minor changes. Section 80(2)(b) states that a
treatment is ‘derogatory’ where it ‘amounts to distortion or mutilation of the work
or is otherwise prejudicial to the honour or reputation of the author or director
(…)’. Whether treatment is ‘prejudicial to the honour or reputation of the author’
is decided by a test of objective reasonableness,35 and it is not enough that the

34
35

Strömholm, ‘Scandinavian Viewpoint’ (n 6) 240.
Tidy v Trustees of the Natural History Museum EIPR D-81 [1996].
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author him or herself is of this opinion.36 This places the threshold for holding a
violation of the right of integrity higher than that of Canada, as shown below. It
is submitted that when defining treatment in section 80(2)(a), the UK Parliament
did not properly account for the wording of Article 6bis of the Berne Convention,
and defined ‘treatment’ in a too narrow sense.
It will be remembered that Article 6bis(1) contains the phrase ‘or other
derogatory action in relation to the work’ in its description of the right of integrity.
This was clearly done to include actions that do not fit the narrow definition of
physically altering the copyrighted work, but which may be just as damaging or
objectionable. Any such action will fall outside the scope of the CDPA right of
integrity.37 In this respect, the UK falls short of its obligations under the Berne
Convention, and the protections the UK provides are open to criticism on this
ground.
Canada
The Canadian right of integrity is similar in content to the UK right, with sections
14 and 28 of the Copyright Act of Canada 1921 giving authors the right to object
to distortion, mutilation or other modification of the work that is ‘prejudicial to
the author’s honour or reputation’. It is worth noting here that the ‘honour or
reputation’ requirement is similarly worded in UK and Canadian law, but
interpreted somewhat differently, as Canadian law applies a test mixing subjective
and objective criteria, whereas UK law subjects the same requirement to a purely
objective test.38 This lowers the evidentiary burden somewhat for the author, and
correspondingly strengthens the protection given to authors under the right.
However, it does not make the Canadian integrity right entirely different from its
UK counterpart.
As in UK law, recontextualisation is not protected under Canadian law, as
section 28.2(3) of the Copyright Act 1921 provides for several actions which do
not constitute an infringement. This includes common recontextualisations such
as changing the location of the work and the physical means for displaying it. The
likely result of this is that recontextualisation in most cases would not be covered
under Canadian law, despite Article 6bis, in the author’s opinion, providing for

Pasterfield v Denham [1999] FSR 168.
Dworkin (n 16) 249-250.
38 cf Snow v The Eaton Centre 1982, 70 CPR 105 with Pasterfield v Denham [1999] FSR 168.
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just that. Once again, a review of civil law jurisdictions is required to find stronger
protection of moral rights.
The Nordic countries
The definition of the right of integrity in Nordic jurisdictions, as in s 3 NCA,39
differs from the Canadian and UK approach. An action is only an infringement
of the right if it is prejudicial to the author’s literary, scientific or artistic reputation
or individuality, meaning that (1) the infringing action need not be derogatory,
defamatory or the like;40 and (2) that because of the individuality requirement, the
infringement can include acts which constitute ‘improvements’ on the work in
question.41 Note that this is assessed objectively.42 This right of integrity is, prima
facie, considerably more generous towards authors than its UK or Canadian
counterparts, but what does this mean with regards to recontextualisation of
works?
Plainly, recontextualisation of a work, where this is prejudicial to the
author’s reputation or individuality, is an infringement of his or her right of
integrity. Two Swedish cases from the Stockholm Courts showcase the Nordic
approach. In the first case, the Court held that the inclusion of a religious song in
a film scene showing an intimate couple was an infringement of the author’s right,
as it impinged upon his artistic individuality.43 The second case regarded the
exhibiting of the claimant’s artwork next to highly pornographic photographs,
which was held by the Stockholm District Court to amount to a context that
prejudiced the author’s reputation or individuality.44 While the test for
determining whether the author’s reputation or individuality has been infringed is
objective, it is noteworthy that the Stockholm courts have, in the above cases,
taken an approach where the author’s subjective interpretation of the
infringement has been accorded some weight.
Upon analysis of the above material, the conclusion on recontextualisation
must be that the Nordic approach, here represented by the Swedish interpretation
in case law, offers a more substantial level of protection for authors. This
See Norwegian Copyright Act 1961.
Strömholm, ‘Scandanavian Viewpoint’ (n 6) 240.
41 ibid 241.
42 ibid 243.
43 NIR 1971 s 219.
44 NIR 1974 s 187.
39
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protection of the spirit, in addition to the form of the work, can rightly be
described as a more whole-hearted incorporation of the Berne Convention’s
Article 6bis.
CONCLUSION
As noted at the outset of this paper, the incorporation of international obligations
into domestic law is not without its troubles, be they conceptual, practical or
merely political in nature. The UK’s incorporation of the Berne Convention’s
Article 6bis in the CDPA has certainly demonstrated this in several ways, both as
regards waiver of moral rights and the narrow interpretation given to the right of
integrity under the CDPA. The common theme, manifest throughout the
comparison, is the tendency of civil law jurisdictions to provide more generous
versions of the same moral rights, and for Canada to situate itself in between these
two extremes. This is not surprising, given the philosophical history of moral
rights, but it is interesting given the fact that the UK has a strong international
obligation to provide moral rights protection to nationals of Berne member states.
The above analysis demonstrates that the UK is currently not fulfilling these
obligations to the best of its ability. In the words of McCartney, the rights
provided for are ‘(…) well below the Berne Convention standard’.45
The results of our comparison perpetuate the prevailing view among legal
scholars, namely that the copyright systems are hesitant to provide full protection
of rights that they perceive to be foreign and alien. This is reinforced by the fact
that the UK, Canada and the Nordic countries appear to be a sliding scale from
the lowest to the highest level of protection. Evidently, the hybrid system of
Canada makes the process of adapting to droit d’auteurs rules easier.
The hesitancy demonstrated by the UK legislature when enacting the
CDPA created sub-standard rights that are not in compliance with Article 6bis,
and that in order to correct this, any hesitancy must be done away with. In
proposing a lex ferenda for the UK to aspire to, the author would look to the droit
d’auteurs systems of continental Europe – simply because, when incorporating droit
d’auteurs rights into a copyright system, the right path to upholding international
obligations under the Berne Convention is taking an interpretative cue from the
conceptual experts.
45

McCartney (n 21) 245.
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Migrant and Refugee Border Deaths: Defining A Human
Rights Framework
Stefanie Grant*

Dear Editor,
Each year, thousands of migrants and refugees lose their lives or are missing at
international borders:1 those crossing the Mediterranean, those lost in the Sahara,
those dying from thirst in the Chihuahuan and Sonoran deserts between Mexico
and the US, or the Rohingya in flight from Myanmar.2 They are casualties of
dangerous journeys, extreme weather, unseaworthy boats, and unscrupulous
smugglers. They are also an ‘unintended consequence’3 of migration policies to
control borders, and criminalise irregular movement. The names of most of the
missing and dead are not known, their families are not traced, and where bodies
are found, many are buried in unmarked graves. Relatives, often in other countries
and continents, do not know if a missing family member – a parent, spouse,
brother, sister or child – is alive or dead. These deaths are an exception to the
general humanitarian rule that the dead ought to be recorded, identified, and
buried with respect, and that their families are entitled to know the fate of the

Visiting Senior Fellow, LSE Human Rights, The London School of Economics and
Political Science.
1 Estimates suggest that at least 46,000 migrants and refugees died since 2000, with actual
figures certainly much higher. Many more are missing. See International Organization for
Migration, ‘Latest Global Figures’ <https://missingmigrants.iom.int/latest-globalfigures> accessed 9 February 2018.
2 International Organization for Migration, Fatal Journeys: Tracking Lives Lost during Migration
(Vol 1, IOM 2014); International Organization for Migration, Fatal Journeys: Identification
and Tracking of Dead and Missing Migrants (Vol 2, IOM 2016); International Organization
for Migration, Fatal Journeys: Improving Data on Missing Migrants (Vol 3, IOM 2017).
3 International Committee of the Red Cross, Missing Migrants and their Families: The ICRC’s
Recommendations to Policy Makers (ICRC 2017).
*
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missing.4 It has been unclear how international legal principles ought to be applied
to these tragedies.
I therefore organised a consultation at LSE’s Human Rights Centre in
April 2016. It reviewed issues arising in the application of international human
rights law to migrant border deaths – the first review of its kind – and was a
collaboration between human rights lawyers and the Last Rights Project.5 A small
group then drafted a Legal Statement and Commentary6 (‘the Statement’) that
identifies the core obligations of states to investigate deaths, identify the dead,
assist families in finding out the fate of their missing relatives, and provide special
protection to children [See Appendix A]. The Statement focuses on Europe, but
its scope is global.
The Statement reviews relevant provisions of international law –
including humanitarian law, human rights law, maritime law, and criminal law. It
sets out a state’s obligation to respect the right to life of everyone within its
territory and subject to its jurisdiction, noting that human rights responsibilities
towards the body of a dead person arise where the body is found within the
territory of the State – whether this is on land or at sea. In the context of deaths
at sea borders, the duty arises where, inter alia: a person dies in a State’s territorial
seas and/or their body is washed ashore; a person is ‘missing’ within a State’s
territorial seas; a State retrieves bodies from the sea, including in international
waters. These duties are preventive, procedural, and substantive in nature. Such
duties are complementary to, and inform, the rights and obligations concerning
dead persons and their families set out in any applicable national legislation.

Stefanie Grant, ‘Recording and Identifying European Frontier Deaths’ (2011) 13 EJML
135, 156. See also Mediterranean Missing: Understanding Needs of Families and
Obligations of Authorities <http://www.mediterraneanmissing.eu/data/> accessed 23
February 2018.
5 Catriona Jarvis, ‘Last Rights: Cross-border Deaths – Towards a New Framework’ (2017)
31 JIANL 131, 150. Stefanie Grant ‘Cross-Border Deaths on the Journey to Europe: towards a
legal framework’: short report of legal consultation, 14 April 2016.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByFv9rzlqJaBcVMtQ1lfa1FmdnpORFBVSGlheDdJ
ZXBSdkMw/view accessed 3 March 2018.
6 Last Rights project, ‘The dead, the missing and the bereaved at Europe’s international
borders: proposal for a statement of the international legal obligations of States’.
(September 2017). See Appendix A below.
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The Statement identifies twelve core State obligations:
to search for all missing persons at sea;
to collect the bodies of the dead;
to respect the bodies of the dead;
to preserve personal effects of the dead and restore them to next of kin;
to take all reasonable steps to identify the deceased and determine the
cause of death;
to issue a death certificate;
to locate and notify relatives of the dead and missing;
to facilitate the return of the remains of the dead to next-of-kin, on
request;
to otherwise dispose of remains in a dignified and respectful manner,
appropriate to religious and cultural traditions of the person and taking
into account the wishes of the next of kin;
to record the location of burial and to respect and maintain gravesites;
to treat citizens and non-citizens equally in these actions; and
to provide special protection for children.
The Legal Commentary draws on treaty law and case law from
international courts. It notes that most of these core obligations are derived from
the right to life. As the European Court of Human Rights (‘ECtHR’) has
repeatedly affirmed, the right to life, contained in Article 2 of the European
Convention on Human Rights (‘ECHR’), requires States not only to refrain from
the intentional and unlawful taking of life, but also to take appropriate steps to
safeguard the lives of those within their jurisdiction. The ECtHR has made it
unambiguously clear that Article 2 ECHR also contains a procedural obligation:
in circumstances where there has been a killing or a suspicious death, the State
Party must conduct an effective official investigation. The procedural obligation
to investigate also exists when an individual has gone missing in life-threatening
circumstances, and is not confined to cases involving State agents. The obligation
to conduct an effective investigation, including identifying the dead and
determining the cause of death, does not end at a border. States must take all
necessary and available steps to secure relevant evidence, including from other
States. This obligation is particularly relevant in the context of migrant deaths, the
vast majority of which have transboundary implications.
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The Statement refers to case law stressing the importance of an effective
investigation in establishing the truth – not only for the families of victims, but
also for the general public who have the right to know what transpired.
It notes that the obligation to locate and notify the relatives of the dead
and missing derives from the procedural obligation to ensure that the victim’s
relatives are not excluded from the investigation into the death or disappearance.
The obligation to involve the next-of-kin to the extent necessary to safeguard his
or her legitimate interests is a condition that the ECtHR has reaffirmed in
numerous cases.7 ‘It follows that locating and notifying the relatives of the dead
and missing who are in the State’s jurisdiction is a necessary pre-condition to
satisfying the criteria of an effective official investigation.’8
Furthermore, the Statement underscores a child’s right to special
protection: the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child requires
States to ‘recognize that every child has the inherent right to life’, to ‘ensure to the
maximum extent possible the survival and development of the child’,9 and make
the best interests of the child ‘a primary consideration’ in all actions concerning
children.10 States are under an additional duty to preserve a child’s identity,
‘including nationality, name and family relations’.11 This would encompass giving
priority to tracing missing parents and other relatives, where eg a child was
travelling or living with a relative other than a parent, and to identification of the
dead.
I hope that the Statement will encourage State action to trace the missing
and identify the dead, and will also stimulate work by lawyers on issues such as
the rights of the dead; duties to relatives of the dead who are in another country;
the scope of a duty of international cooperation in assisting in investigation; and
safeguards to prevent personal data provided by families only for the purpose of
tracing missing relatives being used for border control and enforcement.

Paul and Audrey Edwards v UK App no 46477/99 (ECtHR, 14 March 2002) [73]; Ahmet
Özkan and Others v Turkey, App no 21689/93 (ECtHR, 6 April 2004) [311]-[314]; Isayeva
v Russia App no 57950/00 (ECtHR, 24 February 2005) [211]-[214].
8 See Appendix A, Legal Commentary, Obligation 7.
9 Convention on the Rights of the Child (adopted 20 November 1989, entered into force
2 September 1990) 1577 UNTS 3, art 6.
10 ibid art 3(1).
11 ibid art 8.
7
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The Statement was cited extensively in a UN expert report to the 2017
General Assembly on the Unlawful Death of Refugees and Migrants. The report
concluded that this great ‘untold’ tragedy ‘triggers the responsibility of States to
provide dignity and accountability in death’.12
The Statement should now inform UN Member States’ negotiations for
the Global Compact on Migration13 – an initial draft proposes an ‘actionable
commitment’ by States to prevent migrant deaths, identify the dead and missing,
and assist families (Objective 8).14 It does so, however, without identifying the
underlying legal principles. If this commitment survives the negotiations, and let
us hope it does, it will serve as important precedent for States’ acceptance that
they carry a common humanitarian responsibility when migrants die at their
borders.
International Guiding Principles to provide more detailed assistance to
States and civil society are now being drafted by the Last Rights Project.15
Yours,
Stefanie Grant
Visiting Senior Fellow
LSE Human Rights

UNGA ‘Unlawful Death of Refugees and Migrants’ (15 August 2017) UN Doc
A/72/335 [65].
13 Global Compact for Migration, ‘Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular
Migration’ (5 February 2018)
<http://refugeesmigrants.un.org/sites/default/files/180205_gcm_zero_draft_final.pd
f> accessed 6 February 2018.
14 ibid, which states ‘We commit to saving lives and preventing migrant deaths through
joint search and rescue operations’. Objective 8 goes on to read: ‘We further commit to
identify those who have died or gone missing, and to facilitate communication with their
families (…) Instrumental actions [include] Collect, centralize and systematize data
regarding corpses and ensure traceability after burial, in accordance with internationally
accepted forensic standards, and establish coordination channels at transnational level
to facilitate immediate or future identification and the provision of information to
families.’
15 See the Last Rights Project <http://lastrights.net> accessed 8 February 2018.
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APPENDIX A [draft statement]
Last Rights1
The Dead, the Missing and the Bereaved at Europe’s
International Borders2
Proposal for a Statement
of the International legal obligations of States
September 2017
Large numbers of refugees and migrants die or go missing at international land and sea borders. 3
The names of most of the missing and dead are not known; their families have not been traced;
where bodies have been found, they are often buried in unmarked graves. Families do not know if
a missing relative – a parent, spouse, brother, sister or child – is alive or dead. This statement seeks
to clarify the steps states should take to search for the missing, investigate the deaths, identify
those who die, provide a decent burial for the dead [whether or not they have been identified],
and trace their families, including their children.
In the legitimate exercise of their fundamental right to seek and enjoy asylum from persecution,
enshrined in article 14 of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and in their search for
a place to live where they may enjoy a minimum level of safety and security, and economic, social
and cultural rights, thousands of children, women and men die every year in their efforts to enter
Europe irregularly. Most of these deaths are by drowning in the Mediterranean Sea.
There is a substantial body of legal principles and rules in both customary and treaty law that
applies to the treatment of the dead in the context of armed conflict. These principles and rules
derive from what the Hague Conventions call ‘the usages established among civilized peoples, from
the laws of humanity, and the dictates of the public conscience’4 and what the International Court
of Justice referred to as ‘elementary considerations of humanity, even more exacting in peace than
in war’.5 But while international law addresses the treatment of the dead and next of kin in armed
lastrights.net. The Last Rights Project would welcome comments on the Draft Statement.
The Last Rights Project thanks Dr Louise Arimatsu; Professor Susan Breau and Professor William Schabas for
their generous advice and assistance.
3 Estimates suggest that more than 46,000 migrants and refugees have died since 2000 in different regions of the
world; the actual figures are certainly much higher. Many more are missing. In 2016, over 5,000 deaths were
recorded on journeys to Europe. IOM (2017), “Latest Global Figures 2014-2017”, Missing Migrants Project,
International Organisation for Migration, http://missingmigrants.iom.int/latest-global-figures; accessed 15
March 2017.
4 Convention (IV) Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land and Its Annex: Regulations Concerning the
Laws and Customs of War on Land (1907 Hague Convention IV), signed 18 October 1907, entered into force 26
January 2010, 187 CTS 227, Preamble.
5 Corfu Channel Case (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland v. Albania), Merits, International
Court of Justice (ICJ), Judgment of 9 April 1949, I.C.J. Reports 1949, p.22.
1
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conflict, the obligations on states in respect of persons who die outside the context of an armed
conflict have received less attention.
This statement is intended to address that issue. It draws upon international human rights law,
international humanitarian law, international criminal law and international maritime law. It is
premised on the principle that until there is a more adequate codification of the law applicable to
their human rights obligations with respect to the dead and missing, States remain bound by treaty
obligations including the duty to respect human dignity.
The law of armed conflict, also known as international humanitarian law establishes important
principles applicable to the dead and missing in armed conflict. These principles are, in turn, rooted
in fundamental human values that are not confined by or limited to notions of reciprocal treatment
by parties to a conflict as is the case in international humanitarian law. For this reason, the content
of principles that have been adopted by international humanitarian law from that earlier system
of fundamental human values, may be regarded as lending themselves to transposition to
peacetime contexts.
It should be stressed that the principles proposed in this document flow from fundamental
international human rights law. To the extent that reference is also made to international
humanitarian law, this is mainly because that body of law has developed useful formulations and
terminology with respect to the treatment of the dead and missing.
The requirement that the dead be treated with respect and dignity existed as a fundamental
human value long before there were any attempts to identify and codify international law. In
Antigone, Sophocles treats the importance of burial as a principle incapable of being overridden by
government. Homer condemns Achilles’ disrespect for the body of the opponent whose life he has
just taken. Similar principles are found in the customs, traditions and literature of all peoples.
The general obligations imposed by international humanitarian law, as a result of both custom and
treaty, have been summarized by the International Committee of the Red Cross:
•

•
•

•
•

6
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Whenever circumstances permit, and particularly after an engagement, each party to
the conflict must, without delay, take all possible measures to search for, collect and
evacuate the dead without adverse distinction.
Each party to the conflict must take all possible measures to prevent the dead from
being despoiled. Mutilation of dead bodies is prohibited.
Parties to the conflict must endeavour to facilitate the return of the remains of the
deceased upon request of the party to which they belong or upon the request of their
next of kin. They must return their personal effects to them.
The dead must be disposed of in a respectful manner and their graves respected and
properly maintained.
With a view to the identification of the dead, each party to the conflict must record all
available information prior to disposal and mark the location of the graves.6

These principles are set out together with detailed commentary and sources in: J.-M. Henckaerts and L.
Doswald-Beck (2005, reprint 2009), Customary International Humanitarian Law, Vol. I, Rules, International
Committee of the Red Cross, Cambridge: ICRC and Cambridge University Press, pp. 406-420. See also : Gavshon
D.(2015), ‘The Dead’, in Clapham A., Gaeta P., Sassòli M. (eds.), The 1949 Geneva Conventions: A Commentary,
Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University Press, pp 277-296; International Committee of the Red Cross (2009),
‘Guiding Principles/Model Law on the Missing’, Geneva, Switzerland: ICRC publication,
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Human dignity lies at the core of all international human rights law. The applicable declarations
and treaties do not, as a general rule, set out any detailed principles with respect to the treatment
of the dead. To some extent, this has been addressed in the case law of international human rights
courts and tribunals.7 Specific rights with relevance in this area include the right to life, the
prohibition of cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, the right to equality, the right to family
life, and the prohibition of discrimination, the right to property, and the right to legal personality.
Special attention is directed to the protection of children, in accordance with the priorities
established by international human rights law.
These international obligations are complementary to, and inform, the rights and obligations
concerning dead persons and their families set out in applicable national legislation.
The human rights responsibilities of States towards the body of a dead person arise when the body
is found within the territory of the State, including its territorial sea. Obligations also arise when
there are reasonable grounds to believe that the body of a dead person is within the territory of
the State, even if it has not yet been found. Obligations also exist with respect to the family and
next-of-kin of the dead person, including some to those who may reside outside the territory of
the State.
Similar obligations arise when State authorities find bodies in international waters. The fact of
finding the body is tantamount to bringing it within the control of the State; from this, legal
obligations towards the dead person and the family or next-of-kin may also arise.
This is an area where more elaborate legal codification is desirable. The rights of persons fleeing
war and persecution and the protection of those whose lives are at risk are matters of international
concern and responsibility, that should not fall exclusively to coastal States in the affected regions.
That these matters remain to be properly addressed does not however reduce or mitigate the
humanitarian and human rights duties of those States whose involvement is direct and immediate.
These core international legal obligations, many of which are subject to a requirement that
reasonable means be exercised, may be summarized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

To search for all missing persons;
To collect the bodies of the dead;
To respect the bodies of the dead;
To preserve any personal effects of the dead, and to restore them to the next of kin;
To take all reasonable steps to identify the deceased and to determine the cause of
death;
To issue a death certificate;
To make every effort is locate and notify the relatives of the dead and missing;
To facilitate return of the remains of the dead to their relatives if possible;
Where the remains are not returned to the next-of-kin, they should be disposed of in

https://www.icrc.org/en/document/guiding-principles-model-law-missing-model-law : accessed 15 March
2017.
7 Notably with respect to victims of enforced disappearance, by bodies like the UN Working Group on Enforced
or Involuntary Disappearances established by Commission on Human Rights res. 20 (XXXVI) of 29 February 1980
(Res.20 XXXVI, 29 February 1980, Commission on Human Rights, Report, 36th Session, ESCOR, 1980, Suppl. No
3, Chapter XXVIA) and the Committee on Enforced Disappearances established by the International Convention
for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, (adopted 20 December 2006, entered into force
23 December 2010, 2716 (United Nations Treaty Series (UNTS) 3), Art 26.
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a dignified and respectful manner, appropriate to the religious and cultural traditions
of the person and bearing in mind the wishes of the next of kin;
10. To record the location of burial and to respect and maintain gravesites.
11. To treat citizens and non-citizens equally in all these actions.
12. To provide special protection for children
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Core Obligations: Legal Commentary
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

To search for all missing persons at sea
To collect the bodies of the dead
To respect the bodies of the dead
To preserve personal effects of the dead and restore them to next of kin
To take all reasonable steps to identify the deceased and determine the cause of death
To issue a death certificate
To locate and notify relatives of the dead and missing
To facilitate the return of the remains of the dead to next-of-kin, on request
To otherwise dispose of remains in a dignified and respectful manner, appropriate to
religious and cultural traditions of the person and taking into account the wishes of the
next-of-kin
10. To record the location of burial and to respect and maintain gravesites
11. To treat citizens and non-citizens equally in these actions
12. To provide special protection for children
Introduction
This Commentary is intended to identify the legal basis of the twelve core obligations which have
been identified and to explain the normative content of each. The Last Rights Project has an
international focus. The Legal Statement and this Commentary spring from a collaboration
between the Last Rights Project and some of those who participated in the meeting of experts in
April 2016.8 That meeting considered in large part the European regional sphere and therefore
much of the case law cited in support is from the European Court of Human Rights (“ECtHR”).
This Commentary should not be interpreted as representing an exhaustive study on the relevant
international and regional norms that apply to the member states of the Council of Europe. Thus,
in addition to the European Convention on Human Rights (“ECHR”), other international human
rights instruments which apply and provide important protections are occasionally referenced
including, for example, the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ("ICCPR"), the
1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Discrimination Against Women (“CEDAW”) and the
1989United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (“CRC”). Most states within the region
will also be bound by other pertinent treaty obligations including the 2000 UN Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime and the Protocols thereto,9 the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of
the Sea and the 1951 UN Convention relating to the Status of Refugees. In addition to these
instruments, which give rise to specific treaty obligations, States are concurrently bound by
customary international law obligations. This Commentary does not seek to suggest that the twelve
obligations identified are binding on all States by virtue of their customary international law status.
Finally, where a state is a party to an existing armed conflict, international humanitarian law
obligations will also apply as a matter of treaty and/or customary international law.
Of the twelve core obligations identified, most are derived from the right to life (Article 2 ECHR)
and are based on the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (‘ECtHR’). As the ECtHR
has repeatedly affirmed, Article 2 requires States not only to refrain from the intentional and

8
9

http://lastrights.net/links-docs/4592887361.
For the purpose of this study, the two relevant protocols to the convention are: the Protocol to Prevent,
Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (adopted 15 November 2000,
entered into force 25 December 2003, 2237 UNTS 319) and the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by
Land, Sea and Air (adopted 15 November 2000, entered into force 28 January 2004, 2241 UNTS 507).
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unlawful taking of life but also to take appropriate steps to safeguard the lives of those within their
jurisdiction. This positive obligation to protect requires States to put in place effective criminal law
provisions backed up by law enforcement machinery. Through its case-law, the ECtHR has made it
unambiguously clear that Article 2 also contains a procedural obligation: in circumstances where
there has been a killing or a suspicious death States must conduct an effective official
investigation.10 The ECtHR has additionally stated that the procedural obligation to provide some
form of effective official investigation also exists when an individual has gone missing in lifethreatening circumstances, and is not confined to cases involving State agents.11
The obligation to investigate is inter-linked with the obligation to respect and protect the rights of
family members, next-of-kin and loved ones of the victim, who are in agony and distress as a
consequence of the death or disappearance in situations where the actions of states or serious
state failure is involved The failure on the part of the state to investigate a suspicious death or a
disappearance may accordingly give rise to a violation of the prohibition on inhuman and degrading
treatment in respect of those family members [ECHR Article.3].12 The ECtHR has found violations
where the state’s actions passed a ‘minimum level of severity’, inflicting moral pain and mental
suffering on the relatives.13 More broadly, the Court has stressed the importance of an effective
investigation in establishing the truth – not only for the families of victims, but also for other
victims, as well as for the general public who have the right to know what transpired.14
1. To search for all missing persons at sea15
The obligation to search for missing persons at sea derives from international maritime law
complemented by international human rights law and specifically from the right to life.
The duty of a shipmaster to rescue those in distress on the high seas is a long established customary
international norm which is codified pursuant to Article 98 of the United Nations Convention on
the Law of the Sea.16 The obligations set forth in Article 98 are expanded in two international legal

McCann and Others v. the United Kingdom, European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), no. 18984/91, 27
September 1995, Series A no. 324; Osman v. the United Kingdom, ECtHR, no 87/1997/871/1083, 28 October
1998, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1998-VIII. On the search for missing persons, see particularly: Cyprus
v. Turkey, ECtHR [Grand Chamber (GC)], no. 25781/94, 10 May 2001, ECHR 2001-IV; Varnava and Others v.
Turkey, ECtHR [GC], nos. 16064/90, 16065/90, 16066/90, 16068/90, 16069/90, 16070/90, 16071/90, 16072/90
and 16073/90, 18 September 2009, ECHR 2009; Aslakhanova and Others v. Russia, ECtHR, nos. 2944/06,
8300/07, 50184/07, 332/08 and 42509/10, 18 December 2012.
11 Varnava and Others v Turkey [GC], supra fn. 10, para 136; Osmanoğlu v Turkey, ECtHR, no. 48804/99, 24
January 2008, para 87.
12 Cyprus v. Turkey, [GC], supra fn. 10; Orhan v. Turkey, ECtHR, no. 25656/94, 18 June 2002; Varnava and Others
v. Turkey, [GC], supra fn.10; Er and Others v. Turkey, ECtHR, no. 23016/04, 31 July 2012; Meryem Çelik and
Others v. Turkey, ECtHR, no. 3598/03, 16 April 2013; Pitsayeva and Others v. Russia, ECtHR, nos. 53036/08,
61785/08, 8594/09, 24708/09, 30327/09, 36965/09, 61258/09, 63608/09, 67322/09, 4334/10, 4345/10,
11873/10, 25515/10, 30592/10, 32797/10, 33944/10, 36141/10, 52446/10, 62244/10 and 66420/10, 9 January
2014.
13 ‘Whether a family member is a victim of an Article 3 violation will depend on the existence of special factors
which give the suffering … a dimension and character distinct from the emotional distress which may be
considered as inevitably caused to relatives of a victim of a serious human rights violation.’. Çakıcı v Turkey,
ECtHR [GC], no 23657/94, 8 July 1999, ECHR 1999-IV, para. 98.
14 El-Masri v. the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, ECtHR [GC], no. 39630/09, 13 December 2012, ECHR
2012, para 191.
15 The Last Rights Project is grateful for the advice of the International Maritime Organisation.
16 States have an obligation to ‘require the master of a ship flying its flag. . . . to render assistance to any person
found at sea in danger of being lost insofar as he can do so without serious danger to the ship, the crew or the
10
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instruments: the 1974 International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea [‘SOLAS’] and the 1979
International Convention on Search and Rescue (“SAR”). These two instruments strengthen the
duty to render assistance by clarifying that the obligation is to be fulfilled without consideration of
the nationality, status or circumstances of the persons in distress and by elaborating on the
operational details regarding the establishment by coastal States of search and rescue services.
If the ship receiving the distress alert is unable or, in the special circumstances of the case,
considers it unreasonable or unnecessary to proceed to their assistance, the master must enter in
the log-book the reason for failing to proceed to the assistance of the persons in distress, taking
into account the recommendation of the international maritime organization to inform the
appropriate search and rescue service accordingly.
However, coastal States are under a legal obligation to coordinate such search and rescue
operations to ensure that lives are not lost at sea, not least if the state is put on alert, or should
have known, that persons were in distress. In 2006 amendments to SOLAS and SAR Conventions
entered into force, complementing the obligation of the master to render assistance to persons in
distress at sea by corresponding obligations of Contracting Governments to coordinate and
cooperate in relieving the master of the responsibility to provide follow up care of survivors and to
deliver persons retrieved at sea to a place of safety”.17
The obligation to search for all persons missing within a State’s territorial waters also derives from
international humanitarian law [Additional Protocol I Article 33], and also from international
human rights law: ECHR Article 2 provides that:
“everyone’s right to life shall be protected by law. No one shall be deprived of his life
intentionally save in the execution of a sentence of a court following his conviction of a crime for
which this penalty is provided by law.”
The ECtHR has repeatedly interpreted this obligation as one that not only requires States to refrain
from the intentional and unlawful taking of life but also to take appropriate steps to safeguard the
lives of those within its jurisdiction.18 This obligation requires the state to secure the right to life by
putting in place effective criminal law provisions to deter the commission of offences against the
person backed up by law enforcement machinery for the prevention, suppression and punishment
of breaches of such provisions. It also implies a positive obligation on the authorities to take
preventive operational measures to protect an individual whose life is at risk from the criminal acts
of another individual. However, as the Court has emphasized, the scope of any positive obligation
must be interpreted in a way which does not impose an impossible or disproportionate burden on
the authorities given the priorities – and resources that are at the disposal – of the state. It follows
that while not every risk to life can entail an obligation to take operational measures to prevent
that risk from materializing, if the authorities know or ought to have known at the time of the
existence of a real and immediate risk to the life of an identified individual from the criminal acts
of a third party and they failed to take measures within the scope of their powers which, judged

passengers’. UN Convention on the Law of the Sea [‘UNCLOS’], signed 10 December 1982, entered into force
16 November 1994, 1833 UNTS 3, Art. 98(1) (emphasis added).
17 http://www.imo.org/en/KnowledgeCentre/IndexofIMOResolutions/Maritime-Safety-Committee(MSC)/Documents/MSC.155(78).pdf;
http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Facilitation/personsrescued/Documents/Resolution%20MSC.153(78)MSC%2078.pdf
18 LCB v the UK, ECtHR, no 23413/94, 9 June 1998, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1998-III
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reasonably, might have been expect to avoid that risk, the state will have failed to meet its positive
obligations to protect life. 19
It is common knowledge that traffickers and smugglers are placing the lives of those crossing the
Mediterranean at enormous risk by providing them with vessels that are not sea-worthy or by
transporting them under conditions that place their lives at high risk. This does not mean that
states are under an obligation to take operational measures to protect those whose life is at risk
from the criminal acts of another from materialising in all situations.20 However, once a State is
alerted to a particular situation where the lives of those at sea are at real and immediate risk, the
authorities are under an obligation to take all reasonable measures within their territorial seas to
protect those persons by undertaking search and rescue operations, since not to do so will
constitute a violation of their Article 2 obligation.
The obligation on states to protect life is recognized in other international human rights
instruments including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 3), the ICCPR (Article 6)
and the CRC (Article 6).
To the extent that a large proportion of those crossing the Mediterranean are likely to be victims
of trafficking or smuggling, it should be noted that the specific protection obligations as set forth
in the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children and the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air are of relevance
to States Parties.21
The failure on the part of the State to take reasonable measures to search for the missing at sea in
circumstances where the authorities knew or ought to have known that lives were at real and
immediate risk may also give rise to a violation of Article 3 of the ECHR in respect of surviving
families.22
The specific international humanitarian law norms concerning the missing and dead provide
further important insights insofar as the ‘rights-holders’ are concerned. The text of the relevant
treaties together with the accompanying commentaries make it clear that the obligation to search
for the missing and the dead is founded primarily, albeit not exclusively, on a duty towards the
families rather than on the protection of the missing and dead per se. For example, Article 32 of
Additional Protocol I, which sets forth the general principle applicable to the specific rules
pertaining to the ‘Missing and Dead Persons’, provides that:
“[i]n the implementation of this Section, the activities of the High Contracting Parties, of
the Parties to the conflict and of the international humanitarian organizations mentioned in the
Conventions and this Protocol shall be prompted mainly by the right of families to know the fate of
their relatives”.

Osman v UK, supra fn.10; Medova v Russia, ECtHR, no. 25385/04, 15 January 2009; Opuz v Turkey, ECtHR, no.
33401/02, 9 June 2009, ECHR 2009.
20 Medova v Russia, supra fn.17; Opuz v Turkey, supra fn.10; Rantsev v Cyprus and Russia, no. 25965/04, 7 January
2010, ECHR 2010, para 219.
21 See Article 2 in both Protocols, supra fn.9
22 Article 3, ECHR provides that “No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment”. In some situations, a violation of the procedural obligation pursuant to Article 2 can give rise to
a violation of the substantive obligation set forth in Article 3.
19
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It should be recalled that the ‘right to know’ under international humanitarian law is the basis upon
which the normative development of the ‘right to know the truth’ has evolved in international
human rights law (see Commentary to Obligation 5).
That these obligations apply as a matter of international treaty law should not raise any
jurisdictional difficulties to the extent that the body is found or believed to be on the territory of
the State concerned, including its territorial sea. The duty to search for missing persons should also
extend to waters beyond a State’s territorial sea. As stated above (Obligation 1, page 3), the SAR
regime does not require that coastal states actually conduct search and rescue operations for every
vessel in distress in the respective SAR zone. However, States are under a legal obligation to
coordinate such operations to ensure that lives are not lost at sea, not least if the state is put on
alert, or should have known, that persons were in distress.
Especially within enclosed or semi-enclosed seas, of which the Mediterranean Sea is an example,
international law also recognizes a variety of rights and responsibilities of States with a direct
interest in the sea as a whole or to important parts of it that may go beyond the strict limits of their
territory, for example in the exploitation of maritime resources and protection of the
environment23. Humanitarian principles require that such States also assume duties with respect
to the dead and missing within the sea as a whole and especially in parts of it that are close to or
contiguous 24 to their territory, and where they exercise sovereign activities in one form or another.
2. To collect the bodies of the dead
In contrast to international humanitarian law, international human rights law contains no express
obligation on States to collect the bodies of the dead.25 Nevertheless, it is self-evident that
collecting the bodies of the dead is a condition sine qua non of respect for the other listed human
rights obligations including identification of the dead, investigating the cause of the death, return
of remains to the families and, in the event that this is not possible, providing for a decent burial.26
The failure by the authorities to arrange for the orderly collection of the dead will hamper the State
from complying fully with its positive procedural obligation under the right to life (Article 2 ECHR).
Likewise, the failure to collect the bodies of the dead in an orderly manner will likely constitute an
interference with the obligation to respect private and family life (Article 8, ECHR); and freedom of
religion (Article 9, ECHR) and may, in some circumstances, amount to a violation of the right of
families not to be subjected to inhuman and degrading treatment (Article 3, ECHR).
Nordquist M.H. (ed), Nandan S. N., Rosenne S., Grandy N.R. (vol. eds), (1995), United Nations Convention on
the Law of the Sea 1982: a commentary, Volume III, Center for Oceans Law and Policy, University of Virginia
School of Law, The Hague, The Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff , pp. 125, 343
24 See Article 33, UNCLOS.
25 Article 15, Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces
in the Field (Geneva Convention I), adopted 12 August 1949, entered into force 21 October 1950, 75 UNTS 31;
Article 18, Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked
Members of Armed Forces at Sea (Geneva Convention II), adopted 12 August 1949, entered into force 21
October 1950, 75 UNTS 85; Article 16, Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time
of War (Geneva Convention IV), adopted 12 August 1949, entered into force 21 October 1950, 75 UNTS 287.
The authoritative commentary to article 16 of Geneva Convention IV states: ‘Even human remains must be
collected with the utmost care. Apart from moral considerations, the interest of the next-of-kin of the deceased
demands that the legal consequences of disappearances without the issue of a death certificate should be
avoided as far as possible.’ Uhler O.M., Coursier H., Siordet F., Pilloud C., Boppe R., Wilhelm R.-J. and
Schoenholzer J.P. (1958), Commentary IV, Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in
Time of War, Geneva, Switzerland: International Committee of the Red Cross, p. 135
26 This reasoning is common to both international human rights law and international humanitarian law; see
Henckaerts J.M. and Doswald-Beck L., supra fn.6, ‘Commentary to Rule 112’, pp. 406-408
23
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As with international humanitarian law, the obligation to collect the dead in international human
rights law is an obligation of means: it would follow that States have a duty to take all reasonable
measures to collect the dead. This duty extends to permitting the collection of the dead by
humanitarian organizations. Consent to external assistance, including the collection of bodies, may
not be withheld arbitrarily.27
3. To respect the bodies of the dead
International human rights law instruments do not contain any express references to the
treatment of dead bodies. Nevertheless, in the vast majority of States the mutilation of a corpse is
a punishable offence under domestic legislation. Many different reasons have been advanced to
account for this including a widely shared belief across all cultures that the dead should be
respected. The obligation to respect a dead body is expressly set forth in some regional
instruments.28
The ECtHR has engaged with this issue on a number of occasions under Art. 8 and – most typically
– under Art. 3.
The Court has found that dealing appropriately with the dead out of respect for the feelings of the
deceased’s relatives can fall within the scope of Article 8.29 It has also found violations of Art. 3, in
the context of the intentional mutilation of dead bodies 30 The jurisprudence reveals that where
there has been ill-treatment of a corpse, the Court has chosen to find a violation not on the basis
of a right belonging to the dead but on the basis of a right that is held by the surviving relatives.31
In circumstances where a corpse has been deliberately mutilated (whether by State agents or third
parties) and the authorities display little or no interest in addressing the wrong-doing, a State can
be held responsible for violating Article 3. Moreover, where a body has been mutilated, a wholly
inadequate and inefficient response by the authorities (such as is demonstrated by a failure to offer
the minimum humanitarian assistance to the families) in circumstances where the authorities
ought reasonably to have offered that assistance, whether or not the death or mutilation was
attributable to the state), in the aftermath of the event that caused such mutilation, may also
constitute a breach of Article 3, where it can be shown that the required threshold has been met.32
Article 13, International Law Commission (2016), Draft Articles on the Protection of Persons in the Event of
Disaster, 68th session, UN Doc A/CN.4/L.871
28 For example, the Comment to Article 18 of the Additional Protocol on Transplantation of Organs and Tissues
of Human Origin (adopted 24 January 2002, entered into force 1 May 2006, Council of Europe, CETS no. 186)
states: “A dead body is not legally regarded as a person, but nonetheless should be treated with respect. This
article accordingly provides that during removal the human body must be treated with respect and after
removal the body should be restored as far as possible to its original appearance.”
29 Genner v Austria, ECtHR, no 55495/08, 12 January 2016, para 35, citing Hadri-Vionnet v. Switzerland, ECtHR,
no. 55525/00, 14 February 2008, para 15.
30 Akkum and Others v Turkey, ECtHR, no 21894/93 , 24 March 2005, ECHR 2005-II: anguish caused to applicant
as a result of the mutilation of the body of his son held to amount to degrading treatment contrary to Art. 3.
31 In Akpınar and Altun v Turkey, ECtHR, no. 56760/00, 27 February 2007 the Court rejected the applicability of
Article 3 in the context of disrespect for a dead body on the grounds that “the human quality is extinguished
on death and, therefore, the prohibition on ill-treatment is no longer applicable to corpses … despite the
cruelty of the acts concerned” para 82. On the other hand, Article 3 was applicable to the members of the
family of the deceased whose body had been mutilated in light of the “suffering caused to them as a result of
[the] mutilation [which] amounted to degrading treatment” para 86. But see also, partly dissenting opinion of
Judge Fura-Sandstrom who was of the opinion that “the duty imposed on the State authorities to respect an
individual’s human dignity, and to protect bodily integrity, cannot be deemed to end with the death of the
individual in question… Human dignity extends not only to the living but also to the dead…”
32 Benzer and others v Turkey, ECtHR, no 23502/06, 12 November 2013, paras. 208-213.
27
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It should also be noted that the need to treat dead bodies with respect would be a necessary
precondition to the effective investigation into the events leading to the violent death of a person,
as required pursuant to the procedural obligation under Article 2.
International humanitarian law has long protected the dead against being despoiled.33 That the
mutilation of a corpse can constitute the war crime of ‘outrages against personal dignity’ is
expressly recognized in the Elements of the Crimes to the statute of the International Criminal
Court.34 It is hardly surprising that States have deemed it necessary to expressly prohibit and
criminalize such conduct in the context of war when the mutilation of enemy corpses occurs all too
often.
4. To preserve any personal effects of the dead, and to restore them to the next of kin
The obligation to preserve any personal effects of the dead derives from the procedural obligation
to investigate under Article 2. State authorities must take whatever reasonable steps they can to
secure the evidence, including forensic evidence, to satisfy the obligation to conduct an effective
investigation (see Commentary to Obligation 5 below).35
In situations where the personal effects of a dead or missing person have been collected by the
authorities, those items should be returned to the next of kin once there is no legitimate reason
for their further retention.36 The retention of such property by the authorities, absent a legitimate
aim, may constitute a violation of the right to property pursuant article 1 of the first Additional
Protocol to the ECHR. This obligation also finds support in the human rights protection given to the
right to property, set out in Article 17 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
International humanitarian law expressly requires that States ‘facilitate the return of the remains
of the deceased and of personal effects to the home country…’.37
5. To take all reasonable steps to identify the deceased and to determine the cause of death
This obligation finds support in the case law of the ECtHR with respect to the procedural obligation
to investigate deaths associated with the right to life.38 The obligation to conduct an effective
Article 16, 1907 Hague Convention (X) (Hague Convention (X) for the Adaptation to Maritime Warfare of the
Principles of the Geneva Convention, signed 18 October 1907, entered into force 26 January 2010, 205 CTS
359). Articles 15 (1) Geneva Convention I; 18 (1) Geneva Convention II; 16 (2) Geneva Convention IV; Article
34, Additional Protocol I (Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to
the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts, signed 8 June 1977, entered into force 7 December
1978, 1125 UNTS 3); Article 8 (2) Additional Protocol II (Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12
August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts, adopted 8 June
1977, entered into force 7 December 1978, 1125 UNTS 609)
34 Assembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, ‘Elements of Crimes’, Report
of 1st session, New York, 3-10 September 2002, ICC-ASP/1/3, Art. 8(2)(b(xxi), p. 108.
35 Makaratzis v Greece, ECtHR [GC], no 50385/99, 20 December 2004, ECHR 2004-XI, para 74; Atiman v Turkey,
ECtHR, no 62279/09, 23 September 2014
36 Vasilescu v Romania, ECtHR, no 27053/95, 22 May 1998, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1998-III.
37 Article 34(2) of Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions, supra fn.31
38 Cyprus v. Turkey, ECtHR [GG], supra fn.10; McCann and Others v UK, ECtHR, no. 18984/91, 27 September 1995,
para 161; Kaya v Turkey, ECtHR, App No 22535/93, Judgment of 19 February 1998, Series A no. 324, para 86.
In addition to Article 2, the procedural obligation to investigate also attaches to Article 3, namely the
prohibition of inhuman and degrading treatment and to Article 4, the prohibition on slavery, servitude and
forced and compulsory labour which has been interpreted broadly by the Court to encompass trafficking in
persons (Siliadin v France, ECtHR, no. 73316/01, 26 October 2005, ECHR 2005-VII). The obligation to
investigate situations of potential trafficking is that much greater where there has been a death.
33
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official investigation pursuant to Article 2 arises where there is a killing or a death that occurs in
suspicious circumstances whether or not imputable to State agents.39 It should also be noted that
the Court has affirmed that the procedural obligation to provide some form of effective
investigation exists when an individual has gone missing in life-threatening circumstances; this
obligation is not confined to situations where it is apparent that the disappearance was caused by
State agents.40
The death does not have to have come about as a result of a use of force for the obligation to
apply.41 The purpose of such investigation is to secure the effective implementation of the
domestic laws which protect the right to life.42
Through its case law the ECtHR has elaborated on the criteria which must be met for the
investigation to satisfy international human rights standards. These include:
•
State initiative. The State authorities must take the initiative to investigate once the
matter has come to their attention and may not leave it to the next of kin to bring
proceedings.43
•
Independence. Those carrying out the investigation must be independent from those
implicated in the death. They must be institutionally independent, and must also
demonstrate their independence in practice.
•
Effectiveness. The investigation must be capable of leading to a determination of
whether the action taken by State officials was justified in the circumstances, to a
determination of the culpability of those responsible for the death. This is an obligation
of means rather than result, so that steps must be taken to secure all relevant evidence
in relation to the death.
•
Promptness. The investigation must take place promptly and must proceed with
reasonable expedition.
•
Transparency. The investigation must be open to public scrutiny to a degree sufficient
to provide accountability in the circumstances of the case.
•
Family Participation. The next of kin of the deceased must be involved in the inquiry to
the extent necessary to safeguard his or her legitimate interests.44 Where there is a real
possibility that a dead person was a refugee, and relatives remain in the state from
which he or she fled, their security should be a paramount consideration.
A State’s obligation to conduct an effective investigation, including identifying the dead and
determining the cause of death, does not end at its borders: states must take all necessary and
available steps to secure relevant evidence including from other states. This obligation is

Menson v UK (dec.), ECtHR, no. 47916/99, 6 May 2003, ECHR 2003-V; Kolevi v Bulgaria, ECtHR, no 1108/02, 5
November 2009, para 191; Rantsev v Cyprus and Russia, supra fn. 18
40 Varnava and others v Turkey, ECtHR [GC], supra fn. 10, para 136.
41 Calvelli and Ciglio v Italy, ECtHR [GC], no. 32967/96, 17 January 2002, ECHR 2002-I, para 48-50; Öneryıldız v.
Turkey, ECtHR [GC], no. 48939/99, 30 November 2004, ECHR 2004-XII, paras 70-74
42 Anguelova v Bulgaria, ECtHR, no 38361/97, 30 June 2002, ECHR 2002-IV, para 137; Jasinskis v Latvia, ECtHR,
no 45744/08, 21 December 2010, para 72
43 İlhan v Turkey, ECtHR [GC], no. 22277/93, 27 June 2000, ECHR 2000-VII, para 93; Ahmet Özkan and Others v
Turkey, ECtHR, no 21869/93, 6 April 2004, para 310.
44 See UK Parliament Joint Committee on Human Rights, ‘Deaths in Custody’, Third Report, Session 2004-05, 14
December 2004, HL 15-I/HC 137-I and HL 15-II/HC 137-II. These criteria derive from a number of judgments
including, Paul and Audrey Edwards v UK, ECtHR, no 46477/99, 14 March 2002, ECHR 2002-II; Seidova and
others v Bulgaria, ECtHR, no 310/04, 18 November 2010; Hugh Jordan v UK, ECtHR, no 24746/94, 4 August
2001.
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particularly relevant in the context of migrant deaths, the vast majority of which have
transboundary implications.45
Although primary responsibility for investigating a death lies with the state where the victim has
died, or the body has been found, all States Parties to the European Convention on Mutual
Assistance in Criminal Matters46 are under a corollary obligation to render assistance to the
investigating State where a legal request has been sought by that State not least when evidence is
located within its jurisdiction.47
It should be noted that in the case of migrant deaths, the general obligation to conduct an effective
investigation pursuant to Article 2 is further reinforced by the specific obligations set forth in a
number of international and regional instruments including, in particular, the Protocol against the
Smuggling of Migrants and the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons
insofar as those States Parties are concerned.48
Whether a breach of the Article 2 procedural obligation can, of itself, constitute a violation
of Article 3 in respect of the families of the victims has been considered by the European Court in
several cases.49 In the absence of a finding of State responsibility for the death or the
disappearance, the Court has not been persuaded that the conduct of the authorities, even if
negligent, falls within the scope of Article 3. That said, the jurisprudence is ambiguous and given
the widely recognised characteristic of the ECHR as a ‘living instrument’ coupled with the emerging
jurisprudence of other bodies including the opinions issued by the Human Rights Advisory Panel,
there are compelling arguments to be made that a failure to satisfy the Article 2 procedural
obligation may constitute a violation of Article 3.50
6. To issue a death certificate
Official recognition of death in the form of a certificate is of legal relevance to the family, next-ofkin and others. A death certificate is often the only basis upon which a determination can be
reached on, for example, the status of marriage, guardianship of under age children, parental
rights, the right to social allowances of members of the families and the management of property
of the dead or missing persons.

Rantsev v Cyprus and Russia, supra fn. 10, para 241.
European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters, adopted 20 May 1959, entered into force 12
June 1962, Council of Europe Treaty Series (CETS) No 30, Chart of signatures and ratifications of Treaty 030,
http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/030/signatures?p_auth=N4ZRRk5p :
accessed 15 March 2017
47 Rantsev v Cyprus and Russia, supra fn.10, para 245.
48 Article 4 of both the Smuggling and Trafficking Protocols require States to prevent, investigate and prosecute
the offence of smuggling and trafficking respectively, supra fn. 9. In addition, Article 7 of the Smuggling
Protocol requires States Parties to cooperate to the fullest extent possible to prevent and suppress the
smuggling of migrants by sea, in accordance with the international law of the sea. Article 3 of the Trafficking
Protocol as well as the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings (adopted
16 May 2005, entered into force 1 February 2008, CETS No. 197) include the offence of recruitment.
Accordingly, States Parties must undertake a full and effective investigation covering all aspects of trafficking
allegations from recruitment to exploitation in circumstances where there is evidence to indicate that those
who died were victims of smuggling or trafficking.
49 Tovsultanova v Russia, ECtHR, no. 26974/06, 17 June 2010; Shafiyeva v Russia, ECtHR, no. 49379/09, 3 May
2012.
50 Five Complainants v UNMIK, Human Rights Advisory Panel (HRAP), Cases nos 43/09, 54/09, 114/09, 173/09,
242/09, 31 July 2013, paras 145-150; Ranko Milenkovic v UNMIK, HRAP, case no. 255/09, 26 June 2015;
Andelkovic v. UNMIK, HRAP, Case No. 277/09, 23 January 2014.
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Issue of a death certificate is a necessary pre-condition for families of the deceased to exercise
their human rights – for example – to property, or for a wife to remarry. It also forms part of the
effective and transparent investigation of a death which is required under Art. 2 ECHR.
Article 129 of the fourth Geneva Convention requires that ‘[d]eaths of internees shall be certified
in every case by a doctor, and a death certificate shall be made out, showing the causes of death
and the conditions under which it occurred’.
7. To locate and notify the relatives of the dead and missing
This obligation derives from the Article 2 procedural obligation to ensure that the victim’s relatives
are not excluded from the investigation into the death or disappearance. The obligation to involve
the next-of-kin of the victim in the procedure to the extent necessary to safeguard his or her
legitimate interests is a condition that the Court has reaffirmed in numerous cases.51 It follows that
locating and notifying the relatives of the dead and missing who are in the State’s jurisdiction is a
necessary pre-condition to satisfying the criteria of an effective official investigation. This
obligation does not necessarily apply in respect of the relatives who are located outside the State’s
jurisdiction. Nevertheless, if the relevant information is known, the authorities do have a positive
obligation to inform, without delay, the appropriate consular post of the death.52 However this
obligation is not absolute, and will not arise where
circumstances suggest that the deceased was or may have been a refugee.
Article 16(3) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights recognizes the family as ‘the natural and
fundamental group unit of society’ and its entitlement ‘to protection by society and the State’.
Human rights law also acknowledges a right to know the truth that may also impose obligations
upon States in this area.53
International humanitarian law affirms the duty of States to facilitate enquiries about missing
family members. According to article 32 of Additional Protocol I, such measures are ‘prompted
mainly by the right of families to know the fate of their relatives’.
8. To facilitate the return of the remains of the dead to their next-of-kin, upon request
The obligation to facilitate the return of the remains of the dead to their next-of-kin flows from the
importance of the family unit in international human rights law, exemplified by Article 16 of the
UDHR which recognizes that:
“The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to
protection by society and the State”.54
Article 8 of the ECHR recognizes that “everyone has the right to respect for his private and family
life, his home and his correspondence”. The ECtHR has interpreted this right broadly and has found
that an excessive delay in the restitution of a body after an autopsy or of bodily samples on
completion of the relevant criminal proceedings may constitute an interference with both the

Paul and Audrey Edwards v UK, no 46477/99, 14 March 2002, para 73; Ahmet Özkan and Others v. Turkey,
supra fn.41, paras 311-314; Isayeva v Russia, ECtHR, no 57950/00, 24 February 2005, Para 211-214.
52 Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, concluded 24 April 1963, entered into force 19 March 1967, 596
UNTS 261, Art. 37(a).
53 El-Masri v. the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, ECtHR [GC], no. 39630/09, 13 December 2012, ECHR
2012
54 Article 23, ICCPR.
51
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‘private life’ and the ‘family life’ of the surviving family members.55 Moreover, the failure to return
a dead body to the relatives for burial, or disclose where it was buried, can constitute a violation
of Article 8 if the interference with the right to bury one’s relative cannot be justified by reference
to international human rights law by the state authorities.56
Under international humanitarian law, States should also ‘facilitate the return of the remains of
the deceased and of personal effects to the home country’ (Additional Protocol I, art. 34(2)).
Because the dead may be found far from their homes, repatriation of the remains may involve
significant expenditure that may be well beyond the means of the family and next-of-kin.
The UN’s Inter Agency Standing Committee’s Operational Guidelines on Human Rights and Natural
Disasters [“UN Guidelines”] recommend that appropriate measures should be taken ‘to facilitate
the return of remains to the next of kin…Measures should allow for the possibility of recovery of
human remains for future identification and reburial if required’. 57
9. Where the remains are not returned to the next-of-kin, they should be disposed of in a
dignified and respectful manner, appropriate to the religious and cultural traditions of the person
and bearing in mind the wishes of the next of kin
Repatriation or return to families may be impossible for a variety of reasons. In such cases, decent,
dignified and respectful treatment of the body must be provided with due regard to religious and
cultural traditions of the family where these are known. [ECHR Art. 9]. European biomedical law
sets standards for the treatment of bodies. These have a wider relevance; they include the
protection of dignity and identity; treatment with respect; and the prohibition of financial gain.58
International humanitarian law [Article 130(1) of the fourth Geneva Convention] provides
that deceased persons should be ‘honourably buried, if possible according to the rites of the
religion to which they belonged’. Bodies may be cremated only for imperative reasons of hygiene,
on account of the religion of the deceased or in accordance with his or her express wish to this
effect.
The UN Guidelines recommend that where human remains cannot be returned to next of kin, ‘they
must be disposed of respectfully and in a manner which will help their future recovery and
identification. Cremation of unidentified bodies should be avoided. Instead, they should be stored
or buried temporarily, pending future identification and return to families. All burials should be
conducted in a manner that respects the dignity and privacy of the dead and of their living family
members….Local religious and cultural practices should be taken into account…..59

Pannullo and Forte v France, ECtHR, Appl. no. 37794/97, 30 October 2001, ECHR 2001-X, paras 35-36; Girard v
France, ECtHR, no 22590/04, 30 June 2011, para 107; Zorica Jovanović v. Serbia, no. 21794/08, 26 March 2013,
ECHR 2013; Arkhestov and Others v. Russia, no. 22089/07, 16 January 2014.
56 Non-return must be in accordance with the law, in pursuit of a legitimate aim, necessary in a democratic
society, proportionate, and non-discriminatory; Sabanchiyeva and Others v. Russia, ECtHR, no. 38450/05, 6
June 2013, ECHR 2013. Maskhadova and Others v. Russia, ECtHR, no. 18071/05, 6 June 2013. In Hadri-Vionnet
v Switzerland, (ECtHR, no. 55525/00, 14 February 2008), there was a violation of Article 8 where a still-born
child was buried in a communal grave without the mother’s knowledge.
57 Inter-Agency Standing Committee (2006), Protecting Persons Affected by Natural Disasters: IASC Operational
Guidelines on Human Rights and Natural Disasters (hereafter: IASC Guidelines), Brookings-Bern Project on
Internal Displacement, Washington, United States: Brookings-Bern Project on Internal Displacement, June
2006. https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/11_natural_disasters.pdf: last accessed 15
March 2017, Guidelines D.3.5 & D.3.7
58 Additional Protocol on Transplantation of Organs and Tissues of Human Origin, supra fn.26
59 Ibid, IASC Guidelines D.3.5, D.3.6 & D.3.7.
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10. To record the location of burial and to respect and maintain gravesites
The right of families under Article 8 of the ECHR to know where a relative has been buried requires
that the grave is marked and recorded. International humanitarian law [Article 130(1) of the fourth
Geneva Convention] provides that States should ensure that ‘graves are respected, properly
maintained, and marked in such a way that they can always be recognized’.
The UN Guidelines recommend that ‘[F]amily members should be fully informed about the location
of grave sites, and have full access to them. They should be given the opportunity to erect
memorials and conduct religious ceremonies as needed’. 60
11. To respect equal treatment and non-discrimination in all these actions
Most if not all States address the issues of treatment of the dead in national legislation. At a
minimum, human rights must be protected without unlawful discrimination [ECHR Article 14].
Consistent with the principle of non-discrimination, the rights of those at heightened risk of human
rights abuses, such as refugees, irregular migrants, women and children must be ensured at all
times.
12. To give special protection to children
Under general international human rights law children are entitled to special protection.61 All
States parties, including all states in Europe, have duties under the 1989 United Nations Convention
on the Rights of the Child [‘CRC’]62. The CRC provides that States Parties “recognize that every child
has the inherent right to life” and that states must “ensure to the maximum extent possible the
survival and development of the child”. States have a duty to ensure that laws, policies and
procedures are enacted “to promote the full enjoyment of all rights in the Convention by all
children” without discrimination [CRC Article 2].
States thus have a duty to anticipate and prevent harm, including with respect to the triggers of
child migration and to invest in robust search and rescue operations to avert harmful migration
outcomes. The fact that a large proportion of those crossing the Mediterranean are children will
require States to take additional measures when searching for and conducting rescue operations
of children and families in peril on or missing at sea in order to fulfill their treaty obligations. This
would require, for example, support to bereaved children, or children who are unaccompanied or
have become separated from their parents or adult carers, to ensure that their special
vulnerabilities are identified and met as a priority.
The CRC [Article 3] requires the best interests of the child to be a primary consideration in all
actions concerning children. States are under an additional duty [Article 8] to preserve a child’s
identity, including nationality, name and family relationships; this would encompass giving priority
to tracing missing parents and other relatives, where – for example - a child was travelling or living
with a relative other than a parent, and to the identification of the dead.63 Where parents or
relatives are missing and separation, including through death, results from action initiated by the
Ibid. IASC Guidelines D.3.9.
‘Every child is entitled to ‘such measures of protection’ as are required by their status as minors [ICCPR Art.
24]. ‘Special measures of protection and assistance should be taken on behalf of all children’ [CESCR Art. 20].
62 Ratified by all UN member states save the USA,
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/CRC/OHCHR_Map_CRC.pdf: accessed 15 March 2017.
63 The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of Children (adopted 11 July 1990, entered into force 29
November 1999, Organisation of African Unity, CAB/LEG/24.9/49 (1990) ) requires states to take ‘all necessary
measures to trace and re-unite children with parents or other relatives where separation is caused by internal
or external displacement arising from armed conflicts’, Article 25.
60
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State (which could include during rescue and recovery of bodies), CRC Article 9 requires the state
to provide the child with information concerning the whereabouts of the absent relatives, provide
all necessary assistance to restore family unity as soon as possible and ensure appropriate
alternative care pending such reunification, including measures to enable the child’s psychological
recovery and reintegration [CRC Article 39], measures to ensure that as separated children outside
their country of origin they have the benefit of guardianship and legal assistance to assist with all
legal procedures, family reunification etc.64
There is a duty on states to ensure the accurate identification of children and therefore a need to
collect and preserve essential data on children individually as they arrive, and to collate all such
data on these children generally, including how many are bereaved, and have lost parents, siblings
or other relatives. This will require establishing common standards of data collection and
recording.65
Article 4 CRC requires that the implementation of the rights set out in the Convention should be
“within the framework of international cooperation”.66 This would include - for example - collating
data of children who have died, and assistance with tracing such as exists under the Hague
Conventions.67

See in extenso CRC General Comment No. 6 (2005) ‘Unaccompanied and Separated Children Outside their
Country of Origin’, UN Doc. CRC/GC/2005/6; in particular para 33 -38
CRC measures apply to “all children” not just the individual child and states’ duties under Article 4 require
systemic implementation of CRC rights, including “data collection” – see especially CRC General Comment No.5
(2003) ‘General Measures of Implementation’, UN Doc. CRC/GC/2003/5, para. 9
66 Ibid para. 63. ”The Committee encourages States to provide and to use, as appropriate, technical assistance in
the process of implementing the Convention. The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the Office of the
High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and other United Nations and United Nations related agencies
can provide technical assistance with many aspects of implementation’.
67 Eg the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction, (adopted 25 October 1980,
entered into force 1 December 1983, 1343 UNTS 89) where designated central authorities in each country
cooperate in tracing.
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